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iAbstract
The strength of program static analysis techniques lies on its ability to de-
tect faulty behaviors prior to the execution. This ability requires that the
analysis process foresees any possible runtime scenario. A task which is even
more complex in the case of concurrent programs, because of the number of
alternatives introduced by the usual nondeterminism. In this particular case,
some of the most common faulty behaviors are those about erroneous usage
of resources, presence of deadlocks and data race conflicts.
Behavioral type systems for programming languages provide a strong
mechanism for reasoning on programs actions at static time. In this the-
sis we discuss two static analysis techniques based on this approach. The
first one, targets the resource usage in an ad-hoc language with full-fledged
operations for acquiring and releasing virtual machines. The second one,
targets the deadlock analysis of Java programs.
In both cases we provide a formal proof of correctness, along with pro-
totype implementations that allow practically to test the feasibility of these
solutions. These prototypes have also allowed assessing these techniques
against others existing in the literature obtaining very encouraging results.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this Chapter we present a general overview of the concepts and problems
treated in this thesis. We start with a brief description of the purpose of
program static analysis, and in particular, the behavioral type system based
approach. Then, we concisely describe the two program verification problems
that are solved by the static techniques presented in this work. Finally, we
conclude with the main goals of this thesis and the structure of this document.
1.1 Static analysis
There are two big well-defined groups of approaches for program analysis:
static analysis techniques and runtime analysis techniques. In addition, there
are as well hybrid techniques that combine the previous two.
The main characteristic of static analysis techniques is that programs
are verified without actually being executed. Usually such analyses are per-
formed on the source code or, in other cases, on some form of the object code
(the intermediate language generated by some compilers like JVML in the case
of the Java virtual machine). The term static analysis is, in general, applied
to a verification performed in an automatic way. There are human-aided
static analysis tools as well, but these are usually referred in the literature
as program understanding, program comprehension, or code review.
The vast majority of the existing programming languages use some sort of
static analysis for detecting potential errors prior to the execution time. The
simplest examples are perhaps strong-typed languages, that define a type
system that is checked at compiling time for ensuring type safety.
However, other kind of properties (i.e. resource usage upper bounds,
deadlock freedom, program termination and data race conflicts) may be much
more difficult to verify.
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The advantage of the static analysis tools is the possibility to reason about
the whole set of possible program executions. Theoretically, such checking
ensures a certain quality before the software deployment stage. In general,
the static analysis is as complex as the properties targeted by the verification.
Logically, when these properties become very complex, the main drawbacks
of these approaches appear.
The main issues with static analysis techniques is that analyzing all possi-
ble program executions takes a considerable amount of time. It is important
to consider that since static techniques take place during compilation time
they are not as time sensitive as dynamic analysis techniques that take place
during the program runtime. Still, even for not very big programs, analyzing
the whole set of possible executions may lead to an exponential unmanage-
able problem. Therefore, for non-trivial programs, some level of abstraction
is needed. Abstraction allows to scale the large set of possible program runs
into a smaller (analyzable) model. Implicitly, this produces a common trade-
off in static analysis techniques between precision and abstraction.
Formal methods. Program verification has been targeted by the Com-
puter Science community since the very beginning. Perhaps one of the very
first problems in this sense was Alan Turing’s halting problem [57]. To this
aim, several formal methods have been developed oriented to the analysis of
computer programs. A static analysis technique may be purely based on one
of these techniques, or on a combination of them. The following list briefly
summarizes some of the most used formal methodologies:
Abstract interpretation: A technique based on the interpretation
of an abstraction of the language semantics. This technique often uses
over-approximations of the underlying program model in order to con-
siderably reduce the set of possible program executions.
Model checking: This technique is built around the representation of
a program by a finite set of states. These states are then analyzed sep-
arately and the resulting conclusions are combined to draw the overall
verification of the program.
Symbolic execution: This technique tries to fill the gap between the
static and dynamic analysis. The main idea is to group all the possible
inputs of the program into sets that will produce similar behaviors.
Afterwards, a symbolic representation of each set of inputs is evaluated
by a symbolic interpreter. The final conclusions are drawn from the
results of this symbolic execution.
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Dataflow analysis: This is a fix-point based technique. Programs are
represented by a control flow graph that corresponds to the source code.
The states at each node of the program are then calculated repeatedly
until a stable state is reached. Then, the verification is performed on
each one of the control flow graph nodes.
1.2 Behavioral type systems based analysis
Behavioral type systems [11] provide a strong mechanism for reasoning on
a program possible execution. With respect to standard type systems, the
behavioral ones usually enrich standard types by adding some dynamic in-
formation of the effects of each expression.
Generic approach
The overall approach can be divided in four stages: piq Parsing of the pro-
gram, piiq Typing process, piiiq Simplification of the program and pivq Veri-
fication of the program.
The first step is usually performed after traditional static checks, thus the
program is considered syntactically correct and with no obvious semantic
errors. The main goal of this process is to obtain a representation of the
program that is more suitable for the upcoming processes than the textual
representation.
During the typing process the program behavioral type is obtained. This
process can be fully automatic, partially automatic or manual. The typing
process might not succeed, in that case the program could not be analyzed.
After a behavioral type is obtained, it is derived into an abstract simpli-
fied representation of the program. This abstraction drops features that are
unrelated to the targeted analysis and focuses on those that are relevant. For
example, in deadlock analysis, the abstraction may be an object dependency
graph, for resource analysis it may be a set of cost equations.
Finally, the targeted properties are verified over the abstracted program.
The verification process is only tied to the abstract program representation
easing the use of third-party, and possibly more general, analyzers.
Advantages
The main advantage of this approach is its modularity. The type system
is in general bounded to the language targeted by the analysis. The final
verification is, in turn, tied to the abstract representation of the program.
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This makes possible to apply the same analysis to different programming
languages by having proper typing mechanisms producing the same kind of
abstract representation.
This idea is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The figure corresponds to the dead-
lock analysis scheme for three different programming languages Java, Scala
and ABS1. All three languages share the verification stage, since all three share
the same simplified representation. However, there are two typing processes,
one for Java and Scala, and the other for ABS. The first two languages can
use the same inference mechanism since both of them are compiled to Java
bytecode.
Figure 1.1: General approach of a behavioral type system based analysis
Another rather important advantage is that one can reason on the cor-
rectness of the analysis also in a modular way. For example, one can focus
on two aspects separately: the typing and the abstraction, and the analy-
sis. In the case of the typing process and its abstract representation, the
correctness is usually proved by means of a subject reduction technique [24].
The correctness for the analysis will depend on the analysis technique. For
example, in the case of the work described in Part I the correctness of the
verification relies on the third party cost equation solver. In the case of the
work described in Part II the analysis is based on a formally demonstrated
decision algorithm.
1http://abs-models.org/
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1.3 Problems tackled in this work
This work presents the theoretical basis and the prototype implementation of
two static analysis tools based on behavioral type systems. The two problems
targeted by these tools are the analysis of resource usage upper-bounds and
the deadlock analysis. In both cases, the targeted language is an object-
oriented language that allows concurrency operations.
The description of both tools is presented in the order they were con-
ceived. This is an important remark, because the experience obtained in the
development of the first tool has been key in the conception of the second
one. In practice, it can be appreciated that the second of these tools presents
a much deeper level of complexity. Also, in this second tool the result is more
palpable since it can be applied to real world programming languages.
The analysis of virtual machines usage. In the first problem we analyze
a domain specific language called vml. This is a rather simplistic language
but expressive enough to allow the dynamic acquisition (creation) and releas-
ing (deletion) of objects representing virtual machines. In this language, the
operations on virtual machines can occur in parallel, and more over, virtual
machine objects can run tasks that may, in turn, operate on other virtual
machines. This scenario is inspired on the elastic features of the Cloud Com-
puting environments. The purpose of the analysis of this language is to make
an (over) estimation of the maximum number of virtual machines that may
coexist during the program execution.
The resource analysis problem itself has received lots of attention from
the scientific community. However, very few approaches target languages in
which are both present, the concurrency feature and the explicit resource
removal operation. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, there are not
previous works targeting the static analysis of code exploiting the Cloud
elasticity features.
The analysis of deadlocks in Java bytecode. There have been several
works targeting the analysis of deadlocks in the Java language and its byte
code (JVML). The existing techniques, however, target either a very reduced
subset of the language or take little to none consideration about the sound-
ness of their approach. An interesting remark, is also the fact, that to the
best of our knowledge none of the existing analyzers reports the analysis of
Scala programs, a language that is also compiled into JVML.
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1.4 Aim, objectives, and contribution of this
work
The main goal of this thesis is to present the strength of the behavioral
type system based approach for the static analysis in concurrent programs.
To accomplish such purpose, we focus on two program verification problems
of high relevance and with application in the newest developments in the
Computer Science world.
It is also part of the aim of this work to produce competitive solutions
to these problems at the level of other state of the art solutions. We also
expect these solutions to be fully automatic and capable to perform with very
little human interaction. This is a key feature for the purpose of analyzing
non-trivial programs
1.4.1 Objectives
The main objective of this thesis is to provide valid tools for the analysis of
the problems discussed in Section 1.3. Technically, the process of building
such tools, with the approach followed in this work, involves the following
partial objectives:
• Definition of the behavioral type systems: To design the static
semantic rules that define the type systems for both of the problems
tackled in this work.
• Design and implementation of automatic behavioral type in-
ference: To implement a fully automatic mechanism for the inference
of program types, according to the behavioral type systems designed
and the targeted languages.
• Proofs of correctness of the behavioral type systems: To demon-
strate the correctness of the behavioral type systems in characterizing
the underlying programs and producing correct program abstractions
without losing key information for the analysis.
• Design and implementation of the analysis of the behavioral
type systems: To provide an automatic mechanism for drawing con-
clusions from the abstractions produced during the typing process.
• Comparison of the result of the proposed tools with existing
similar ones: To demonstrate the effectiveness of the resulting tools
by testing them against other related approaches.
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1.4.2 Contribution
Two main contributions can be derived from the results of this work:
i the approach for the static analysis of resource utilization in a concur-
rent and object oriented language with explicit resource release opera-
tions.
ii the approach for the static analysis of deadlocks in Java bytecode.
Each of these solutions presents a custom and complex behavioral type
system. The instrumentation of these type systems as well as the proof of
correctness behind them are also a remarkable part of the results obtained
in this work.
The design of these solutions cover issues that are typical in the static
analysis of programs. The ways in which these issues are resolved constitute
also relevant contributions of this work.
Finally, this work also provides a prototype implementation of the two
solutions described. These prototypes constitute a simple way to interact
with the results of these approaches making easy to compare it with previous
and future equivalent techniques.
1.5 Document contents
The current document intends to provide an overall vision of the static analy-
sis techniques based on behavioral type systems, and to present two successful
applications of this approach. Following this introduction, the document is
divided in two parts of two chapters each:
Part I: The static resource analysis problem
This part is dedicated to the analysis of resources in a concurrent
object oriented language. The content is divided in two chapters.
Chapter 2: Machine usage upper bounds in vml, describes a vari-
ation of the static resource analysis problem applied to the Cloud
Computing scenario. In particular, this problem focuses in the
detection of upper bounds for the number of virtual machines nec-
essary to execute a program in this environment. In this chapter,
we describe a custom language: vml, which allows modeling the
dynamic creation and release operations of the Cloud’s elasticity
feature. We then discuss a behavioral type system for abstract-
ing virtual machine usage on these programs, and the subsequent
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analysis of these types. This chapter concludes with the proof of
correctness of the overall process.
Chapter 3: The SRA tool, describes a resource analysis tool based
on the theory presented in Chapter 2. We discuss the main imple-
mentation details of this tool, specially the type inference process
and the integration with an external cost equations solver. We
present illustrative examples of the technique, and we also review
the related literature and compare the tool and its technique with
some of the existing approaches.
Part II: The deadlock analysis problem
This part is devoted to the deadlock analysis problem in Java
programs. The content is divided in two chapters.
Chapter 4: Deadlock detection in JVML, describes the static
deadlock analysis problem in Java programs. In this chapter,
we present a behavioral type system for abstracting dependen-
cies in JVMLd, a subset of the Java bytecode. We also present
the algorithm for reasoning on the presence of circularities in the
program dependencies. The chapter concludes with the extension
of the behavioral type system to the full set of Java features and
the proof of correctness of the overall approach.
Chapter 5: The JaDA tool, describes the Java deadlock analysis
tool. We discuss the type inference process and the implementa-
tion of the circularities detection algorithm. In this chapter, we
also review the related literature and compare the tool and its
technique with some of the existing approaches including a com-
mercial grade tool. We conclude with the description of the JaDA
tool deliverables.
This document concludes with Chapter 6, where we present the main
contributions of this thesis and describe some of the future possible lines of
research that can be derived from it.
Part I
The static resource analysis
problem
9

Chapter 2
Machine usage upper bounds in
vml
Summary
We propose a static analysis technique that computes upper bounds of virtual
machines usage in a concurrent language with explicit acquire and release
operations over this kind of objects. In our language, the creation and re-
lease operations can occur in separated and possibly concurrent contexts (by
passing virtual machine objects as arguments of invocations). Moreover, the
objects representing virtual machines are active, that may be asynchronously
hosting operations with side effects on the overall resource utilization. Our
technique is modular and consists of (i) a type system associating programs
with behavioral types that record relevant information for resource usage
(creations, releases, and concurrent operations), (ii) a translation function
that takes behavioral types and returns cost equations, and (iii) the integra-
tion with an automatic off-the-shelf solver for the cost equations.
2.1 Introduction
An accurate assessment of the resource usage in a computer program could
reduce, for example, energy consumption and allocation costs. Two criteria
that are even more important today, in modern architectures like mobile
devices or Cloud Computing, where resources, such as virtual machines, have
hourly or monthly rates.
While it is relatively easy to manually estimate worst-case costs for sim-
ple code examples, extrapolating this information for fully real-life complex
programs could be cumbersome and highly error-sensitive. The first attempt
11
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about the analysis of resource usage dates back to Wegbreit’s pioneering
work in 1975 [58], which develops a technique for deriving closed-form ex-
pressions out of programs. The evaluation of these expressions would return
upper-bound costs that are parametrized by programs’ inputs.
Wegbreit’s contribution has two limitations: it addresses a simple func-
tional language and it does not formalize the connection between the lan-
guage and the closed-form expressions. A number of techniques have been
developed afterwards to cope with more expressive languages (see [6, 20])
and to make the connection between programs and closed-form expressions
precise (see [23, 41]). A more detailed discussion of the related work in the
literature is presented in Section 2.8.
The existing cost analysis techniques vary also from the point of view of
the resource targeted. The most common targets are probably the memory
related resources like the heap space, and the number of steps in the pro-
gram execution. However, some of the existing techniques also give certain
abstraction on the type of the resource analyzed, by allowing code annota-
tions with cost related expressions. Some attempts have even considered the
analysis of the time necessary for the program execution [33].
This work targets the analysis of the usage of virtual machines repre-
sented by first order objects in a custom domain specific language called vml.
The latter is a concurrent object-oriented language that includes explicit ac-
quire and release operations on virtual machines object. These operations
can occur in separated and possibly concurrent contexts (by passing virtual
machine objects as arguments of invocations).
Our technique is modular and consists of (i) a type system associating
programs with behavioral types that record relevant information for resource
usage (creations, releases, and concurrent operations), (ii) a translation func-
tion that takes behavioral types and returns cost equations, and (iii) the
integration with an automatic off-the-shelf solver for the cost equations.
To the best of our knowledge, current cost analysis techniques address
(concurrent) languages where resource usage is always cumulative. We have
found that only one of the existing techniques considers the scenario where
both concurrent and resource removal operations are possible. That is the
case of [8], however, our problem settings differ from these in two main
aspects: i) the resources targeted by our technique are program objects that
may carry, concurrently, operations that acquire and release other resources;
and ii) in our case it is possible to have the acquire and release operations of a
resource happening in different contexts by passing the objects as arguments
of other possibly asynchronous method invocations.
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Chapter contents
This Chapter starts by describing, in Section 2.2, the so called Cloud Com-
puting elasticity concept that constitutes the inspiration of this work. In
Section 2.3, we present vml: a simplified concurrent object-oriented language
featuring virtual machine (VM) objects. In Section 2.4 we discuss some tech-
nical limitations that simplify, from the practical point of view, the analysis
of vml programs. Section 2.5 and 2.6 present the definition of a behavioral
type system for vml programs and its further analysis for estimating VM
usage upper bounds. We then discuss, in Section 2.7, the correctness of this
approach, supported by the formal proof of the soundness of the type system
and the corresponding analysis. In Section 2.8 we review some of the main
contributions in the literature related to the resource analysis problem. We
conclude with the main remarks about this approach.
2.2 Motivation and Problem Statement
Cloud Computing introduces the concept of elasticity, whose main feature
is the possibility for the resources, namely virtual machines (VM), to scale
according to the software needs. There are two kinds of scaling, vertical
and horizontal. Vertical Scaling means changing the deployed VM, adding
more memory or disk space or using a more powerful processor, this kind of
elasticity is, in general, associated to a disruptive workflow that stops the
software execution and restarts it after the changes.
On the other hand, Horizontal Scaling is when the underlying number of
VMs changes to fulfill the demand, this kind of scaling is a seamless process
for the final user since it does not affect the availability of a service. Hori-
zontal Scaling is the suggested scaling method by main Cloud providers like
Amazon, Google and Microsoft Azure. This is appreciated in their pricing
models that allow hiring, on demand, instances which are payed for the time
they are in use; and also in their APIs that include instructions for requesting
and releasing these VM instances on the fly.
In contrast to the elasticity concept, Cloud providers also give to the user
the possibility to reserve a number of VM instances for a fixed period of time.
This approach is used often by clients that migrate their existing solutions
from private data centers to the Cloud. The main problem of this approach
is the overcapacity or under-capacity of the allocated resources. The reserved
VMs may spend important part of the time in an idle status, or the reserved
VMs may be not enough to fulfill the demand. The table in Figure 2.1 shows
some of the pricing possibilities given by the main Cloud providers. Notice
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that the on demand price is a bit higher than the reserved alternative.
However, the on demand model is more convenient when reserved machines
may be idle more than the 40% of the time.
Figure 2.1: Some pricing options of main Cloud Providers, January 2016
Cloud computing elasticity APIs features acquire and release operations
for the management of On Demand VMs (see for instance the Amazon Elastic
Compute Cloud [50] or the Docker Fiware) that can be invoked dynamically
from running code. The release operation happens to be a very powerful pro-
gramming artifact, allowing to downscale a program’s resource demand. It
is worth noticing that, without a full release operation, the cost of a concur-
rent program may be modeled by aggregating the sets of operations that can
occur in parallel, as in [7]. A full-fledged release operation, however, makes
possible to delegate to other methods (possibly concurrent) the release of re-
sources by passing them as arguments of invocations. For example, consider
the following method
Int double_release(Vm x, Vm y) {
release x;
release y;
return 0 ;
}
that takes two machines and simply releases them. The cost of this method
will depend on the state of the machines in input:
– it may be -2 when x and y are different and active;
– it may be -1 when one machine is active and the other is released, or
when x and y are equal and active – consider the invocation double_release(x,x);
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– it may be 0 when the two machines have been already released.
In this case, one might over-approximate the cost of double_release to 0.
However, this leads to disregard releases and makes the analysis (too) impre-
cise. Moreover, consider the case where the machine objects can be hosting
processes that either create or release other virtual machines. Ignoring a ma-
chine release may imply to assume the process hosted on it is still running,
thus executing in parallel with the rest of the environment. This will have a
serious impact in the calculation of the usage of these resources.
Problem statement
Lets us consider the following problem:
Given a pool of on demand VM instances and a computer pro-
gram that may indistinctly acquire and release these instances,
what is the minimum cardinality of the pool that ensures the pro-
gram runs without interruptions caused by the lack of available
VMs? Assume that a VM can be re-acquired if and only if it has
been previously released.
A solution to the previous problem has a direct application for both Cloud
Providers and Cloud Costumers. For the former, it represents the possibility
to know in advance how many real resources to allocate for an specific service.
For the latter, it represents the possibility to pay exactly for the resources
that are needed.
2.3 The language vml
The language vml is a future-based concurrent object-oriented language1 with
explicit acquire and release operations of virtual machines. In future-based
languages, function/method invocations are executed asynchronously to the
caller and are bound to variables called futures. The caller synchronizes
with the callee by using the future variables when the return value is strictly
needed. The syntax and the semantics of vml are defined in the following
two subsections; the third subsection discusses a number of examples.
2.3.1 Syntax
In vml we distinguish between simple types T , which are either integers Int
or virtual machines VM, and future types Fut<T>, which type asynchronous
1See [35] for more details on a similar language
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invocations. The future argument T is instantiated with the return type of
the invoked function. We use F to range over simple and future types. The
notation T x denotes any finite sequence of name declarations T x separated
by commas. Similarly we write T x ; for a finite sequence of name declaration
separated by semicolons.
A vml program is a sequence of method definitions T mpT xqtF y ; s u,
ranged over M , plus a main body tF z ; s1u. The syntax of statements
s, expressions z and pure expressions e of vml is defined by the following
grammar:
s :: x  z | if e t s u else t s u | return e | s ; s | release e statements
z :: e | e!mpeq | e.get | new VMpq expressions
e :: this | se | nse pure expressions
A statement s may be either one of the standard operations of an impera-
tive language plus the release e operation that disposes the virtual machine
e.
An expression z may change the state of the system. In particular, it
may be an asynchronous method call e!mpeq where e is the virtual machine
that will execute the call, and e are the arguments of the call. This invoca-
tion does not suspend caller’s execution: when the value computed by the
invocation is needed then the caller performs a non blocking get operation,
if the value needed by a process is not available then an awaiting process is
scheduled and executed. Expressions z also include new VMpq that creates a
new virtual machine. The intended meaning of operations taking place on
different virtual machines is that they may execute in parallel, while opera-
tions in the same virtual machine interleave their evaluation (even if in the
following operational semantics the parallelism is not explicit).
A (pure) expression e may be the reserved identifier this, a virtual ma-
chines identifier or an integer expression. Since our analysis will be paramet-
ric with respect to the inputs, we parse integer expressions in a careful way.
In particular we split them into size expressions se, which are expressions
in Presburger arithmetics [18] (this is a decidable fragment of Peano arith-
metics that only contains addition), and non-size expressions nse, which are
the other type of expressions. The syntax of size and non-size expressions is
the following:
nse :: k | x | nse ¤ nse |  nse | nse and nse non-size expressions
| nse or nse | nse  nse | nse nse
| nse nse | nse{nse
se :: ve | ve ¤ ve |  se | se and se | se or se size expressions
ve :: k | x | ve  ve | k  ve integer size expressions
k :: integer constants | err
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We will use the term nse  nse1 as an abbreviation of “pnse ¤ nse1q and
pnse1 ¤ nseq”, and similarly for se. We notice that (non-size and size)
expressions also contain the value err – see below the definition of rressl for
the semantics of arithmetics expressions that contain err. In the whole docu-
ment, we assume that sequences of declarations T x and method declarations
M do not contain duplicate names. We also assume that return statements
never have a continuation.
2.3.2 Semantics
The vml semantic is defined as a transition relation between configurations,
noted cn and defined below
cn ::  | futpf, vq | vmpo, a, p, qq | invocpo, f, m, vq | cn cn configurations
p :: tl | u | tl | su process
q ::  | p | q q sets of processes
v :: integer constants | o | f | K | err run-time values
a :: J | K machine states
l :: r   , x ÞÑ v,    s maps
Configurations are sets of elements – therefore, we identify configurations
that are equal up-to associativity and commutativity – and are denoted by
the juxtaposition of the elements cn cn; the empty configuration is denoted
by . The transition relation uses two infinite sets of names: VM names,
ranged over by o, o1,    and future names, ranged over by f , f 1,    . The
function freshpq returns either a fresh VM name or a fresh future name; the
context will disambiguate between the two. The elements of configurations
are:
– virtual machines vmpo, a, p, qq where o is a VM name; a is either J
or K depending on whether the machine is alive or dead; p is either
tl | u, representing a terminated statement, or tl | su, representing an
active process, where l maps each local variable to its value and s is the
statement to execute; and q is the set of processes to evaluate.
– future binders futpf, vq. When the value v is K then the actual value
of f has still to be computed.
– method invocation messages invocpo, f, m, vq.
Runtime values v are either integers or virtual machines and future names,
or K, meaning an un-computed value, or an erroneous value err. The fol-
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lowing auxiliary functions are used in the semantic rules (we assume a fixed
vml program):
– domplq returns the domain of l.
– lrx ÞÑ vs is the function such that plrx ÞÑ vsqpxq  v and plrx ÞÑ
vsqpyq  lpyq, when y  x.
– rressl returns the value of e, possibly retrieving the values of the names
that are stored in l. Regarding boolean operations, as usual, false is
represented by 0 and true is represented by a value different from 0.
Arithmetic operations in vml are also defined on the value err: when
one of the arguments is err, every arithmetic operation returns err.
rressl returns the tuple of values of e. When e is a future name, the
function rrssl is the identity. Namely rrf ssl  f . It is worth noticing
that rressl is undefined whenever e contains a name that is not defined
in l.
– bindpo, f, m, vq  trx ÞÑ v, destiny ÞÑ f s | sro{thissu, where T mpT xqtT
1 z; su
is a method of the program. We observe that, because of bind, the
map l in processes tl | su also binds the special name destiny to a fu-
ture value. We also observe that the local names z do not belong to
domprx ÞÑ v, destiny ÞÑ f sq.
The transition relation rules are collected in Figure 2.2. The rules are
almost standard, except those about the management of virtual machines
and method invocations, which we are going to discuss.
Rule (New-VM) creates a virtual machine and makes it alive. Rules
(Release-VM) and (Release-VM-self) dispose a virtual machine by
means of the operation release x: this amounts to update its state a to K.
Once a virtual machine has been released, no operation can be performed
anymore by it, except letting the processes on the queue returning err – see
rules (Activate), (VM-Err-Return), and (Bind-Mtd-Err).
Rule (Async-Call) defines asynchronous method invocation x  e!mpeq.
This rule creates a fresh future name that is assigned to the identifier x. Rule
(Bind-Mtd) applies an invocation message by adding to the alive callee vir-
tual machine a process corresponding to the called method. In case the callee
virtual machine is not live, either (Bind-Mtd-Err) or (Bind-Partial) is
applied, which binds err to the future name. Rule (Read-Fut) allows the
caller to retrieve the value returned by the callee. It is worth noticing that
the semantic of get is different from that of ABS [46] or of [35] because it is
not blocking with respect to other processes waiting to be executed on the
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(Assign)
v  rressl
vmpo,J, tl | x  e; su, qq
Ñ vmpo,J, tlrx ÞÑ vs | su, qq
(Read-Fut)
f  rressl v  K
vmpo,J, tl | x  e.get; su, qq futpf, vq
Ñ vmpo,J, tl | x  v; su, qq futpf, vq
(Async-Call)
o1  rressl v  rressl f  freshp q
vmpo,J, tl | x  e!mpeq; su, qq
Ñ vmpo,J, tl | x  f ; su, qq invocpo1, f, m, vq
(Bind-Mtd)
tl | su  bindpo, f, m, vq
vmpo,J, p, qq invocpo, f, m, vq
Ñ vmpo,J, p, q Y tl | suq futpf,Kq
(Cond-True)
rressl  0 rressl  err
vmpo,J, tl | if e then ts1u else ts2u; su, qq
Ñ vmpo,J, tl | s1; su, qq
(Cond-False)
rressl  0 or rressl  err
vmpo,J, tl | if e then ts1u else ts2u; su, qq
Ñ vmpo,J, tl | s2; su, qq
(New-VM)
o1  freshpVMq
vmpo,J, tl | x  new VMpq; su, qq
Ñ vmpo,J, tl | x  o1; su, qq vmpo1,J, t∅|εu,∅q
(Release-VM)
o1  rressl o  o
1
vmpo,J, tl | release e; su, qq vmpo1, a1, p1, q1q
Ñ vmpo,J, tl | su, qq vmpo1,K, p1, q1q
(Release-VM-self)
o  rressl
vmpo,J, tl | release e; su, qq
Ñ vmpo,K, tl | su, qq
(Return)
v  rressl f  lpdestinyq
vmpo,J, tl | return eu, qq futpf,Kq
Ñ vmpo,J, tl | εu, qq futpf, vq
(VM-Err-Return)
f  lpdestinyq
vmpo,K, tl | su, qq futpf,Kq
Ñ vmpo,K, tl; εu, qq futpf, errq
(Activate)
vmpo, a, tl1 | εu, q Y tl | suq
Ñ vmpo, a, tl | su, qq
(Activate-Get)
f  rressl1
vmpo,J, tl1 | x  e.get; su, q Y tl | suq futpf,Kq
Ñ vmpo,J, tl | su, q Y tl1 | x  e.get; suq futpf,Kq
(Bind-Mtd-Err)
vmpo,K, p, qq invocpo, f, m, vq
Ñ vmpo,K, p, qq futpf, errq
(Bind-Partial)
invocperr, f, m, vq
Ñ futpf, errq
(Context)
cn Ñ cn1
cn cn2 Ñ cn1 cn2
Figure 2.2: Semantics of vml.
same machine, see rule (Activate-Get). In fact, deadlock freedom is out
of the scope of this contribution; in any case we refer to [35] for an algorithm
(and a prototype) verifying deadlock freedom in ABS.
The initial configuration of a vml program with main body tF x ; su is
vmpstart ,J, trdestiny ÞÑ fstart s | srstart{thissu,∅q
where start is a special VM name and fstart is a fresh future name. As usual,
let ÝÑ be the reflexive and transitive closure of ÝÑ and represents (part
of) computations.
Problem statement reformulation
After discussing the semantics of vml we can now reformulate the Problem
Statement from Section 2.2 in a more formal way. We start by defining the
concept of alive machines :
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Definition 3.1 (Alive machines). Given a configuration cn, a term
vmpo,J, p, qq P cn is called alive machine in cn. Let alivepcnq be the number
of different alive machines in cn.
At this point we can rewrite the objective of this work as:
to define a technique such that, given a configuration cn, it re-
turns a n satisfying, for every cn ÝÑ cn1, alivepcn1q ¤ n (n is
an upper bound to the alive machines in computations rooted at
cn).
2.3.3 Examples
We now proceed to illustrate vml by discussing few examples and, for every
example, we also examine the output we expect from our cost analysis. We
begin with two methods computing the factorial function:
Int fact(Int n){
Fut<Int> x ; Int m ;
if (n==0) { return 1 ; }
else { x = this!fact(n-1) ;
m = x.get ;
return m*n ;
}
}
Int costly_fact(Int n){
Fut<Int> x ; Int m ; VM z ;
if (n==0) { return 1 ; }
else { z = new VM();
x = z!costly_fact(n-1) ; m = x.get ;
release z; return m*n;
}
}
The method fact is the standard definition of factorial with the recursive
invocation fact(n-1) always performed on the same machine. That is, the
computation of fact(n) only requires one virtual machine. On the contrary,
the method costly_fact performs the recursive invocation on a new virtual
machine z. The caller waits for its result, let it be m, then it releases z and
delivers the value m*n. Since every virtual machine creation occurs before
any release operation, costly_fact will create as many virtual machines as
the argument n. That is, if the available resources are k virtual machines,
then costly_fact can compute factorials up-to k.
The analysis of costly_fact has been easy because the release oper-
ation is applied to a locally created virtual machine. Yet, in vml, release
can be also applied to method arguments and the presence of this feature in
concurrent codes is a major source of difficulties for the analysis. A paradig-
matic example is the double_release method discussed in Section 2.2 that
may have either a cost of -2 or of -1 or of 0.
It is worth observing that, while over-approximations (e.g not count-
ing releases) return (too) imprecise costs, under-approximations may return
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wrong costs. For example, the following method creates two virtual ma-
chines and releases the second one with this!double_release(x,x) before
the recursive invocation.
Int fake_method(Int n) {
if (n=0) return 0 ;
else { VM x, y ; Fut<Int> f, g; Int u, v;
x = new VM() ; y = new VM() ;
f = this!double_release(x,x) ; u = f.get ;
g = this!fake_method(n-1) ; v = g.get ;
return 0 ; }
}
The cost of fake_method(n) should be n. However this is not the case
if double_release is under-approximated with cost -2: In such case, one
would wrongly derive a cost 0 of fake_method(n). In Section 3.4 we con-
sider an erroneous fake_method that increases the argument of the recursive
invocation (instead of decreasing it) and discuss the corresponding cost equa-
tions returned by our technique. We notice that, in this case, the amount
of virtual machines used by the erroneous method is infinite. The aim of
the following sections is to present a technique for determining the cost of
method invocations. Such a technique has to be sensible to the identity, and
to the state of method’s arguments before and after the invocation.
2.4 Determinacy of method’s arguments release
Our cost analysis of virtual machines uses abstract descriptions that carry
informations about concurrent method invocations and about creations and
removals of virtual machines. In order to ease the compositional reasonings,
method’s abstract descriptions also define the arguments the method releases
upon termination, called method’s effects. In this contribution we stick to
method descriptions that are as simple as possible, namely we assume that
method’s effects are sets. In turn, this requires methods’ behaviours to be de-
terministic with respect to method’s effects and, to enforce this determinacy,
we define the following simplification properties.
The following simplifications allow us to focus on the relevant problems of
the resource analysis of vml. It is possible to drop most of the simplifications
by extending the approach presented in this work using almost standard so-
lutions (for instance, with guarded or nondeterministic effects, see below).
However these solutions would entangle a lot the technicalities of this pre-
sentation, making more difficult its reading and comprehension.
Simplification 1: the branches in a method body always release the same
set of method’s arguments. For example, methods like
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Int foo1(VM x, Int n) {
if (n = 0) return 0 ;
else { release x ; return 0; }
}
does not follow this simplification because the then-branch does not
release anything while the else-branch releases the argument x.
To analyze such program, one would just have to extend the presented
approach with guarded effects, i.e., mapping from execution branches to
effects, which can precisely identify the effects of each execution branch
of the method.
Simplification 2: method invocations are always synchronized within caller’s
body. This implies that method’s effects occur upon method termina-
tion. For example, in
Int foo2(VM x, VM y) {
this!double_release(x,y) ; return 0 ;
}
the method’s effects of foo2 is not deteministic because double_release
might still be running after foo2 termination. This means that the ter-
mination of foo2 has no impact on the termination of double_release.
Therefore, the effect of foo2 is empty – the caller cannot assume that
x and y have been released upon synchronizing with foo2. Overall,
this simplification supports a more precise analysis. In order to drop
this restriction is necessary to add the unsynchronized invocations to
the effects of the method. This idea is explained in [35] and also in
Section 4.6 The underlying intuition is to pass the effects of unsyn-
chronized invocations to the context, and to consider context effects
along with the local effects of each method during the analysis phase.
Simplification 3: machines executing methods with nonempty effects must
be alive. (This includes the carrier machine, e.g. method bodies cannot
release the this machine.) At static time “alive” means that the ma-
chine is either the caller or has been locally created and has not been/is
not being released. For example, in foo3
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Int simple_release(VM x) {
release x; return 0;
}
Int foo3(VM x) {
VM z ; Fut<Int> f ; Int u ;
z = new VM();
f = z!simple_release(x);
release z; u = f.get; return 0;
}
Int foo4(VM x, VM y) {
Fut<Int> f ; Int u ;
f = x!simple_release(y) ;
u = f.get ; return 0 ;
}
the machine z is released before the synchronization with the simple_
release statement f.get. This means that the disposal of x depends
on the scheduler’s choice and, in turn, it is not possible to determine
whether foo3 will release x or not. A similar non-determinism arises
when the callee of a method releasing arguments is itself an argument.
For example, in the above foo4 method, it is not possible to determine
whether y is released or not because we have no clue about x, being it
an argument of foo4.
To analyze such programs, one would simply need to extend the ap-
proach presented in this work with non-deterministic effects.
Simplification 4: if a method returns a machine, the machine must be new.
For example, consider the following code:
VM identity(VM x) { return x; }
{
VM x ; VM y ; VM z ; Fut<VM> f ; Fut<Int> g ; Int m ;
x = new VM() ; y = new VM() ;
f = y!identity(x) ;
g = this!simple_release(y);
z = f.get ; m = g.get ;
release z ;
}
In this case it is not possible to determine whether the value of z is x
or err and, therefore, it is not clear whether the cost of release z is
0 or -1. The non-determinism is caused by identity, which returns
the argument that is going to be released by a parallel method.
To analyze programs with such methods, one would simply need to
extend the approach presented in this work with non-deterministic ef-
fects.
Simplifications 1, 3, and 4 are enforced by the type system in Section 2.5,
in particular simplification 1 by rule (T-Method), simplification 3 by rules
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o :: | α basic value
t :: α | αÓ | B | K | J vm value
op1 ::   |  |  | ¤ | ¥ | ^ | _ linear operation
r, s :: o | se typing value
z :: po, α, Ft, Rq | o future value
x :: | Ft | f | z extended value
a :: 0 | να | νf : m αpsq | αX | fo
X atom
c :: a Γ | a # c | pseqtcu | c  c behavioral type
Figure 2.3: Behavioral Types Syntax
(T-Invoke) and (T-Release), and simplification 4 by rules (T-Invoke)
and (T-Return).
2.5 The behavioral type system of vml
In this context, Behavioral types are abstract codes highlighting the features
of vml programs that are relevant for the resource cost analysis in Section 2.6.
These types support compositional reasonings and are associated to programs
by means of a set of type system rules that are defined in this section.
The syntax of behavioral types uses vm names α, β, γ,    , and future
names f , f 1,    . Sets of VM names will be ranged over by S, S1, R,    , and
sets of future names will be ranged over by F, F1,    . We assume that err is
a special VM name representing the erroneous machine; therefore VM names
will also range over err. The syntactic rules of these types are presented in
Figure 2.3.
Behavioral types να and αX express creations of virtual machines and
their removal, respectively. The type νf : m αpsq defines method invocations
and fo
X defines the corresponding synchronization with the computation of
the future f , in this case o may be either α, which acts like a binder to
the name of the returned virtual machine, or if the target of f returns a
different type. The conditional type pseqtcu behaves like c whenever se is
true; the type c   c1 models nondeterminism. We will always shorten the
type f X into fX.
In order to have a more precise type of continuations, the leaves of be-
havioural types are labelled with environments, ranged over by Γ, Γ1,    .
Environments are maps from method names m to terms αprq : o, R, from
names to extended values x, from future names to future values, and from
VM names to extended values Ft, which are called vm states in the following.
We assume that Γperrq  ∅K. These environments occurring in the leaves
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(T-Var)
x P dompΓq
Γ $ x : Γpxq
(T-Primitive)
Γ $ k : k
(T-Op)
Γ $ e1 : se1 Γ $ e2 : se2
Γ $ e1 op
1 e2 : se1 op
1 se2
T-Unit
Γ $ e : se
Γ $ e :
(T-Op-Unit)
Γ $ e1 : or Γ $ e2 : or op P t, {u
Γ $ e1 op e2 :
(T-Pure)
Γ $ e : x
Γ $ e : x, 0 Γ
(T-Method-Sig)
Γpmq  αprq : o, R β  fvpα, r,oq
σ is a VM renaming such that o R fvpα, rq implies σpoq fresh
Γ $ m σpαqpσprqq : σpoq, σpRq
Figure 2.4: Typing rules for pure expressions
are only used in the typing proofs and are dropped in the final types (method
types and the main statement type).
VM states Ft are a collection F of future names plus the value t of the
virtual machines. This F specifies the set of parallel methods that are going
to release the virtual machine; t defines whether the virtual machine is alive
(J), or it has been already released (K) or, according to scheduler’s choices,
it may be either alive or released (B). VM values also include terms α and
αÓ. The value α is given to the argument machines of methods (they will
be instantiated by the invocations – see the cost analysis in Section 2.6),
the value αÓ is given to argument values that are returned by methods and
can be released by parallel methods (αÓ will be also evaluated in the cost
analysis). VM values are partially ordered by the relation ¤ defined by
B ¤ J B ¤ K αÓ ¤ K αÓ ¤ α .
In the following we will use the partial operation t[ t1 returning, whenever
it exists, the greatest lower bound between t and t1. For example J[K  B,
but B [ αÓ is not defined.
The type system uses judgments of the following form:
– Γ $ e : x for pure expressions e, Γ $ f : z for future names f , and
Γ $ mαprq : o, R for methods.
– Γ $S z : x, c Γ
1 for expressions z, where x is the value, c is the
behavioral type for z and Γ1 is the environment Γ with updates of names
and future names.
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– Γ $S s : c, in this case the updated environments are inside the be-
havioural type Γ1, in correspondence of every branch of its.
The index S in the judgments for expressions and statements defines the set
of method’s arguments – see rule (T-Method) – and is used in the rule
(T-Return) in order to constrain that the returned machine, if any, does
not belong to method’s arguments (cf. Restriction 4 in Section 2.4).
Since Γ is a function, we use the standard predicates x P dompΓq or
x R dompΓq and the environment update
Γrx ÞÑ xspyq
def

"
x if y  x
Γpyq otherwise
With an abuse of notation (see rule (T-Return)), we let Γr ÞÑ xs
def
 Γ
(because does not belong to any environment).
We will also use the operation and notation below:
– Ftó is defined as follows:
Ftó
def

$&% t if F  ∅B if F  ∅ and t  J
α Ó if F  ∅ and t  α
and, in Section 2.6, we write pF1t1,    , Fntnq ó for pF1t1 ó,    , Fntn ó
q.
– the multihole contexts Cr s defined by the following syntax:
Cr s :: r s | a # Cr s | Cr s   Cr s | pseqtCr su
and, whenever c  Cra1  Γ1s    ran  Γns, then crx ÞÑ xs is defined
as Cra1  Γ1rx ÞÑ xss    ran  Γnrx ÞÑ xss.
The type system for expressions is reported in Figure 2.4. It is worth
noticing that this type system is not standard because (size) expressions
containing method’s arguments are typed with the expressions themselves.
This is crucial in the cost analysis of Section 2.6. It is also worth observing
that, by rule (T-Primitive), Γ $ err : err (while Γperrq  ∅K). This
expedient allows us to save one rule when typing method invocations with
either erroneous or released carriers (cf. rule (T-Invoke-Bot)).
The type system for expressions with side effects and statements is re-
ported in Figure 2.5. We discuss rules (T-Invoke), (T-Get), (T-Release),
and (T-Return). Rule (T-Invoke) types method invocations e!mpeq by us-
ing a fresh future names. In particular, in the behavioral type νf : m αpsq Ñ β,
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the (fresh) future name f is associated to the the method, the VM name of
the callee, the arguments and to the returned value. This last value is funda-
mental when the invocation returns a new machine because, in this case, the
type acts as a binder of β. Another important remark is about the value of
f in the updated environment. This value contains the returned value, the
VM name of the callee and its state, and the set of the arguments that the
method is going to remove. The VM state of the callee will be used when
the method is synchronized to update the state of the returned object, if any
(see rule (T-Get)). It is also important to observe that the environment
returned by (T-Invoke) is updated with information about VM names re-
leased by the method: every such name will contain f in its state. Let us
now discuss the constraints in the second and third lines of the premise of
(T-Invoke). As regards the second line, assuming that the callee has not
been already released (Γpαq  FK), there are two cases:
(i) either Γpαq  ∅J or α is the caller object α1: namely the callee is alive
because it has been created by the caller or it is the caller itself,
(ii) or Γpαq  ∅J: this case has two subcases, namely either (ii.a) the
callee is being released by a parallel method or (ii.b) it is an argument
of the caller method – see rule (T-Method).
While in (i) we admit that the invoked method releases VM names, in case
(ii) we forbid any release, as we discussed in Restriction 3 in Section 2.4.
We observe that, in case (ii.b), being α an argument of the method, it
may retain any state when the method is invoked and, for reasons similar
to (ii.a), it is not possible to determine at static time the exact subset of
R that will be released. The constraint in the third line of the premise of
(T-Invoke) enforces Restriction 3 to the other invocations in parallel and
to the object executing e!mpeq.
Rule (T-Get) defines the synchronisation with a method invocation that
corresponds to a future f . Let po, α, Ft, Rq be the value of f in the environ-
ment. There are two cases: either (i) R  ∅ or (ii) R  ∅. In case (i),
by Restriction 3, Ft, which is the value of the caller α when the method
has been invoked, is equal to the value Γpαq (and F  ∅). In this case, if
the method returns a new machine (cf. Restriction 4), its state must be ∅t
(notice that t [ Γpαq ó t). The case (ii) is more problematic because the
caller may be released by a method running in parallel and, therefore, the
possible returned virtual machine must record this information in its state.
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(T-Assign-Var)
Γpxq  x Γ $S z : x
1, c
Γ $S x  z : crx ÞÑ x
1s
(T-Invoke)
Γ $ e : α Γ $ e : s Γ $ mαpsq : o, R Γ $ this : α1 Γpαq  FK
pΓpαq  ∅J and α  α1q implies R  ∅
RX

tα1u Y tβ | f 1 P dompΓq and Γpf 1q  po1, β,x, R1q and R1  ∅u
	
 ∅
f fresh Γ1  Γrβ ÞÑ ptfu Y F1qtsβPR,ΓpβqF
1
t
Γ $S e!mpeq : f, νf : m αpsq  Γ
1rf ÞÑ po, α,Γpαq, Rqs
(T-Invoke-Bot)
Γ $ e : α Γ $ e : s Γpαq  FK f fresh
Γ $S e!mpeq : f, νf : m αpsq  Γrf ÞÑ perr, α, FK,∅qs
(T-Get)
Γ $ x : f Γ $ f : po, α, Ft, Rq
R1  fvpoqzR t1  t[ pΓpαqóq
Γ1  Γrβ ÞÑ ∅KsβPRrβ1 ÞÑ ∅t1sβ
1PR1
Γ $S x.get : o, fo
X  Γ1rf ÞÑ os
(T-Get-Done)
Γ $ x : f Γ $ f : o
Γ $S x.get : o, 0 Γ
(T-New)
β fresh
Γ $S new VMpq : β, νβ  Γrβ ÞÑ ∅Js
(T-Release)
Γ $ x : α Γpαq  FK
α R tβ | f 1 P dompΓq and Γpf 1q  po1, β,x, R1q and R1  ∅u
Γ $S release x : α
X  Γrα ÞÑ ∅Ks
(T-Release-Bot)
Γ $ x : α Γpαq  FK
Γ $S release x : 0 Γ
(T-If)
Γ $ e : se Γ $S s1 : c1 Γ $S s2 : c2
Γ $S if e t s1 u else t s2 u : pseqt c1 u   p seqt c2 u
(T-If-ND)
Γ $ e : Γ $S s1 : c1 Γ $S s2 : c2
Γ $S if e t s1 u else t s2 u : c1   c2
(T-Seq)
Γ $S s1 : Cra1  Γ1s    ran  Γns pΓi $S s2 : c1iqiP1..n
Γ $S s1; s2 : Cra1 # c11s    ran # c1ns
(T-Return)
Γ $ e : o Γ $ destiny : o1
o R S
Γ $S return e : 0 Γro
1 ÞÑ Γpoqs
Figure 2.5: Type rules for expressions and statements.
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Let Ft be the state of the caller (which is recorded in Γpfq). We use the
operation t[Γpαqó to this purpose, which means that the returned machine
gets the same state of the carrier α if no method is releasing α, otherwise its
state is either ∅B or ∅α Ó, according to the state of α was FJ or Fα.
Rule (T-release) models the removal of a VM name α. The premise
in the second line verifies that the disposal do not address machines that are
executing methods, as discussed in Restriction 3 of Section 2.4.
Rule (T-Return) is a bit cryptic. First of all it applies provided o R S.
In fact, by Restriction 4, the type of e in return e can be either or a
virtual machine that has been created by the method. In both cases, these
values do not belong to S, which is the set of virtual machines in method’s
arguments – see rule (T-Method). In particular, when the type of e is ,
by (T-method), Γpdestinyq  and, by definition, Γro1 ÞÑ Γpoqs  Γ.
The type system of vml is completed with the rules for method declara-
tions and programs, given in Figure 2.6.
Without loss of generality, rule (T-Method) assumes that formal pa-
rameters of methods are ordered: those of Int type occur before those of Vm
type. We observe that the environment typing the method body binds inte-
ger parameters to their same name, while the other ones are bound to fresh
VM names (this lets us to have a more precise cost analysis in Section 2.6).
We also observe that the returned value o may be either or a fresh VM name
(o R tαu Y β) as discussed in Restriction 4 of Section 2.4. The constraints
in the third line of the premises of (T-Method) implement Restriction 1 of
Section 2.4. We also observe that pΓipγq  Γjpγqq
i,jP1..n, γPSYfvpoq guarantees
that every branch of the behavioral type creates a new VM name and, by
rule (T-Return), the state of the chosen VM name must be always the
same.
(T-Method)
Γpmq  αpx, βq : o, R S  tαu Y β o R S
Γrthis ÞÑ αsrdestiny ÞÑ osrx ÞÑ xsrz ÞÑ βsrα ÞÑ ∅αsrβ ÞÑ ∅βs $S s : Cra1  Γ1s    ran  Γns
Γipγq  Γjpγq
	i,jP1..n, γPSYfvpoq
R  pSY fvpoqq X tγ | Γ1pγq  FKu
Γ $ T m pInt x, Vm zqtF y ; su : m αpx, βq t Cra1 ∅s    ran ∅s u : o, R
(T-Program)
Γ $M : C Γrthis ÞÑ starts $start s : Cra1  Γ1s    ran  Γns
Γ $M tF x ; su : C, Cra1 ∅s    ran ∅s
Figure 2.6: Behavioral typing rules of method and programs.
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We display behavioral types examples by using codes from Sections 2.2
and 2.5. Actually, the following types do not abstract a lot from codes be-
cause the programs of the previous sections have been designed for highlight-
ing the issues of our technique. The following listing shows the behavioral
type of double_release and the step by step rule application for its calcu-
lation.
Int double_release(Vm x, Vm y) {
release x;
release y;
return 0 ;
}
double_release α(β, γ) { // T-Method
βX# // T-Release
γX# // T-Release, T-Seq
0 // T-Return, T-Seq
} - , {β, γ}
The behavioral types of (fact and costly_fact examples from Sec-
tion 2.5 are the following (we remove tailing 0 when irrelevant):
fact α(n) {
(n==0){ 0 }
+(n>0){ ν x :factαpn 1q # xX}
} - , { }
costly_fact α(n) {
(n==0){ 0 }
+(n>0){ νβ #
ν x : costly factβpn 1q #
xX # βX }
} - , { }
we notice that the type of costly_fact records the order between the recur-
sive invocation and the release of the machine. In the case of the behavioral
type of double_release the key point is that the releases βX and γX in
double_release are conditioned by the values of β and γ when the method
is invoked, we keep track of this with the “effects set” {β,γ}.
2.6 The analysis of vml behavioral types
The types returned by the system in Section 2.5 are used to compute the
resource cost of a vml program. This computation is performed by a solver
of cost equations. These cost equations are terms
mpxq  exp rses
where m is a (cost) function symbol, exp is an expression that may con-
tain (cost) function symbols applications, and se is a size expression whose
variables are contained in x (the syntax of exp and se is given in full detail
in [28]).
Basically, our translation maps method types into cost equations, where
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• method invocations are translated into function applications,
• virtual machine creations are translated into a +1 cost,
• virtual machine releases are translated into a -1 cost,
There are two function calls for every method invocation: one returns the
maximal number of resources needed to execute a method m, called peak
cost of m and noted mpeak, and the other returns the number of resources
the method m creates without releasing, called net cost of m and noted mnet.
These functions are used to define the cost of sequential execution and parallel
execution of methods. For example, omitting arguments of methods, the peak
cost of the sequential composition of two methods m and m1 is the maximal
value between mpeak and mnet   m
1
peak; while the cost of the parallel execution
of m and m1 is mpeak   m
1
peak.
There are two difficulties that entangle our translation, both related to
method invocations: the management of arguments’ identities and the man-
agement of arguments’ values.
2.6.1 Arguments’ identities
Consider the following code and the corresponding behavioral types
Int simple_release(VM x) {
release x ;
return 0 ;
}
Int m(VM x, VM y) {
Fut<Int> f;
f = this!simple_release(x);
release y; f.get;
return 0;
}
simple release αpβqt
βX
u , tβ u
m αpβ, γqt
ν f : simple releaseαpβq #
γX #
fX
u , tβ, γ u
We notice that, in the type of m, there is not enough information to de-
termine whether γX will have a cost equal to -1 or 0. In fact, in the rule
(T-Method), we assumed that the arguments were pairwise different. How-
ever, this is not the case for invocations. For instance, if m is invoked with
two arguments that are equal – β  γ – then γ is going to be released by
the invocation freepβq and therefore it counts 0. We solve this problem of
arguments’ identity in the analysis of behavioral types, in particular in the
translation of method types. Namely, the above method m is translated in
four cost functions: m
t 1 u,t 2 u
peak px, yq and m
t 1 u,t 2 u
net px, yq, which correspond to the
invocations where x  y, and m
t 1,2 u
peak pxq and m
t 1,2 u
net pxq, which correspond to the
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invocations where x  y. (The equivalence relation in the superscript never
mention this, which is also an argument, because, in this case this cannot
be identified with the other arguments, see below.) Then the translation of
an invocation to a method m redirects the invocation to mΞ, where Ξ is the
equivalence relation expressing the identity of the arguments.
The function computing the equivalence relation of the arguments of an
invocation is EqRel. EqRel takes a tuple of VM names and returns a partition
of the indexes of the tuple:
EqRelpα0,    , αnq 
¤
iP0..n
t tj | αj  αiu u
That is, if two indexes are in the same set then the corresponding elements
in the tuple are equal. So, for instance, EqRelpα, β, αq  tt0, 2u, t1uu. We
notice that, the possible outputs of EqRelpα0, α1, α2q, without knowing the
identities of α0, α1, and α2, are
tt0ut1u, t2uu the three arguments are pairwise different
tt0, 1u, t2uu the first and second argument are equal, the third is different
tt0, 2u, t1uu the first and third argument are equal, the second is different
tt0u, t1, 2uu the second and third argument are equal, the first is different
tt0, 1, 2uu all the arguments are equal
Henceforth, 10 cost functions will correspond to a method with three argu-
ments, 5 for its peak cost and 5 for its net cost.
Next, we also notice that the actual arguments of a mtt0,1u,t2uu are not three
but two: in this case the second argument is useless. Therefore we need a
notation for selecting the two relevant arguments in these cases. We use
the notation (perhaps awkward) EqRelpα, β, α, γqpα, β, α, γq that actually
returns the triple pα, β, γq.
Without loosing in generality, we will always assume that the canonical
representative of a set containing 0 is always 0. This index represents the
this object and we remind that, by Simplification 3 in Section 2.4, such an
object cannot be released. This is the reason why, in the foregoing discussion
about the method m, we have not mentioned this. Additionally, in order
to simplify the translation of method invocations, we also assume that the
argument this is always different from other arguments (the general case
just requires more details).
2.6.2 (Re)computing argument’s states
In the rules of Figure 2.5, in order to enforce the restrictions in Section 2.4,
we have already computed the state of every machine. In this section we
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recompute them for a different reason: obtaining a (more) precise cost anal-
ysis. Of course one might record the computation of VM states in behavioral
types. However, this solution has the drawback that behavioral types become
unintelligible because they carry information that is needed at a later stage
by the analyzer.
Let a translation environment, ranged over Ψ,Ψ1, be a mapping from VM
names to VM states and from future names to triples pΨ1, R, m βpse, βq Ñ oq.
The translation environment Ψ1 in pΨ1, R, m βpse, βq Ñ oq is only defined on
VM names. For this reason, we call it vm-translation environment. We define
the following auxiliary functions
– let Ψ be a vm-translation environment. Then
Ψ|Xpαq
def

#
Ψpαq if α P X
undefined otherwise
– the update of a vm-translation environment Ψ with respect to f and
Ψ1, written Ψ ×f Ψ1, returns a vm-translation environment defined as
follows:
pΨ ×f Ψ1qpαq
def

#
pF1ztfuqpt[ t1q if Ψpαq  Ft and Ψ1pαq  F1t1
undefined otherwise
This operation Ψ ×f Ψ1 updates the vm-translation environment Ψ
that is stored in the future f with the translation environment at the
synchronization point. It is worth observing that, by the definition of
our type system and the following translation function, the values of
Ψpαq and Ψ1pαq are related. In particular, if t  α then t1 can be either
α or αÓ (the machine is released by a method that has been invoked in
parallel) or K (the machine has been released before the get operation
on the future f); if t  J then t1 can be either J or B (the machine
is released by a method that has been invoked in parallel) or K (the
machine has been released before the get operation).
– the merge operation, noted Ψp∆q, where Ψ is a vm-translation environ-
ment and ∆ is an equivalence relation, returns a substitution defined
as follows. Let
tbα t1
def

$&% K if t  K or t
1  K
α if t and t1 are variables
αÓ otherwise
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F1t1 b
α F2t2
def
 pF1 Y F2qpt1 b
α
t2q
Then
Ψp∆q : α ÞÑ
â
∆pαqtΨpβq | β P dompΨq and ∆pβq  ∆pαqu
for every α P dompΨq.
The operator bα has not been defined on VM values as B or J be-
cause we merge VM names whose image by Ψ are either Fβ or FβÓ
or FK. As a notational remark, we observe that Ψp∆q is noted as a
map rα1 ÞÑ F1t1,    , αn ÞÑ Fntns instead of the standard notation
rF1t1,    , Fntn{α1,    , αns. These two notations are clearly equivalent:
we prefer the former one because it will let us to write Ψp∆qpαq or
even Ψp∆qpα1,    , αnq with the obvious meanings.
To clarify the reason for a merge operator, consider the atom fX within a
behavioral type that binds f to fooαpβ, γq. Assume to evaluate this type
with ∆  ttβ, γuu. That is, the two arguments are actually identical. Which
are the values of β and γ for evaluating foo∆peak and foo
∆
net? Well, we have
1. to select the representative between β and γ: it will be ∆pβq – which
is equal to ∆pγq;
2. to take a value that is smaller than Ψpβq and Ψpγq (but greater than
any other value that is smaller);
3. to substitute β and γ with the result of 2.
For instance, let Ψ  rα ÞÑ ∅α, β ÞÑ ∅βÓ, γ ÞÑ ∅γs and ∆pβq  ∆pγq  β.
We expect that a value for the item 2 above is ∅βÓ and the substitution of
the item 3 is r∅βÓ,∅βÓ{β, γs. Formally, the operation returning the value for
2 is bβ and the substitution of item 3 is the output of the merge operation.
2.6.3 The translation function
The translation function, called translate, is structured in three parts that
respectively correspond to simple atoms, behavioral types, and method types
and full programs. This function carries five arguments:
1. ∆ is the equivalence relation on formal parameters identifying those
that are equal. We assume that ∆pxq returns the unique representative
of the equivalence class of x. For simplicity we also let ∆pxq  x for
every x that belongs to the local variables. Therefore we can use ∆
also as a substitution operation.
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2. Ψ is the translation environment which stores temporary information
about futures that are active (unsynchronized) and about the state of
VM names;
3. α is the name of the virtual machine of the current behavioral type;
4. e is the sequence of (over-approximated) costs of the current execution
branch;
5. the behavioral type being translated; it may be either a, c or C.
In the definition of translate we use the two functions
CNEWpαq 
#
0 α  K
1 otherwise
CRELpαq 
#
-1 α  J
0 otherwise
The left-hand side function is used when a virtual machine is created. It
returns 1 or 0 according to the virtual machine that is executing the code can
be alive (α  K) or not, respectively. The right-hand side function is used
when a virtual machine is released (in correspondence of atoms βX). The
release is effectively computed – value -1 – only when the virtual machine
that is executing the code is alive (α  J).
We will assume the presence of a lookup function lookup that takes
method invocations m αpr, βq and returns tuples c : o, R. This function
is left unspecified. We also write Rro
1
{os to denote a set that is equal to R if
o R R, that is equal to pRztouq Y to1u, otherwise.
The definition of translate follows. We begin with the translation of
atoms.
translater∆,Ψ, αspe; eqpaq $'''''''''''''''''''&'''''''''''''''''''%
pΨ, e; eq when a  0
pΨrβ ÞÑ ∅Js, e; e; e  CNEWptqq when a  νβ and Ψpαq  Ft
pΨr∆pβq ÞÑ ∅Ks, e; e; e  CRELptqq when a  βX and Ψp∆pβqq  Ft
pΨ1rf ÞÑ pΨ|∆pβ,βq, R, m ∆pβqpr,∆pβq Ñ oqqs, e; e; e  fq when a  νf : m βpr, βq
and Ψ1  Ψrβ ÞÑ pFY tfuqtsβPR,ΨpβqFt
and lookuppm ∆pβqpse,∆pβqqq  c : o, R
pΨ2zf, pe; eqσ; peqσ1  
°
γP∆pRq,ΘpγqFt,F∅ CRELptqq when a  fo1
X and Ψpfq  pΨ1, R, m βpr, βq Ñ oq
and Θ  Ψ1 ×f Ψ and ΘpEqRelpβ, βqq  pF1t1,    , Fntnq
and σ  rm
Ξ
peakpr, F1t1 ó,    , Fntn óq óq{f s
and σ1  rm
Ξ
netpr, F1t1 ó,    , Fntn óq{f s
and R1  Rro
1
{os
and Ψ2  Ψrγ ÞÑ ∅KsγPR1 rγ1 ÞÑ Θpβqsγ1Pfvpo1qzR1
In the definition of translate we always highlight the last expression
in the sequence of costs of the current execution branch (the fourth input).
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This is because the cost of the parsed atom applies to it, except for the case
of fX. In this last case, let e; e be the expression. Since the atom expresses
the synchronization of f , e; e will have occurrences of f . In this case, the
function translate has to compute two values: the maximum number of
resources used by (the method corresponding to) f during its execution –
the peak cost used in the substitution σ – and the resources used upon the
termination of (the method corresponding to) f – the net cost used in the
substitution σ1. In particular, this last value has to be decreased by the
number of resources released by the method. This is the purpose of the
addend
°
γP∆pRq,ΘpγqFt,F∅ CRELptq that removes machines that are going to
be removed by parallel methods (the constraint F  ∅) because the other
ones have been already counted both in the peak cost and in the net cost.
We observe that the instances of the method mpeak and mnet that are invoked
are those corresponding to the equivalence relation of the tuple pβ, βq.
The translation of behavioral types is given by composing the definitions
of the atoms. In this case, the output of translate is a set of cost equations.
translatep∆,Ψ, α, pseqt e u, cq $''''''''&''''''''%
tpse1qt e1 uu when c  a ∅ and translatep∆,Ψ, α, pseqt e u,aq  pΨ1, pse1qt e1 uq
C2 when c  a # c1 and translatep∆,Ψ, α, pseqt e u,aq  pΨ1, tpse1qt e1 uuq
and dompΨ1qzdompΨq  S and translatep∆ Y tSu,Ψ1, α, pse1qt e1 u, c1q  pΨ2, C2q
C1 Y C2 when c  c1   c2 and translatep∆,Ψ, α, pseqt e u, c1q  pΨ1, C1q
and translatep∆,Ψ, α, pseqt e u, c2q  pΨ2, C2q
C1 when c  pse1qtc1u and translatep∆,Ψ, α, pse^ se1qt e u, c1q  pΨ1, C1q
C1 when c  pe1qtc1u and e1 contains and translatep∆,Ψ, α, pseqt e u, c1q  pΨ1, C1q
The translation of method types and behavioral type programs is given
below. Let P be the set of partitions of 1..n. Then
translatepm α1px, α2, . . . , αnq t c u : o, Rq 

ΞPP translatepΞ, m α1px, α2, . . . , αnq t c u : o, Rq
where translatepΞ, m α1px, α2, . . . , αnq t c u : o, Rq is defined as follows. Let
∆  t tαi1 , . . . , αim u | t i1, . . . , im u P Ξ u and [∆]  tα ÞÑ ∅α | α  ∆pαqu
and translatep∆,[∆], α1qp0qpcq 
n
i1pseiqt e1,i; . . . ; ehi,i u .
Then
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translatepΞ, m α1px, α2, . . . , αkq t c u : o, Rq $''''''''''''''''''''''&''''''''''''''''''''''%
mΞpeakpx,Ξrα1, α2, . . . , αksq  0 rα1  Ks
mΞpeakpx,Ξrα1, α2, . . . , αksq  e1,1 rse1 ^ α1  Ks
...
mΞpeakpx,Ξrα1, α2, . . . , αksq  eh1,1 rse1 ^ α1  Ks
mΞpeakpx,Ξrα1, α2, . . . , αksq  e1,2 rse2 ^ α1  Ks
...
mΞpeakpx,Ξrα1, α2, . . . , αksq  ehn,n rsen ^ α1  Ks
mΞnetpx,Ξrα1, α2, . . . , αksq  0 rα1  Ks
mΞnetpx,Ξrα1, α2, . . . , αksq  m
Ξ
peakpx,Ξrα1, . . . , αnsq rα1  Bs
mΞnetpx,Ξrα1, α2, . . . , αksq  eh1,1 rse1 ^ α1  Js
...
mΞnetpx,Ξrα1, α2, . . . , αksq  ehn,n rsen ^ α1  Js
Let pC1 . . . Cn, cq be a behavioral type program and let
translatep∅,∅, α, ptrueqt 0 u, cq 
m¤
j1
psejqt e1,j;    ; ehj ,j u
then
translatepC1 . . . Cn, cq 
$''''''''''&''''''''''%
translatepC1q    translatepCnq
mainpq  1  e1,1 rse1s
...
mainpq  1  eh1,1 rse1s
mainpq  1  e1,2 rse2s
...
mainpq  1  ehm,m rsems
As an example, we show the output of translate when applied to the be-
havioral type of double_release computed in Section 2.5. Since double_
release has two arguments, we generate two sets of equations, as discussed
above. In order to ease the reading, we omit the equivalence classes of argu-
ments that label function names: the reader can grasp them from the number
of arguments. For the same reason, we represent a partition tt1u, t2u, t3uu
corresponding to VM names α1, α2 and α3 by rα1, α2, α3s and tt1u, t2, 3uu
by rα1, α2s (we write the canonical representatives). For simplicity we do not
add the partition to the name of the method.
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translateprα1, α2, α3s, double release α1pα2, α3q t c u : , tα2, α3uq $''''''''''''''''''&
''''''''''''''''''%
double releasepeakpα1, α2, α3q  0 rα1  Ks
double releasepeakpα1, α2, α3q  0 rα1  Ks
double releasepeakpα1, α2, α3q  CRELpα2q rα1  Ks
double releasepeakpα1, α2, α3q  CRELpα2q   CRELpα3q rα1  Ks
double releasenetpα1, α2, α3q  0 rα1  Ks
double releasenetpα1, α2, α3q  double releasepeakpα1, α2, α3q rα1  Bs
double releasenetpα1, α2, α3q  CRELpα2q   CRELpα3q rα1  Js
translateprα1, α2s, double release α1pα2q t c u : , tα2uq $''''''''''''''''''&
''''''''''''''''''%
double releasepeakpα1, α2q  0 rα1  Ks
double releasepeakpα1, α2q  0 rα1  Ks
double releasepeakpα1, α2q  CRELpα2q rα1  Ks
double releasepeakpα1, α2q  CRELpα2q   CRELpKq rα1  Ks
double releasenetpα1, α2q  0 rα1  Ks
double releasenetpα1, α2q  double releasepeakpα1, α2q rα1  Bs
double releasenetpα1, α2q  CRELpα2q   CRELpKq rα1  Js
To highlight a cost computation concerning double_release, consider
the following two potential users and the corresponding behavioral types
Int user1() {
Vm x ; Vm y ; Fut<Int> f ;
x = new Vm ; y = new Vm;
f = this!double_release(x, y);
f.get ; return 0 ;
}
Int user2() {
Vm x ; Fut<Int> f ;
Vm x = new Vm ;
f = this!double_release(x, x);
f.get ; return 0 ;
}
user1 α( ){
νβ # νγ # ν f : double releaseαpβ, γq # fX
} - , { }
user2 α( ){
νβ # ν f : double releaseαpβ, βq # fX
} - , { }
The translations of the foregoing types give the following set of equations
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translateprα1s, user1 α1pq t cuser1 u : , tuq $''''''''''''''&''''''''''''''%
user1peakpα1q  0 rα1  Ks
user1peakpα1q  0 rα1  Ks
user1peakpα1q  CNEWpα1q rα1  Ks
user1peakpα1q  CNEWpα1q   CNEWpα1q rα1  Ks
user1peakpα1q  CNEWpα1q   CNEWpα1q   double releasepeakpα1,J,Jq rα1  Ks
user1peakpα1q  CNEWpα1q   CNEWpα1q   double releasenetpα1,J,Jq rα1  Ks
user1netpα1q  0 rα1  Ks
user1netpα1q  user1peakpα1q rα1  Bs
user1netpα1q  CNEWpα1q   CNEWpα1q   double releasenetpα1,J,Jq rα1  Js
translateprα1s, user2 α1pq t cuser2 u : , tuq $''''''''''''&''''''''''''%
user2peakpα1q  0 rα1  Ks
user2peakpα1q  0 rα1  Ks
user2peakpα1q  CNEWpα1q rα1  Ks
user2peakpα1q  CNEWpα1q   double releasepeakpα1,Jq rα1  Ks
user2peakpα1q  CNEWpα1q   double releasenetpα1,Jq rα1  Ks
user2netpα1q  0 rα1  Ks
user2netpα1q  user2peakpα1q rα1  Bs
user2netpα1q  CNEWpα1q   double releasenetpα1,Jq rα1  Js
If we compute the cost of user1peakpαq and user1netpαq we obtain 2 and 0,
respectively. That is, in this case, double_release being invoked with two
different arguments has cost -2. On the contrary, the cost of user2peakpαq and
user2netpαq is 1 and 0, respectively. That is, in this case, double_release
being invoked with two equal arguments has cost -1.
2.7 Correctness
The correctness of our technique is expressed by the following theorem that
relates the vml language, its behavioral type system and the cost of a vml
program.
Theorem 7.1 (Correctness). Let M tF z ; s1u be a well-typed program and
let C, c be its behavioral type and cn be its initial configuration. Let also n
be a solution of the function translatepC, cq. Then, for every cn ÝÑ cn1,
alivepcn1q ¤ n.
The proof of this theorem, and therefore of the correctness of our ap-
proach, consists of two parts. The first part addresses the correctness of the
type system in Section 2.5, which is usually expressed by a subject reduction
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theorem. This theorem states that if a configuration cn of the operational
semantics is well typed and cn Ñ cn1 then cn1 is well-typed as well. It is
worth observing that we cannot hope to demonstrate a statement guarantee-
ing type-preservation because our types are “behavioral” and change during
the evolution of the systems. However, it is critical for the correctness of the
cost analysis that there exists a relation between the type of cn and the type
of cn1.
Therefore, a subject reduction for the type system of Section 2.5 requires
1. the extension of the typing to configurations;
2. the definition of an evaluation relation ; between behavioral types.
2.7.1 The extension of the typing to configurations
When typing configurations there are two kinds of vm names: static-time
VM names and runtime VM names. The former names are ranged over by
α, β,    ; the latter names, which also include err, are ranged over by o, o1,
   . With an abuse of notation, in the following, α and o will also range
over runtime VM names o and err. This abuse will let us to reuse the typing
rules in Figure 2.5 (with one exception, see below). The syntax of runtime
types is:
k :: 0 | fpKq | fp q | fpoq | pf, m oprqq | vmpo, a | f; fq | k ‖ k runtime types
f :: pf, c, Sq process types
a :: . . . | [o] extended atom
The syntactic category k models behavioral types only existing at run-
time, in particular, virtual machines, futures, and processes. The term 0
correspond to an element of the running program that does not have any
effect on its cost (e.g., ); fpKq, fp q, and fpoq type a future binder: f is
the name of the future, K or or o identify the value of the future, namely
either K, if it is still not computed, or or o, if it has been already computed
(see the rest of the paragraph for more details); pf, m oprqq corresponds to an
invocation message. The type vmpo, a | f; fq corresponds to a virtual machine
(alive if a  J, dead otherwise) executing the process f and with a set of
processes f to execute. Processes are triples pf, c, Sq where:
– f is the identity of the process (i.e. the name of its future);
– c is the type of the statement the process will execute;
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– S is a set of runtime VM names.
The term k ‖ k types the parallel composition of runtime configurations.
Atoms are extended with the term ros that represents the returned value of
a method – see the discussion below.
The runtime type system consists of rules in Figure 2.5 plus the rules in
Figure 2.7. The reader may notice that the first rule (BT-Return) replaces
the definition of the judgment Γ $S s : c Γ
1 for the return statement in
Figure 2.5. This modification, together with the extensions of atoms, is used
to refine the (static-time) typing rules in order to deal with a naming issue
in the subject reduction theorem. In particular, when a method returns
a freshly created virtual machine, we associate to it a fresh name in (T-
Invoke) that we can use later in (T-Get) and in the rest of the typing
of the (static) program. The problem is that, when we type the method
invocation (i.e. when we collect the information about the method and its
return value in order to type future usage of this value), the identity of the
returned virtual machine is still unknown because the virtual machine has
not yet been created. In order to solve this problem, we extend atoms with
the term ros, which retains the returned value and we use the new rule (BT-
Return) to type the return statements.
The other rule of Figure 2.7 that we comment is (BT-Vm). This rule
allows one to type a VM term containing a number of processes p. To this
aim, one has to type every p by means of the judgment Γrthis ÞÑ os $S
p : pf, c, Sq; namely the index S and the third argument of the process type
must be the same. In fact, this argument records the actual VM names of the
corresponding method invocation – see rule (R-Bind-Mtd) in Figure 2.8.
In turn, this set is used in (BT-Process) to type the statements of the
processes.
Lemma 7.2 (Substitution Lemma). Let Γ $ cn : k and let ι be an injective
renaming of names, VM names, and future names. Let ιpΓq
def
 rιpxq ÞÑ
ιpΓpxqqsxPdompΓq.
Then ιpΓq $ ιpcnq : ιpkq. Similarly for Γ $S tl | su : pf, cq and Γ $S s :
c Γ1 (in these two cases also S is mapped by ι) and for Γ $ e : x.
Proof. The proof proceeds straightforward by induction on the structure of
s.
2.7.2 Runtime types evolution
As usual with behavioral types, our types change while the programs execute.
These changes can be defined and, more importantly, can be related to the
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(BT-Return)
Γ $ e : o Γ $ destiny : o1 o R S
Γ $S return e : ros  Γro
1 ÞÑ Γpoqs
BT-Fut-Running
Γpfq  po, o, Ft, Rq
Γ $ futpf,Kq : fpKq
BT-Fut-Computed
Γ $ v : o Γ $ f : o
Γ $ futpf, vq : fpoq
BT-Fut-Unsync
Γpfq  po, o, Ft, Rq v  K Γ $ v : o1
α P Rro
1
{os ñ Γpαq  ∅K
Γ $ futpf, vq : fpo1q
BT-Empty
Γ $  : 0
BT-Invoke
Γ $ m opvq : o, R Γpfq  po, o, Ft, Rq
Γ $ v : r
Γ $ invocpo, f, m, vq : pf, o mprqq
BT-Vm
Γ $ o : Fa pΓ $Si pi : fi fi  pfi, ci, Siqq
iP1..n
Γ $ vmpo, a, p1; tp2 . . . pnuq : vmpo, a | f1; tf2, . . . , fnuq
BT-Parallel
Γ $ cn : k Γ $ cn1 : k1
Γ $ cn cn1 : k ‖ k1
BT-Process
l  rpxi ÞÑ viq
iPI , destiny ÞÑ f s pΓ $ vi : xiq
iPI Γpfq  po, o, Ft, Rq
Γrpxi ÞÑ xiq
iPI srdestiny ÞÑ os $S s : Cra1  Γ1s    ran  Γns
Γipγq  Γjpγq
	i,jP1..n, γPS
R  pSY fvpoqq X tγ | Γ1pγq  FKu
Γ $S tl | su : pf, Cra1 ∅s    ran ∅s, Sq
Figure 2.7: Runtime Typing rules
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cost analysis. The modifications of types, noted;, is defined as a reduction
relation in Figure 2.8. The rules are mostly an adaptation of the operational
semantics of vml at the type level. Therefore, to ease the understanding of
the relation ;, we use similar names for similar rules. Nevertheless, there
are few differences from the operational semantics of vml: i) rule (Assign)
has no corresponding rule in the definition of ; (assignments are managed
at the type system level); ii) rule (Activate) is replaced by the rule (R-
GC) (there are no scheduling policies in our runtime types, so the only
effect of the rule (Activate) at the type level is the deletion of a finished
process); iii) similarly, rule (Activate-Get) has no corresponding rule in
the definition of ;; and iv) because at runtime all objects identities are
known, the rules (Read-Fut), (Async-Call), (Bind-Mtd) and (New-
VM) have been adjusted in order to replace the names generated a static
time with the objects’ actual identities.
2.7.3 The subject reduction theorem
Based on the previous construction, we present the subject reduction the-
orem. Lemma 7.3 relates the static time type system to the runtime type
system: this corresponds to the first step of the subject reduction property.
Lemma 7.3. Let P M tF x ; su be a vml program, and let Γ $ P : C, c.
Then
Γrstart ÞÑ Jsrfstart ÞÑ p , start,∅J,∅qs $
vmpstart,J, trdestiny ÞÑ fstarts | su,∅q : vmpstart,J | pfstart, c,∅q;∅q .
Proof. The proof follows by the application of rules (BT-Vm) and (BT-
Process), and using the hypothesis.
The main subject reduction theorem states that any well-typed runtime
program reduces into another well-typed runtime program.
Theorem 7.4 (Subject Reduction). Let Γ $ cn : k. If cn Ñ cn1 then there
exists Γ1 such that Γ1 $ cn1 : k1 and k; k1.
Proof. As usual for Subject Reduction theorems we proceed by case on the
reduction rule used in cn Ñ cn1. Since our types are behavioral we cannot
assume that the types of a runtime programs state and its reduction are
equivalent, instead we prove that this types (k,k1) are related according to
the operational semantics for runtime types, see Figure 2.8. We present
the proof of some cases, the rest are either straightforward or similar to
those below. Whenever the construction of ι is omitted it is considered as
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the identity function. Finally, if not stated otherwise, we implicitly use the
notation used in the considered reduction rule:
• Case (Assign).
(Assign)
v  rressl
vmpo,J, tl | x  e; su, qq Ñ vmpo,J, tlrx ÞÑ vs | su, qq
By hypothesis we have that Γ $ vmpo,J, tl | x  e; su, qq : k. By ap-
plication of the corresponding typing rules we have that k  vmpo,J |
pf, 0 #c, Sq, fq. Let Γ1  Γ, then by application of rules (BT-VM) and
(BT-Process), and by hypothesis we have that Γ1 $ vmpo,J, tlrx ÞÑ
vs | su, qq : k1, with k1  vmpo,J | pf, c, Sq, fq. We notice that k and
k
1 are related by rule (R-Skip)
• Case (Read-Fut).
(Read-Fut)
f  rressl v  K
vmpo,J, tl | x  e.get; su, qq futpf, vq Ñ vmpo,J, tl | x  v; su, qq futpf, vq
By hypothesis we have that Γ $ vmpo,J, tl | x  e.get; su, qq futpf, vq :
k. Let consider the case in which Γpfq  po, α, Ft, Rq (the other case,
where Γpfq  o, is trivial). By reconstruction of the proof tree of
the hypothesis, with l  txi ÞÑ xi | i P Iu, we derive that k 
vmpo,J | pf 1, fX
o
#c, Sq, fq ‖ fpo2q and that Γrpxi ÞÑ xiqiPIsrdestiny ÞÑ
o
1srβ ÞÑ ∅KsβPRrβ1 ÞÑ ∅t1sβ1PR1rf ÞÑ os $ s : c with R1  fvpoqzR and
t
1  t[ pΓpαqóq.
Let ι  ro
2
{os: we have that ιpΓq  Γ. Let Γ
1  Γrf ÞÑ o2s,
by lemma 7.2 we have that Γ1rpxi ÞÑ xiq
iPIsrdestiny ÞÑ o1srβ ÞÑ
∅KsβPιpRqrβ1 ÞÑ ∅t1sβ1PR2 $ s : ιpcq with R2  fvpo2qzιpRq. To prove
the theorem in this case, we need to show that s is can be typed with
the environment Γ1rpxi ÞÑ xiq
iPIsrdestiny ÞÑ o1s. First, because of the
side condition in rule (BT-Fut-Unsync), we have that Γ1pβq  ∅K
for all β P ιpRq. We thus have
Γ1rpxi ÞÑ xiq
iPIsrdestiny ÞÑ o1srβ ÞÑ ∅KsβPιpRqrβ1 ÞÑ ∅t1sβ1PR2 
Γ1rpxi ÞÑ xiq
iPIsrdestiny ÞÑ o1srβ1 ÞÑ ∅t1sβ1PR2
Now, to remove the last substitution rβ1 ÞÑ ∅t1sβ1PR2 , we have four
cases:
– either R2 is empty, in which case that substitution is the identity;
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– either t1 is J, in which case, by construction of the set R, we have
Γ1pβ1q  Γpβq  J: the substitution does not change Γ1;
– either t1 is B and Γ1pβ1q is J, in which case Γ1rpxi ÞÑ xiq
iPIsrdestiny ÞÑ
o
1s $ s : ιpcq holds;
– either t1 is B and Γ1pβ1q is K, in which case Γ1rpxi ÞÑ xiq
iPIsrdestiny ÞÑ
o
1s $ s : c1 holds, with ιpcq and c1 being related with few (possi-
bly none) application of the rule (R-Release-GC): statements
release β are now typed with (T-Release-Bot) instead of (T-
Release).
We can then conclude that Γ1 $ vmpo,J, tl | x  v; su, qq futpf, vq : k1
with k1  vmpo,J | pf 1, c1, Sq, fq ‖ fpo2q, and behavioral types k and
k
1 are related by (R-Read-Fut), and possibly few application of (R-
Release-GC).
• Case (Async-Call).
(Async-Call)
o1  rressl v  rressl f  freshp q
vmpo,J, tl | x  e!mpeq; su, qq Ñ vmpo,J, tl | x  f ; su, qq invocpo1, f, m, vq
Let us consider the case when Γpo1q  J (the opposite case Γpo1q  K
is almost identical). By hypothesis we have that Γ $ vmpo,J, tl |
x  e!mpeq; su, qq : k. By reconstruction we have that k  vmpo,J |
pf 1, νf2: m o1psq # c, S1q, fq and that there is Γ2 such that Γrpxi ÞÑ
xiq
iPIsrdestiny ÞÑ o1s $ !mpeq : νf2: m o1psq  Γ2 and Γ2 $ s : c.
Let ι  rf{f2s and lets choose Γ
1 such that Γ2  Γ1rpxi ÞÑ xiq
iPIsrdestiny ÞÑ
o
1s, by lemma 7.2 we have that ιpΓ1qrpxi ÞÑ xiq
iPIsrdestiny ÞÑ o1s $
vmpo,J, tl | x  e!mpeq; su, qq Ñ vmpo,J, tl | x  f ; su, qq invocpo1, f, m, vq :
k
1 with k1  vmpo,J | pf 1, 0 # c1, S1q, fq ‖ pf2, m o1prqq, where c1  ιpcq.
Behavioral types k and k1 are related by (R-Async-Call).
• Case (Release-VM).
(Release-VM)
o1  rressl o  o
1
vmpo,J, tl | release e; su, qq vmpo1, a1, p1, q1q Ñ vmpo,J, tl | su, qq vmpo1,K, p1, q1q
By hypothesis we have that Γ $ vmpo,J, tl | release e; su, qq vmpo1, a1, p1, q1q :
k and we can derive that k  vmpo, a | pf, o1X #c, Sq, fq ‖ vmpo1, a1 | f 1q.
Let Γ1  Γro1 ÞÑ ∅Ks, we have that Γ1 $ vmpo,J, tl | su, qq vmpo1,K, p1, q1q :
k
1 with k1  vmpo, a | pf, c, Sq, fq ‖ vmpo1,K | f 1q. Behavioral types k
and k1 are related by (R-Release-VM)
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• Case (Return).
(Return)
v  rressl f  lpdestinyq
vmpo,J, tl | return eu, qq futpf,Kq Ñ vmpo,J, tl | εu, qq futpf, vq
By reconstruction of the proof tree of the hypothesis after the ap-
plication of rules (BT-Parallel), (BT-Vm), (BT-Process) and
(BT-Return), we can derive that k  vmpo,J | pf, ros, Sq, fq ‖
fpKq. Let Γ1  Γ, by hypothesis and by rule (BT-Fut-Unsync)
we have that Γ1 $ vmpo,J, tl | εu, p2 . . . pnq futpf, vq : k
1 with
k
1  vmpo,J | pf, 0  ∅, Sq, fq ‖ fpoq. Note that the side condi-
tion α P Rro
1
{os ñ Γpαq  ∅K of the rule (BT-Fut-Unsync) is a
consequence of the constraints R  pS Y fvpoqq X tγ | Γ1pγq  FKu of
the (BT-Process) rule. Finally, the behavioral types k and k1 are
related by (R-Return).
• Case (VM-Err-Return).
(VM-Err-Return)
f  lpdestinyq
vmpo,K, tl | su, qq futpf,Kq
Ñ vmpo,K, tl; εu, qq futpf, errq
Let Γ $ vmpo,K, tl | su, qq futpf,Kq : k where k  vmpo,K | pf, 0 #
c, Sq, fq ‖ fpKq. Let Γ1  Γ, the typing of left and right configurations
produces an almost identical derivation tree, hence Γ1 $ vmpo,K, tl |
εu, qq futpf, errq : k1, and k1  vmpo,K | pf, 0  ∅, Sq, fq ‖ futpf, errq,
which are related by rule (R-Release-Bot).
2.7.4 Correctness of the cost computation
The second part of the correctness intends to demonstrate that, given a
computation, the costs of configurations therein do not increase. This means
that the cost of the first configuration is the greatest one and, therefore,
the cost of the program gives an upper bound of the actual cost of every
computation of its.
In order to prove this property, we need to extend the notion of cost
to runtime types, and show two properties of these cost: i) they are an
upper bound for the number of alive VM in the typed configuration; and ii)
they decrease when the configuration executes, thus showing that the cost
computed for the initial program is an upper bound for the number of alive
VM at every step of its execution.
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Cost of Runtime Types In this paragraph, we extend the definition of the
translate function to runtime type k. we first introduce our extension with
some useful getters on well-formed runtime types (i.e., types corresponding
to running configurations)
Definition 7.5. A runtime type k is well-formed iff all the names (object,
future, etc) it uses are declared and if it contains the object: vmpstart , a |
pfstart , c, Sq; fq. Given a well-formed runtime type k, we write: alivepkq the
number of alive VM in k (i.e., the VM whose state is J in k); mappingpkq the
mapping giving the state of VM in k; and ∆k the set t tou | o is an object of ku
(i.e., ∆k is the identity equivalence relation generated from k).
We extend the function translate as presented in Figure 2.9 and define:
Definition 7.6. The cost equations corresponding to a well-formed runtime
type k, written translatepkq is defined as follows:
translatepkq
def
 translatep∆k, mappingpkq,kq
Note in Figure 2.9 that we also need to extend the definition of translate
on atoms: we need to re-define the cost of a get operation as we now have
not only the actual futures in the runtime type but also the ones coming
from the static typing of the program (the ones that belong to Ψ). Moreover
the initial definition of translate for the get included an extra adjustment
derived from the fact that the state of some virtual machine were unknown,
which is not the case at runtime.
Cost Solution A cost solution Σ is a mapping from cost functions (like
mΞnetpvq or fpeak, where f is a future name) to cost expressions. Basically, this
cost solution gives cost expressions of the peak and net cost of all methods
in the program, as well as, the peak and net cost of all processes in the run-
time type. Following [28, Definition 6], we relate cost solutions and runtime
types by assuming the existence of a cost validation predicate ( between
cost solutions and cost equations as generated by the translate function in
Section 2.6:
Definition 7.7. Let C be a set of cost equations
n
i1 fipxiq  eirseis; let Σ
be a function that maps all fipxiq to cost expressions. Σ is a cost solution of
C, noted Σ ( C, if for all 1 ¤ i ¤ n and all substitutions rv{xis such that
seirv{xis is true, we have that
Σpfiqpvq ¥ Σpeirv{xisq
where Σpeq replaces the function calls in e by their value in Σ.
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Correctness of the Cost Analysis The proof of the correction of our cost
analysis is done in four steps. First, we relate the cost equation computed at
stating time with the runtime version of the types:
Lemma 7.8. Let M tF z ; s1u be a well-typed program, let C, c be its behav-
ioral type, cn be its initial configuration and k the runtime type of cn. The
for all cost solution Σ with Σ ( translatepC, cq, there exists a cost solution
Σ1 such that Σ1 ( translatepkq and Σpmainpqq  Σ1pfstart peakq   alivepkq.
Proof. Let define Σ1  Σrfstart peak ÞÑ Σpmainpqq  1s. By construction (see
the construction of the equation page 37 and Figure 2.9 ), we have that
translatepC1 . . . Cn, cq 
$''''''''''''''&
''''''''''''''%
translatepC1q    translatepCnq
mainpq  1  e1,1 rse1s
...
mainpq  1  eh1,1 rse1s
mainpq  1  e1,2 rse2s
...
mainpq  1  ehm,m rsems
translatepkq 
$''''''''''''&
''''''''''''%
fstart peak  e1,1 rse1s
...
fstart peak  eh1,1 rse1s
fstart peak  e1,2 rse2s
...
fstart peak  ehm,mrsems
with translatep∅,∅, α, ptrueqt 0 u, cq 
m
j1psejqt e1,j ;    ; ehj ,j u
Hence, by construction, we have that Σ1 ( translatepkq. Moreover, as
alivepkq  1, we also have that Σpmainpqq  Σ1pfstart peakq   alivepkq.
Second, we show that any solution of the cost equation generated from a
runtime type is an upper bound for the number of live VM in that runtime
type:
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Lemma 7.9. Let Γ $ cn : k and assume there is a cost solution Σ such that
Σ ( translatepkq. Then alivepcnq ¤ alivepkq   Σpfstart peakq (recall that
fstart peak is the peak cost of the main process type of k).
Proof. Observe that alivepcnq  alivepkq by construction of k. We more-
over notice that Σpfstart peakq is positive, since peak costs are by construction
always positive integers. We thus have the result.
Third, we show that an upper bound computed by our technique is stable
w.r.t. runtime type evolution:
Lemma 7.10. Suppose given two well-formed runtime types k and k1 such
that k ; k1. Then, for all cost solution Σ with Σ ( translatepkq, there
exists Σ1 such that: i) Σ1 ( translatepk1q; and ii) alivepk1q Σ1pfstart peakq ¤
alivepkq   Σpfstart peakq.
Proof. By Case on the rule used in k ; k1. If not stated otherwise, we
implicitly use the notation used in the considered reduction rule):
• Cases (R-Skip), (R-Read-Fut-Known), (R-Read-Fut-Unknown),
(R-Choice), (R-GC), (R-Return), (R-Async-Call-Err). Be-
cause alivepkq  alivepk1q, it is clear that taking Σ1  Σ, we have
and Σpfstart peakq  Σ
1pfstart peakq. Hence, we have the result.
• Case (R-Async-Call). It is easy to remark that translatepk1q dif-
fers from translatepkq in the following points: i) the entries rf 1peak 
mΞpeakpv
1q; f 1net  m
Ξ
netpv
1qs (with v1  ΨpΞpvqq and Ξ  EqRelpv1q) have
been added to translatepk1q; and ii) some references to mΞpeakpv
1q and
mΞnetpv
1q in translatepkq have been replaced in translatepk1q by ref-
erences to f 1peak and f
1
net. So if we define Σ
1 as follow, we have the result
(as alivepkq  alivepk1q):
Σ1  Σrf 1peak ÞÑ Σpm
Ξ
peakpv
1qq; f 1net ÞÑ Σpm
Ξ
netpv
1qqs
• Case (R-Bind-Mtd). Given that c is the behavior of m opvq and that
translatepk1 ‖ k2q  translatepk1qYtranslatepk2q, translatepkq
and translatepk1q produce the same set of equations up to the sub-
stitution of formal parameters. By definition of Σ we have the result
for Σ1  Σ.
• Case (R-New-VM). Let fi be all possible branches of f . We define
Σ1  Σrfi,peak ÞÑ Σpfi peakq  1srfi net ÞÑ Σpfi netq  1s
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The definition of Σ1 corresponds to the transfer of the cost  1 to the
set of alive virtual machines. Hence we alivepkq  alivepk1q  1 and
Σ1pfstart peakq  Σpfstart peakq  1, which gives us the result.
• Case (R-Release-VM). If a1  J we have that alivepkq  alivepk1q 
1, if a1  K we have that alivepkq  alivepk1q, thus taking Σ1  Σ,
we have the result.
2.7.5 Final demonstration
Finally, we can combine all the previous lemma to demonstrate the correct-
ness of Theorem 7.1.
Proof. Let n  Σpmainpqq.
The argument proceeds by induction on the number of reduction steps:
• At step 0, we translate the program into its runtime equivalent cn. By
Lemma 7.8, there exists Σ1 such that Σ1 ( translatepkq and that we
have that Σ1pfstart peakq   alivepkq  n. Moreover, by Lemma 7.9 we
have that alivepcnq ¤ alivepkq   Σ1pfstart peakq  n.
• for the inductive case, let Γ, a runtime configuration cn’, a runtime
type k and a cost solution Σ1 such that Γ $ cn : k, Σ1 ( k and
Σ1pfstart peakq   alivepkq ¤ n hold. Then by Theorem 7.4, if cn Ñ cn
1,
there exists Γ1 and a runtime type k1 such that k; k1 and Γ1 $ cn1 :
k
1. By Lemma 7.10, there exist a cost solution Σ2 such that Σ2 ( k1
and alivepk1q Σ2pfstart peakq ¤ alivepkq Σ
1pfstart peakq. By hypothesis
and Lemma 7.9, we that alivepcn1q ¤ alivepk1q   Σ2pfstart peakq ¤ n.
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R-Skip
vmpo,J | pf, 0 # c, Sq; fq
; vmpo,J | pf, c, Sq; fq
R-Read-Fut
vmpo,J | pf, f 1
o
X # c, Sq; fq ‖ f 1po1q
; vmpo,J | pf, cro
1
{os, Sq; fq ‖ f 1po1q
R-Async-Call
f2 fresh
vmpo,J | pf, νf 1: m o1pv, βq # c, Sq; fq
; vmpo,J | pf, crf
2
{f 1s, Sq; fq ‖ pf2, m o1pv, βqq
R-Bind-Mtd
m αpIntx, VM zq  c, o, R S  to, ou
vmpo,J | f; fq ‖ pf, o mpv, oqq
; vmpo,J | f; f Y tpf, crv, o{x, zsro{αs, Squq ‖ fpKq
R-LChoice
vmpo,J | pf, c  c1, Sq; fq
; vmpo,J | pf, c, Sq; fq
R-RChoice
vmpo,J | pf, c  c1, Sq; fq
; vmpo,J | pf, c1, Sq; fq
R-Ite-T
se  true
vmpo,J | pf, pseqt c u, Sq; fq
; vmpo,J | pf, c, Sq; fq
R-Ite-F
se  false
vmpo,J | pf, pseqt c u, Sq; fq
; vmpo,J | pf, 0, Sq; fq
R-New-VM
o1 fresh
vmpo,J | pf, νβ # c, Sq; fq
; vmpo,J | pf, cro
1
{βs, Sq; fq ‖ vmpo1,J | ∅q
R-Release-VM
vmpo,J | pf, o1
X # c, Sq; fq ‖ vmpo1, a1 | f 1; f 1q
; vmpo,J | pf, c, Sq; fq ‖ vmpo1,K | f 1; f 1q
R-GC
vmpo, a | pf, 0∅, Sq; f Y tfuq
; vmpo, a | f; fq
R-Return
vmpo,J | pf, ros, Sq; fq ‖ fpKq
; vmpo,J | pf, 0∅, Sq; fq ‖ fpoq
R-Release-Bot
vmpo,K | pf, c, Sq; fq ‖ fpKq
; vmpo,K | pf, 0∅, Sq; fq ‖ fperrq
R-Bind-Mtd-Err
vmpo1,K | f; fq ‖ pf, o1 mpvqq
; vmpo1,K | f; fq ‖ fperrq
R-Bind-Mtd-Serr
pf, err mpvqq; fperrq
R-Release-GC
vmpo,J | pf, . . . o1
X
. . . , Sq, fq ‖ vmpo1,K | . . . q
; vmpo,J | pf, . . . 0 . . . , Sq, fq ‖ vmpo1,K | . . . q
R-Context
k; k1
k ‖ k2 ; k1 ‖ k2
Figure 2.8: Operational Semantics of Runtime Types
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Extension of translate on extended atoms:
translater∆,Ψ, αspe; eqpaq 
$''''''''''''''''&''''''''''''''''%
pΨ, e; eq when a  ros
pΨ, pe; eqσ; peqσ1q when a  fo
X and f R dompΨq, where
σ  rfpeak{f s and σ
1  rfnet{f s
pΨ1, pe; eqσ; peqσ1q when Ψpfq  pΨ1, R, m βpr, βq Ñ oq and a  fo
X
and EqRelpβ, βq  Ξ and Θ  Ψ1 ×f Ψ
and σ  rm
Ξ
peakpr,ΘpΞpβ, βqqq{f s
and σ1  rm
Ξ
netpr,ΘpΞpβ, βqqq{f s
Extension of translate on process types:
translatep∆,Ψ, o, pf, c, Sqq 
$''''''''''&''''''''''%
fpeak  e1,1 rse1s
...
fpeak  ehn,n rsens
fnet  fpeak rα  Bs
fnet  eh1,1 rse1 ^ α  Js
...
fnet  ehn,n rsen ^ α  Js
with translatep∆,Ψro ÞÑ αs, ptrueq 0, cq 
n¤
i1
pseiqte1,i; . . . ; ehi,iu
Extension of translate on runtime types:
translatep∆,Ψ, fpoqq  tfpeak  0, fnet  0u
translatep∆,Ψ, vmpo,J | f1; f2 . . . , fnqq 
¤
iP1..n
translatep∆,Ψ, o, fiq
translatep∆,Ψ, vmpo,K | f; fqq  ∅
Ξ  EqRelpvq v1  ΨpΞpvqq
translatep∆,Ψ, pf, o mpvqqq 
#
fpeak  m
Ξ
peakpv
1qq
fnet  m
Ξ
netpv
1q
translatep∆,Ψ,k ‖ k1q  translatep∆,Ψ,kq Y translatep∆,Ψ,k1q
Figure 2.9: Extension of translate to runtime types
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2.8 Related Work
The static analysis of resource utilization dates back to the pioneering work
by Wegbreit in 1975 [58] that developed a technique for deriving closed-form
expressions expressing program upper bounds. After this, a considerable
number of cost analysis techniques have been developed. Those ones that
are closely related to this contribution are based either on cost equations
(solvers) or on amortized analysis.
Techniques based on cost equations
The techniques based on cost equations address cost analysis in three steps:
(i) extracting relevant information out of the original programs by abstract-
ing data structures to their size and assigning a cost to every program ex-
pression, (ii) converting the abstract program into cost equations, and (iii)
solving the cost equations with an automatic tool. Recent advances have
been done for improving the accuracy of the calculation upper-bounds for
cost equations [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 20, 28, 37], we refer to [28] for an in-depth
comparison of some of these tools. One of the main advantages of these
techniques is the treatment of arithmetical expressions and, in particular,
Presburger arithmetic conditionals. This gives the support for a more pre-
cise cost analysis of non-deterministic statements during the static analysis.
As a downside, techniques that extract control flow graphs and use control
flow refinement strategies (such as [6,7]) have a less precise alias analysis and
name identity management. These two features are essential for function or
procedure abstraction; in fact, a weak approach would jeopardise composi-
tional reasoning when large programs are considered. On the other hand,
one of the more important contributions of these approaches has been the
possibility to fully target high-end programming languages like Java [4, 5, 6]
and C# [37].
Techniques based on amortized analysis
The techniques based on amortized analysis were introduced by the semi-
nal work of Tarjan [56]. Tarjan’s idea was to associate so-called potentials
to program expressions by means of type systems (these potentials deter-
mine the resources needed for each expression to be evaluated). The con-
nection between the original program and these potentials can be indeed
demonstrated by a standard subject-reduction theorem. This technique has
received lots of attention by applying it to both functional and imperative
languages [13,23,43,44,45].
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The techniques based on types are intrinsically compositional and, more
importantly, type derivations can be seen as certificates of abstract descrip-
tions of functions. These methods, in general, do not model the interaction
of integer arithmetic with resource usage, which restricts the precision and
the domain of analyzable properties. Although, an exception of this is one
of the best works based on this approach [41].
There have been few attempts to target high-end programming languages
with this technique. That is the case of [13] for Java programs and [41] for
C, although in both cases several restrictions apply to the complex features
of both languages.
Our technique aims to combine the advantages of the two type of ap-
proaches discussed above. It is modular, like the techniques based on cost
equations. It also consists of three steps and it extracts the relevant informa-
tion of programs by means of a behavioural type system, like the technique
based on amortized analysis. Therefore, our technique is compositional and
can be proved sound by means of a standard subject-reduction theorem. At
the same time it is accurate in modelling the interaction of integer arithmetic
with resource usage.
A common feature of cost analysis techniques in the literature is that they
analyze cumulative resources. That is, resources that do not decrease during
the execution of the programs, such as execution time, number of operations,
memory (without an explicit free operation). The presence of an explicit
or implicit release operation considerable entangles the analysis. In [9], a
memory cost analysis is proposed for languages with garbage collection. It is
worth noticing that the setting of [9] is somewhat less difficult than the one
proposed here, because by definition of garbage collection, released memory
is always inactive. The impact of the release operation in the cost analysis
is thoroughly discussed in [7, 10] by means of the notions of peak cost and
net cost that we have also used in Section 2.6. It is worth noticing that,
for cumulative analysis, these two notions coincide while, in non-cumulative
analysis (in presence of a release operation), they are different and the net
cost is key for computing tight upper bounds.
Recently [8] has analysed the cost of a language with explicit releases. We
observe that the release operation studied in [8] is used in a very restrictive
way: only locally created resources can be released. This constraint guar-
antees that costs of functions are always not negative, thus permitting the
(re)use of non-negative cost models from the cumulative analysis. However,
the main difference between our work and the work of [8] is that the target
resource in our case are active objects, virtual machines, that may be con-
currently hosting operations that, in turn, create and release other virtual
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machines.
We conclude by discussing cost analysis techniques for concurrent sys-
tems, which are indeed very few [2, 7, 42]. In order to reduce the impreci-
sion of the analysis caused by the nondeterminism, [2, 7] use a clever tech-
nique for isolating sequential code from parallel code, called may-happen-in-
parallel [16]. In contrast, in our work the information of the possibly concur-
rent operations is carried by the proposed type system, which is a closer idea
to what it is proposed in [42]. We notice though, that no one of these contri-
butions considers a concurrent language with a powerful release operation
that allows one deallocate resources created in outer scopes. In fact, without
this operation, one can model the cost by aggregating the sets of operations
that can occur in parallel, as in [7], and all the theoretical development is
less complex.
2.9 Conclusions
In this Chapter we have presented the vml language: a custom modeling lan-
guage inspired by the Cloud Computing elasticity feature, where resources
(virtual machines) can be dynamically allocated and deallocated. This lan-
guage also includes features from modern programming languages like recur-
sion and a future based concurrency model. Furthermore, resources repre-
senting virtual machines can be active, carrying processes that may, in turn,
acquire and release other machines asynchronously. These are all features
that entangle the complexity of the analysis of vml programs.
Nevertheless, we have presented a technique for the static analysis of vml
programs. In particular, we designed a static analysis oriented to the esti-
mation of upper bounds corresponding to the usage of objects representing
virtual machines. Our approach is based on a behavioral type system that
abstracts the main features of the operations on virtual machines objects.
These types are expressive enough to record the effects of complex execution
flows like those related to concurrency or recursion.
We demonstrate the soundness of this approach by proving the correctness
of the behavioral type system and the translation into cost equations that
correctly resemble (an over approximation of) the program execution.
A key detail in this type system is the treatment given to numerical ex-
pressions in the management of conditional instructions. This feature may
allow achieving a higher precision during the analysis stage when such nu-
merical expressions are expressed in Presburger arithmetics [18]. However,
when this is not the case, the cost equations obtained by our technique may
be too over approximated. A way to cope with this issue is to include a mech-
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anism for adding annotations that can instruct the type system to provide
more accurate behaviors [38,52].
In order to calculate upper bound estimations of the virtual machines
usage, the behavioral types of the program are translated into cost equations.
The resulting equations can then be analyzed by special solvers oriented to
such task. Although, up to date, there have been considered two possible
solvers (see Section 3.3), the use of others solvers or even a combination of
them could increase the precision of the analysis.
Despite the technical limitations imposed to the language features, we
have demonstrated the strength of this approach. We have used the metaphor
of virtual machines (VM) usage to illustrate our solution. However it is worth
observing that our technique may also be used for the resource analysis of
concurrent languages bearing operations of acquire (creation) and release
(deletion). For example, our technique, might cover functions such as the
classic malloc and free operations.
Chapter 3
The SRA tool
Summary
We describe the (S)tatic (R)esource (A)nalysis tool [30], which is a
prototype implementation based on the theory presented in Chapter 2. We
discuss a number of technical details involved in the design of this tool,
specially the inference of the behavioral types from Section 2.5, and the
transformation of the cost equations in Section 2.6 into an input that is
adequate for an off-the-shelf solver – CoFloCo [28]. In this chapter, we also
compare the obtained results with those from similar existing tools. Finally
we conclude with the discussion of the main remarks about this solution and
the future work.
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we discuss the SRA Tool a prototype implementation of the
theory described in Chapter 2. This solution follows the generic approach
described in Chapter 1 for the development of a static analysis tool based on
behavioral types.
Figure 3.1 particularizes this approach for the case of the VM usage anal-
ysis in VML programs. The parsing process follows an straightforward imple-
mentation based on an automatic parser generation tool. The typing pro-
cess, is based on the rules defined by a type system that associates abstract
behaviors to vml expressions (see Section 2.5). The type of each program
instruction can be automatically inferred by means of a slight modification
in the type system rules. Methods side-effects are also calculated as part of
this typing process. Both of these tasks are done by means of a fix-point
algorithm. The behaviors obtained by the typing process are then trans-
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Figure 3.1: Behavioral types based approach for VML virtual machines usage
analysis
lated into cost equations. The main idea underneath is to exploit the power
of already existing ad-hoc costs equation solvers (CES). In the case of this
solution, two CES can be used: PUBS1 [2] and CoFloCo2 [28].
Chapter contents
In this Chapter we discuss a prototype implementation of the technique de-
scribed in Chapter 2. After this introduction, Section 3.2 follows with the
description of the behavioral type inference for vml. In Section 3.3 we im-
plement the analysis of the virtual machine usage in vml based on the in-
formation abstracted by the type system and with the aid of the CoFloCo
solver. An overall example of our technique is discussed in Section 3.4. In
Section 3.5 we compare the results of the SRA Tool with those of similar tools
in the literature. In Section 3.6 we briefly discuss the SRA Tool demo and the
third party tools used in its development. We conclude in Section 3.7 with
the discussion of the main remarks about this solution and the future work.
3.2 Type inference
The system defined in Section 2.5 is a type-checking process, meaning that
it compels the user to write the behavioural types of methods. In order
to relieve users from writing verbose annotations, it is possible to turn
the type checking system into a type inference. In fact, in the case of
vml, this adaptation is not difficult because the only problematic issue is
the inference of method’s effects R. This issue is easily solved by chang-
ing the rules (T-Method) and (T-Program) in Figure 2.6 into those
of Figure 3.2. In particular, rule (Inf-Method) uses a new judgment
Γ $ T m pT x, Vm zqtF y ; su : m αpx, βq t c u : o, R1; Γ1, which also re-
1http://costa.ls.fi.upm.es/pubs/pubs.php
2https://www.se.tu-darmstadt.de/se/group-members/antonio-flores-montoya/cofloco/
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(Inf-Method)
Γpmq  αpx, βq : o, R S  tαu Y β o R S
Γrthis ÞÑ αsrdestiny ÞÑ osrx ÞÑ xsrz ÞÑ βsrα ÞÑ ∅αsrβ ÞÑ ∅βs $S s : Cra1  Γ1s    ran  Γns
Γipγq  Γjpγq
	i,jP1..n, γPSYfvpoq
R1  pSY fvpoqq X tγ | Γ1pγq  FKu
Γ $ T m pInt x, Vm zqtF y ; su : m αpx, βq t Cra1 ∅s    ran ∅s u : o, R1; Γrm ÞÑ αpx, βq : o, R1s
(Inf-Program)
Γ $M : C,Γ Γrthis ÞÑ starts $start s : Cra1  Γ1s    ran  Γns
Γ $M tF x ; su : C, Cra1 ∅s    ran ∅s
Figure 3.2: Behavioural inference rules of method and programs.
turns a new environment Γ1 and where R1 may be different from the method’s
effects stored in Γpmq. The main difference between (T-Method) and (Inf-
Method) is that the latter one lets Γ1 record method’s effects computed in
the premise. The key constraint in Figure 3.2 is the left premise of (Inf-
Program). This premise imposes method definitions to be typed with the
same input and output environment. That is, the environment Γ is a fixpoint
of the rule.
In order to compute the fixpoint Γ in the rule (Inf-Program), we notice
that the differences between Γ and Γ1 in Γ $ M : C,Γ1, if any, are in meth-
ods’ effects. In addition, these method’s effects are all finite because they
are always a subset of method’s arguments. Therefore, there is a standard
technique for computing the least fixpoint environment:
1. verify that the transformation Γ $M : C,Γ1 is monotone with respect
to the subset ordering;
2. let Γ0 be such that Γ0pmq  αpx, βq : o,∅ and let Γi $ M : C,Γi 1.
Then there exists a least n such that Γn $M : C,Γn.
It is easy to verify that 1 holds. Henceforth, the correctness of the inference
process. For example, let
m1 αpβ, γ, δq{
ν f : m2α pβq # fX # γX
} - , { }
m2 αpβq{
ν f : m3α pβq # fX
} - , { }
m3 αpβq{
βX
} - , { }
Then, the reader can verify that the computation of the least fixpoint envi-
ronment gives the following sequence of environments:
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- step 0: Γ0  rm1 ÞÑ αpβ, γ, δq : -,∅, m2 ÞÑ αpβq : -,∅, m3 ÞÑ αpβq :
-,∅s ;
- step 1: Γ1  rm1 ÞÑ αpβ, γ, δq : -, tγu, m2 ÞÑ αpβq : -,∅, m3 ÞÑ αpβq :
-, tβus ;
- step 2: Γ2  rm1 ÞÑ αpβ, γ, δq : -, tγu, m2 ÞÑ αpβq : -, tβu, m3 ÞÑ αpβq :
-, tβus ;
- step 3: Γ3  rm1 ÞÑ αpβ, γ, δq : -, tβ, γu, m2 ÞÑ αpβq : -, tβu, m3 ÞÑ
αpβq : -, tβus.
3.3 Translation of cost equations
To comply with CoFloCo input formats, we need to encode the VM values
and the functions CNEW and CREL into integer values and cost equations,
respectively. Let
– J be encoded by 1, B be encoded by 2, and K be encoded by 3. The VM
value α Ó is encoded by the conditional value rα  3s3  r1 ¤ α ¤ 2s2;
– CNEW and CREL equations are encoded as follows and are fixed for all
programs:
eq(CNEW(A), 0, [], [A = 3]).
eq(CNEW(A), 1, [], [A < 3]).
eq(CREL(A), -1, [], [A = 1]).
eq(CREL(A), 0, [], [A > 1]).
In order to illustrate the encoding in CoFloCo of the cost equations in Sec-
tion 2.6, we discuss the equations of the two factorial programs fact and
cheap fact in Section 2.3. The CoFloCo equations are reported in Figure 3.3.
These equations do not require any comments because they exactly cor-
respond to the output of the translate function in Section 2.6. We just
observe that, in addition to these equations, one needs to specify a so-called
entry point, which corresponds to the main body. This entry point has the
format
entry(METHOD_NAME(LIST_OF_ARGUMENTS):[CONDITIONS])
that is instantiated into entry(main(MAINVM):[]) for the main body. It is
also possible to add ad-hoc entries for particular methods, if the user wants
to highlight their cost (in particular, our translator adds entries for peak
and net costs of every method). For example, the following table reports the
outputs (of CoFloCo) corresponding to the entries in the left column.
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1 eq(fact_peak(A,B), 0, [], [A = 3]).
2 eq(fact_peak(A,B), 0, [], [B = 0]).
3 eq(fact_peak(A,B), 0, [], [B > 0]).
4 eq(fact_peak(A,B), 0, [fact_peak(1,B)], [B > 0]).
5 eq(fact_peak(A,B), 0, [fact_net(1,B)], [B > 0]).
6
7 eq(fact_net(A,B), 0, [], [A = 3]).
8 eq(fact_net(A,B), 0, [fact_peak(A,B)], [A = 2]).
9 eq(fact_net(A,B), 0, [], [A = 1, B = 0]).
10 eq(fact_net(A,B), 0, [fact_net(1, B-1)], [A = 1, B > 0]).
11
12 eq(costly_fact_peak(A,B), 0, [], [A = 3]).
13 eq(costly_fact_peak(A,B), 0, [], [B = 0]).
14 eq(costly_fact_peak(A,B), 0, [], [B > 0]).
15 eq(costly_fact_peak(A,B), 0, [cnew(A)], [B > 0]).
16 eq(costly_fact_peak(A,B), 0, [cnew(A), costly_fact_peak(1, B-1)], [B > 0]).
17 eq(costly_fact_peak(A,B), 0, [cnew(A), costly_fact_net(1, B-1)], [B > 0]).
18 eq(costly_fact_peak(A,B), 0, [cnew(A), costly_fact_net(1, B-1), crel(1)], [B > 0]).
19
20 eq(costly_fact_net(A,B), 0, [], [A = 3]).
21 eq(costly_fact_net(A,B), 0, [costly_fact_peak(A,B)], [A = 2]).
22 eq(costly_fact_net(A,B), 0, [], [A = 1, B = 0]).
23 eq(costly_fact_net(A,B), 0, [cnew(A), costly_fact_net(1, B-1), crel(1)], [A = 1, B > 0]).
Figure 3.3: Cost equations of fact and costly fact in CoFloCo format
Entry Point Cost
entry(fact_net(1,B):[B>=0]). 0
entry(fact_peak(1,B):[B>=0]). 0
entry(costly_fact_net(1,B):[B>=0]). 0
entry(costly_fact_peak(1,B):[B>=0]). max([B,1])
The net cost of fact and costly_fact is equal to 0 because, in both cases,
every created virtual machine is released before the end of the program. For
peak cost, the number of virtual machines in fact is 0. On the other hand,
costly_fact creates at each step a virtual machine and releases it after the
recursive call. This management of virtual machines gives a peak cost equal
to maximum between 1 and B.
3.4 An illustrative example
Consider the following wrong version of the fake method example from Sec-
tion 2.3, where the programmer has erroneously written “n   1” instead of
“n  1” in the recursive invocation (henceforth the recursion is unbounded
because the base case is never met). As a result one can expect that the
number of created virtual machines is infinite because, at every step, only
one of the two created machines is released.
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Int fake_method(Int n) {
if (n=0) return 0 ;
else { VM x, y ; Fut<Int> f, g; Int u, v;
x = new VM() ; y = new VM() ;
f = this!double_release(x,x) ;
u = f.get ;
g = this!fake_method(n+1) ;
v = g.get ;
return 0 ;
}
}
The equations generated by the analysis are shown in Figure 3.4. The
results of the analysis of these equations produce a cost of ”infinity” for the
main method, as suspected. However, lets suppose the situation in which
(by changing double release(x,x) to double release(x,y)) both VMs
are released. In this case the set of equations of fake method remains almost
identical with the only difference that the element (crel(1) in equations 10,
12, 14 and 18, now appears two times). If we re-run the cost analysis with the
new equations we obtain, instead of infinity, a maximum cost of two VMs for
the main method. Again this is the expected behavior because even though
the program runs indefinitely there are no more than two VMs (in addition
to the main one) co-existing at the same time.
There is an issue about Figure 3.3 that deserves to be commented. CoFloCo
outputs an error when it is fed with that set of equations. This is be-
cause instructions 8 and 21 are mutually recursive with instructions 5 and
17-18, respectively, and mutual recursion is banned by the analyser. It is
worth noticing that 8 and 21 correspond to invocations of fact_net and
costly_fact_net when the carrier is B. Intuitively, the idea behind these
equations is that when the VM state is unknown the analyzer should assume
the worst and consider the highest possible cost (the peak cost) as the net
cost. The workaround to solve this problem is to remove the mutual recursion
by replacing in-place the internal function invocation by its body.
3.5 Related tools and assessments
There are very few tools targeting resource analysis in programs that feature
concurrency and negative costs due to explicit release operations. To the best
of our knowledge, the most relevant tool in the literature is SACO3, which is
based on the results of [7] and is able to address a setting similar to our
one. We also compare SRA with C4B4 [22], a tool based on amortized analysis
3Web site at http://ei.abs-models.org:8082/clients/web/
4Web site at http://www.cs.yale.edu/homes/qcar/aaa/
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1 eq(fakeMethod01peak(THISVM,N), 0, [], [THISVM = 3]).
2 eq(fakeMethod01peak(THISVM,N), 0, [], [THISVM < 3]).
3
4 eq(fakeMethod01net(THISVM,N), 0, [], [THISVM = 3]).
5 eq(fakeMethod01net(THISVM,N), 0, [], [N = 0, THISVM = 1]).
6
7 eq(fakeMethod01peak(THISVM,N), 0, [cnew(THISVM)], [N > 0, THISVM < 3]).
8 eq(fakeMethod01peak(THISVM,N), 0, [cnew(THISVM),cnew(THISVM)], [N > 0, THISVM < 3]).
9 eq(fakeMethod01peak(THISVM,N), 0, [cnew(THISVM),cnew(THISVM),
10 doubleRelease011peak(THISVM, 2)], [N > 0, THISVM < 3]).
11 eq(fakeMethod01peak(THISVM,N), 0, [cnew(THISVM),cnew(THISVM), doubleRelease011net(THISVM, 2),
12 crel(1)], [N > 0, THISVM < 3]).
13 eq(fakeMethod01peak(THISVM,N), 0, [cnew(THISVM),cnew(THISVM),doubleRelease011net(THISVM, 2),
14 crel(1),fakeMethod01peak(THISVM, N + 1)], [N > 0, THISVM < 3]).
15 eq(fakeMethod01peak(THISVM,N), 0, [cnew(THISVM),cnew(THISVM),doubleRelease011net(THISVM, 2),
16 crel(1),fakeMethod01net(THISVM, N + 1)], [N > 0, THISVM < 3]).
17
18 eq(fakeMethod01net(THISVM,N), 0, [], [THISVM = 3]).
19 eq(fakeMethod01net(THISVM,N), 0, [cnew(THISVM),cnew(THISVM),doubleRelease011net(THISVM, 2),
20 crel(1),fakeMethod01net(THISVM, N + 1)], [N > 0, THISVM = 1]).
21
22 eq(doubleRelease011peak(THISVM,X), 0, [], [THISVM = 3]).
23 eq(doubleRelease011peak(THISVM,X), 0, [], [THISVM < 3]).
24 eq(doubleRelease011peak(THISVM,X), 0, [crel(X)], [THISVM < 3]).
25 eq(doubleRelease011peak(THISVM,X), 0, [crel(X),crel(3)], [THISVM < 3]).
26
27 eq(doubleRelease011net(THISVM,X), 0, [], [THISVM = 3]).
28 eq(doubleRelease011net(THISVM,X), 0, [crel(X),crel(3)], [THISVM = 1]).
Figure 3.4: Cost equations of fake method and double release in CoFloCo
format
and using the results in [40]. Notwithstanding C4B targets only sequential
programs, it may be considered as the state-of-the-art of certified tools for
the automatic static analysis of resource usage bounds.
Some remarks on the tool comparison are in order:
– The three tools target three different languages: C4B targets C, SACO
targets ABS, and SRA targets vml. Therefore, in order to compare the
three tools, every test program has been rewritten according to the
corresponding language of the tool. The sources of these tests are
available in github 5.
– Every tool uses different metrics for quantitative analysis. SRA quan-
tifies the resource usage by means of the operations new VM() and
release. C4B has two metrics: the (i) back-edge metrics that assigns a
cost of 1 to every back edge in the control-flow graph, thus not allow-
ing negative costs, and (ii) the tick metric that uses a special operation
5https://github.com/abelunibo/SRA-Tests-Files)
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Program C4B SACO SRA
betterThanAmortised 2  n 2  n n m
greatestCommonDivisor Maxpn,mq failed n m
costlyFactorial n n n
doWorkSync 2 2 2
quicksort 2  n not analyzable not analyzable
SPEED1 2  n not analyzable infinite
doWorkASync not analyzable n n
producerConsumer not analyzable not analyzable 3
doubleRelease failed -2 rx  ys-1; rx  ys-2
Figure 3.5: Comparison of C4B, SACO, and SRA for some simple programs
tick(n) that has a cost of n where n can be either a positive or neg-
ative number. SACO, on the other hand, considers both of these kinds
of metrics and, in addition, it also support other ones that are specific
to the domain of the targeted language.
– Both SACO and SRA separate peak costs and net costs. This distinction
is not made in C4B because it does not address concurrency. There-
fore we restrict the results of Table 3.5 only to the net costs of the
corresponding programs.
– Some programs are not analyzable with some of the tools, this is either
because (i) the programs include some features that are not covered
by the analyzer (i.e. concurrency in the case of the C4B tool) or (ii)
the underlying solver cannot deal with the resulting equations (i.e. non
polynomial equations in the case of SRA or non monotonic equations in
the case of SACO)
Table 3.5 reports the results of our analysis. It is worth observing that SRA
returns better results than both C4B and SACO for the program betterThanAmortized.
This program, reported in Figure 3.6, defines a method betterThanAmortised(n,m,x)
that recursively invokes itself and, when (n>m) every invocation has cost 1,
otherwise it has cost 2. Therefore, the cost of betterThanAmortised(2*n,n,x)
is 3*n and this is the result of SRA. However, the other techniques do not
recognize that the most costly branch is executed only half of the times and
return 2*(2*n)=4*n. Such precision is achieved in SRA by means of the
treatment given to numerical expressions, and by the use of a solver (as [28])
capable to deal with conditional branches accurately. This precision is usu-
ally lost in techniques based on type systems because of the unifications that
are necessary to enforce on the branches of conditionals, in order to type the
continuations.
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Int betterThanAmortized(Int n, Int m, VM x) {
Fut<Int> f; Int z;
if (n==0) return 0;
else if (n>m) {
VM v = new VM();
f = x!betterThanAmortized(n-1,m,v);
z= f.get; return 0; }
} else {
VM v = new VM(); VM w = new VM();
f = v!betterThanAmortized(n-1,m,w);
z = f.get; return 0;
}
}
{
VM x = new VM(); Int z;
Fut<Int> f = this!betterThanAmortized(2*n, n, x);
f.get;
}
Figure 3.6: The program betterThanAmortized
Our behavioral type system, instead, allows the necessary flexibility to
overcome this issue. We also observe that betterThanAmortized is not an
exotic, ad-hoc program but a rather common programming pattern (a se-
quence of nested conditional statements).
SRA also returns remarkable results (i) in presence of unbounded recur-
sion – see the example producerConsumer –, (ii) in cases where the iden-
tity of the arguments is relevant for the cost analysis – see the example
doubleRelease –, and (iii) for standard patterns of concurrency – see the
examples doWorkAsync and producerConsumer.
As a main downside of SRA, it is unable to compute costs in presence of
multi-variate arguments, as in greatestCommonDivisor and SPEED1. How-
ever, it is worth observing that this loss of precision is actually a limitation
of the cost equation solver that cannot handle multi-variate arguments in its
current version. For a similar reason, SRA fails in computing the cost of the
quicksort program because of a restriction in the CoFloCo solver that does
not handle non-linear recursion (while SRA correctly derives the behavioural
types of quicksort).
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Figure 3.7: SRA tool web demo screen shot
3.6 SRA Deliverable
The SRA tool is available through a dedicated website [30]. The demo page
provides a set of default vml program examples that are designed to highlight
the main features of the tool. The demo page also allows the user to insert
custom programs and analyze them.
The prototype components match the general description given in Sec-
tion 1.2. There are four main components: (i) A vml parser, (ii) an inference
mechanism, (iii) a finite state representation of the program and (iv) a cost
analysis process.
The Figure 3.7 shows the demo page of the SRA tool.
Third-party tools involved The orchestration of the SRA Tool is imple-
mented in Java and it benefits from two out-of-the-box solutions.
The parsing process is done with the help of the ANTLR tool6, this tool
provides automatic code generation for taking care of the syntactic analysis
of the program as well as the abstract implementation of a semantic checking
process that can be later on customized.
There are a couple of solvers capable to solve the cost equations resulting
from the translation step in Section 3.3, PUBS7 [2] and CoFloCo8 [28].
6http://www.antlr.org/
7http://costa.ls.fi.upm.es/pubs/pubs.php
8https://www.se.tu-darmstadt.de/se/group-members/antonio-flores-montoya/cofloco/
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3.7 Conclusions
To the best of our knowledge the tool here described presents the first static
analysis technique that computes upper bounds of virtual machines usage in
concurrent programs, that may create and, more importantly, may release
such machines.
Our analysis consists of (i) a type system that extracts relevant infor-
mation about resource usages in programs, called behavioral types; (ii) an
automatic translation that transforms these types into cost expressions; and
(iii) the application of automatic solvers, like CoFloCo or PUBS, to compute
upper bounds of the usage of virtual machines in the original program.
A relevant property of our technique is its modularity. In this solution
we have applied the technique to a small, ad-hoc, language. However, a
properly extension of the type system, would allow to apply the analysis
to other more complex languages. In addition, by changing the translation
algorithm, it is possible to target other solvers that may compute, for certain
patterns, better upper bounds. For example, those based on multivariate
amortized analysis [40] or in theorem provers [1].
As we have stated there are not currently other static resource analyzers
with the same target of the SRA Tool. We have, though, assessed the perfor-
mance of our analyzer by comparing with two state-of-the-art level analyzers:
C4B and SACO. The tested examples demonstrated the programming patterns
on which SRA excels, like the handling of conditional blocks, the deallocation
of resources and the handling of combinations of recursive and concurrent
behaviors.
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Part II
The deadlock analysis problem
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Chapter 4
Deadlock detection in JVML
Summary
This Chapter presents a new solution for the deadlock detection in Java
programs at static time. This technique targets specifically the Java inter-
mediate language – the Java bytecode – which has the additional value of
allowing the analysis of other languages compiled to the same bytecode, like
Scala. This technique uses behavioral types to extract abstract models out
of the bytecode instructions. These models are subsequently analyzed by
means of a fix-point decision algorithm which detects the presence of circular
dependencies. The correctness of this technique is demonstrated for a subset
of the Java bytecode instructions.
4.1 Introduction
In concurrent languages, a deadlock is a circular dependency between a set
of threads, each one waiting for an event produced by another thread in
the set. In the Java programming language, deadlocks are usually resource-
related, namely they are caused by operations ensuring different threads the
exclusive access to a set of resources. Java programs may also lead to the
so-called communication-related deadlocks, which are common in network
based systems. These deadlocks, which are thoroughly studied in [34, 48],
are out of the scope of this work.
As a way to ensure consistency, the Java Language Specification pro-
vides different mechanisms to enforce a should-happen-before relationship on
memory operations over shared variables [36, Chapter 17].
Our analysis focuses on some of these enforcing mechanisms, in particular:
the synchronized constructions, of both code blocks and method blocks, and
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the Thread.start() and Thread.join() methods. There are also other
mechanisms that are not currently handled by the technique here described,
such as, the use of volatile variables and the higher-level synchronization
API defined on package java.util.concurrent.
The dependencies enforced by this should-happen-before relation may, in
some times, produce a circularity. Whenever the execution flow may reach a
state with such a circularity, we are in presence of a necessary condition for
a deadlocked execution. However, because of the scheduling process this is
not a sufficient condition. The Figure 4.1 shows (a time line representation
of) some examples of deadlocked programs.
Figure 4.1: Cases of dependency circularities that may lead to deadlocks.
(Lock acquisitions are represented with squares, the corresponding release is
marked with a circle)
On the other hand, the mere presence of a circularity may be sometimes
misleading. This is the case when other should-happen-before relations in the
program ensure that a state, in which such circularity is verified, will not be
reached by the execution flow. See Figure 4.2.
Targeting JVML, the Java bytecode
The solution here proposed addresses the compilation target of every Java
application: the Java Virtual Machine Language, JVML, also called Java
bytecode.
The decision of addressing JVML instead of Java was motivated by two
reasons: Java is syntactically too complex and it has no reference semantics.
On the contrary, JVML a rather simple stack language – it has 198 instructions
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Figure 4.2: Cases of dependency circularities that do not produce dead-
locks. (Lock acquisitions are represented with squares, the corresponding
release is marked with a circle)
– and has a reference semantics that is defined by the behavior of the Java
Virtual Machine (JVM) [36, Chapter 6].
This opinion also seems supported by a number of type systems that
have been defined in the past for demonstrating the correctness of the Java
bytecode Verifier [29, 49, 55]. It is worth to observe that reasoning on Java
bytecode does not narrow our original goal, because as the Java compilation
target its behavior matches exactly the one intended by the original source.
Furthermore, this also does not simplify too much the analysis because it
retains the same complex features of Java.
Analyzing JVML has also other relevant advantages: addressing program-
ming languages that are compiled to the same bytecode, such as Scala [53],
and the possibility to analyze proprietary software whose sources are not
available.
We have defined an inference system that extracts abstract models out
of Java bytecode instructions. This inference system consists of a number
of rules, identical for most of the instructions except for those that have
some effect in the synchronization process: invocations, locks acquisitions
and releases, object manipulation and control flow operations.
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Chapter contents
In this Chapter we discuss the main theoretical components of our deadlock
analysis solution. A motivational analysis of the deadlock problems in pro-
gramming languages and specially in Java is presented in Section 4.2. To
ease the presentation of the theoretical aspects of this work we propose the
language JVMLd in Section 4.3, which is a subset of JVML that include ba-
sics constructs and instructions for concurrent operations. JVMLd is simpler
than JVML, it leaves out some complex features of the original language like
exception handling, inheritance, arrays manipulation, etc. However, JVMLd
itself still poses a difficult challenge for deadlock analysis, with features like
recursive invocations or fields manipulation. We present a behavioral type
system rules for JVMLd in Section 4.5. The ulterior analysis of these types
for the detection of circularities is presented in Section 4.6. We also discuss,
in Section 4.7, one more type of deadlock in Java and a possible alternative
to extend the theory here described in order to detect it. In Section 4.8 we
discuss the extensions of the behavioral type system in order to cope with full
JVML programs. The full proof of the correctness of the presented behavioral
type system and its analysis is discussed in Section 4.9. In Section 4.10 we
review the existing works in the literature related to the deadlock analysis
and to the static analysis of Java programs. Finally this chapter concludes
with the main remarks about the presented technique.
4.2 Motivation and Problem Statement
Deadlocks are a common threat of concurrent programs, which occur when
a set of threads are blocked, due to each attempting to acquire a lock held
by another. Such errors are difficult to detect or anticipate, since they may
not occur during every execution, and may have catastrophic effects for the
overall functionality of the software system. In 1994, a deadlock flaw in the
Automated Baggage System of Denver’s was one of the causes of losses for
more than 100 million dollars1.
At the time of writing this document, the Oracle Bug Database2 reports
more than 40 unresolved bugs due to deadlocks, while the Apache Issue
Tracker 3 reports around 400 unresolved deadlock bugs. These two databases
refer to programs written in Java, a mainstream programming language in
a lot of domains, such as web and Cloud applications, user applications and
1http://ntl.bts.gov/DOCS/rc9535br.html
2http://bugs.java.com/
3https://issues.apache.org/jira
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mobile applications.
The objective of our research is to design and implement a technique ca-
pable of detecting potential deadlock bugs of Java programs at compilation
time and, to this aim, we propose an end-to-end automatic static analysis
tool. Our implementation handles most of the features of Java, including
threads, synchronization operations, exceptions, static members, arrays, in-
terfaces, polymorphism, and recursive data types.
Deadlock detection of Java programs is a difficult and dubious task. It is
difficult because concurrency in Java is modeled by threads that may perform
read/write operations over shared variables. The order in which concurrent
operations are performed depends on the scheduling strategy implemented in
the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Therefore deadlocks may not occur during
every execution. Additionally, Java is a full-fledged programming language,
with many features, and with many third-part libraries that are written
directly in machine code. It is dubious because Java has no reference formal
semantics, therefore it is not possible to deliver any soundness proof.
Problem statement
Precise deadlock analysis is, in general, an undecidable problem. This can
be proved in the following way (by contradiction):
Undecidability of static deadlock detection. Suppose that for all programs P
and for all of its possible inputs XP there is an algorithm hasDeadlock(P,
XP) such that:
hasDeadlock(P,XP) returns true ðñ P(XP) reaches a deadlocked state
Then consider the following program Z:
Z (input_program){
if(hasDeadlock(Z, input_program))
return;
else
causeDeadlock();
}
Consider now running the program Z with itself as argument: Z(Z).
There are two choices, (i) program Z(Z) returns (line 2 is reached), then
there is a contradiction because hasDeadlock(Z,Z) returns true only if the
program deadlocks; and (ii) Z(Z) causes a deadlock (line 4 is reached),
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then there is also a contradiction because a deadlock is only reached when
hasDeadlock(Z,Z) returns false.
In this work we focus on an alternative, but also very challenging, goal:
Given a program P to have an algorithm mayDeadlock(P) such
that: mayDeadlock(P) returns true ùñ P may reach a dead-
locked state
Notice that if proved sound an algorithm like mayDeadlock(P) may have
a great value, since it is able to verify programs as deadlock free. Of course,
some precision from this algorithm is required. A naive ”return true” imple-
mentation is sound, although not useful at all.
This leads also to an implicit problem:
Given the fact that a program may reach a deadlocked state: to
produce the trace that reaches this state.
This information is a key clue for either resolving the deadlock problem or
discarding a false positive.
4.3 The language JVMLd
In JVMLd, a program is a collection of class files whose methods have bodies
written in JVMLd bytecode. This bytecode is a partial map from addresses
Addr to instructions. Addresses, which are ranged over L, L1,    are in-
tended to be nonnegative integers and we use the function L 1 that returns
the least address that is strictly greater than L. When P is a bytecode, we
write dompP q to refer to its domain (the set of addresses) and we assume
that 0 P dompP q for every bytecode P .
Class files use a number of names : for classes, ranged over by C, D,    , for
fields, ranged over by f, f1,    , for methods, ranged over by m, m1,    , and for
local variables, ranged over by x, y,    . A possible empty sequence of names
or syntactic categories of the following grammar is written by over-lining the
name or the syntactic category, respectively. For instance a sequence of local
variables is written x. Class files CF are defined by the grammar:
CF :: class C tfields : FD methods : MDu
FD :: C.f : T
MD :: T m pC, Tq P | synchronized T m pC, Tq P
T :: J | int | C
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where J is a special type that include all the other types (any value of any
type has also type J). This type will represent values that are unusable in
our static semantics. The type name C represents a class type. In JVMLd,
classes are not recursive.
4.3.1 Syntax
Instructions Instr of JVMLd bytecode are of the following form:
Instr :: inc | pop | push | load x | store x | if L | gotoL
| new C | putfield C.f : T | getfield C.f : T
| invokevirtual C.mpTq
| monitorenter | monitorexit | start C | join C
| return
4.3.2 Informal semantics
The semantics of JVMLd follows exactly the semantics of the corresponding
instructions in JVML described in [36, Chapter 6]. A full formal description
of the operational semantics can be found in Section 4.9.2). The informal
meaning of some of these instructions is as follows:
• inc increments the content of the stack; pop and push, respectively,
pops and pushes the integer 0 on the stack; load x and store x re-
spectively loads the value of x on the stack and pops the top value of
the stack by storing it in x; if L pops the top value of the stack and
either jumps to the instruction at address L, if it is nonzero, or goes to
the next instruction; gotoL is the unconditional jump;
• new C allocates a new object of type C, initializes it and pushes it on
top of the stack; putfield C.f : T pops the value on the stack and the
underlying object value, and assigns the former to the field f of the
latter; getfield C.f : T pops the object on the stack and pushes the
value in the field f of that object;
• invokevirtual C.mpT1,    , Tnq pops n values from the stack (the ar-
guments of the invocation) and dispatches the method m on the object
on top of the stack; when the method terminates, the returned value is
pushed on the stack;
• monitorenter, monitorexit are the synchronization primitives that
pop the object on the stack and respectively lock and unlock it;
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• start C creates and starts a new thread for the object on top of the
stack; join C pops the thread on top of the stack and joins it with
the current one. These two operations correspond to invokevirtual
java/lang/Thread/start() and invokevirtual java/lang/Thread/join()
on a thread of class C in JVML, respectively. We separate them from
invokevirtual in order to provide more structure to our semantics
(they have an effect on the set of threads – see the operational seman-
tics in Section 4.9.2);
• return terminates program execution.
4.3.3 JVMLd deadlock example: the Network class
Figure 4.3 reports a Java class called Network and some of its bytecode.
The corresponding main method creates a network of n threads by invoking
buildNetwork – say t1,    , tn – that are all potentially running in parallel
with the caller – say t0. Every two adjacent threads share an object, which
are also created by buildNetwork.
Every thread ti locks the two adjacent objects, that are passed as (im-
plicit) arguments of the thread, and terminates – this is performed by the
method takeLocks. It is well-known that, if the network is circular – the
thread tn is sharing one of its objects with t0 and if all the thread have the
strategy of locking objects then a deadlock may occur. On the contrary, if
the network is not circular, no deadlock will ever occur.
The buildNetwork method will produce a deadlock depending on its ac-
tual arguments: it is deadlock-free when it is invoked with two different ob-
jects, otherwise it may deadlock (if also n ¡ 0). Therefore, in the case of Fig-
ure 4.3, the program is deadlocked, while it is deadlock free if we comment the
instruction buildNetwork(n,x,x) and uncomment buildNetwork(n,x,y).
The problematic issue of Network is that the number of threads is not
known statically – n is an argument of main. This is displayed in the bytecode
of buildNetwork in Figure 4.3 by the instructions at addresses 30 and 37 that
respectively created a new thread and start it, and by the recursive invocation
at instruction 47.
Our technique is powerful enough to cope with such problems and predict
the faulty behavior in case of the invocation buildNetwork(n,x,x) and the
correct behavior if the invocation is buildNetwork(n,x,y).
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class Network{
public void main(int n){
Object x = new Object();
Object y = new Object();
// deadlock
buildNetwork(n, x, x);
// no deadlock
//buildNetwork(n, x, y);
}
public void buildNetwork(int n,
Object x, Object y){
if (n==0) {
takeLocks(x,y) ;
} else {
final Object z = new Object() ;
//anonymous Thread child class
Thread thr = new Thread(){
public void run(){
takeLocks(x,z) ;
}};
thr.start();
this.buildNetwork(n-1,z,y) ;
}
}
public void takeLocks(Object x, Object y){
synchronized (x) {
synchronized (y) {
}
}
}
}
public void buildNetwork(int n, Object x, Object y)
0 iload_1 //n
1 ifne 13
4 aload_0 //this
5 aload_2 //x
6 aload_3 //y
7 invokevirtual 24 //takeLocks(x, y):void
10 goto 50
13 new 3
16 dup
17 invokespecial 8 //Object()
20 astore 4 //z
22 new 26
25 dup
26 aload_0 //this
27 aload_2 //x
28 aload 4 //z
30 invokespecial 28 //Network1(this, x, z)
33 astore 5 //thr
35 aload 5 //thr
37 invokevirtual 31 //start():void
40 aload_0 //this
41 iload_1 //n
42 iconst_1
43 isub
44 aload 4 //z
46 aload_3 //y
47 invokevirtual 36 //buildNetwork(n-1, z, y):void
50 return
public void takeLocks(Object x, Object y)
0 aload_1; //x
1 dup;
2 astore_3;
3 monitorenter; //acquires x
4 aload_2; //y
5 dup;
6 monitorenter; //acquires y
7 monitorexit; //releases y
8 aload_3;
9 monitorexit; //releases x
16 return;
Figure 4.3: Java Network program and corresponding bytecode of methods
buildNetwork and takeLocks. Comments in the bytecode give information
of the objects used and/or methods invoked in each instruction
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4.4 Preliminaries
Type values and flattened record types. Our technique traces depen-
dencies between objects and it is therefore critical that the static semantics
keeps track of object identities. let Obj be the set of object names, ranged
over by a, b,    . Obj includes the two special names null and void and the
thread names (in Java, threads are objects as well), which are ranged over
by t, t1,    . We also use x, y, z,    to range over (generic) names and X,
Y , Z,    to range over variable names to be used in the typing of methods
and to be instantiated when methods are invoked.
Let ph,¤q be the lattice of accesses, where h  t , r, wu – with meaning
no access, r meaning read access, w meaning write (and possible read) access
– and ¤ r ¤ w. Since ph,¤q is a lattice, we will use the operation of least
upper bound \. Let
– type values χ and flattened record types ς be the terms
χ :: J | int | X | a ς :: prfh : χs, Cq
It is worth to remark that flattened record types also display the kind of
access to fields and bear their class set, which is a singleton in JVMLd (but
not in full Java, where sets are not singleton because of inheritance, see
Section 4.8.5). We always shorten f into f; therefore record types are record
types with accesses where the accesses to fields are always . We use T , T 1,
   for denoting sets of types arfh : χs.
Let
fh : χ` fh
1
: χ1
def

$&% f
h\h1 : χ if h, h1 ¤ r and χ  χ1
fw : int if h\ h1  w and χ  int  χ1
fw : J otherwise
It is worth to notice that fh : X ` fh
1
: Y is J when X  Y . Let also
pr   , fhii : χi,    s, Cq ` pr   , f
h1i
i : χ
1
i,    s, Cq
def
 pr   , fhii : χi ` f
h1i
i : χ
1
i,    s, Cq
(it is assumed that the fields of the records are the same – because they have
the same class type – and the operation is performed on every field).
Environments. The foregoing static semantics uses abstract heaps, called
environments Γ, which map names to type values or to flattened record
types. There are two basic operations on environments: one for sequential
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composition – the update ΓrΓ1s – and one for parallel composition – the merge
Γ` Γ1. They are defined as follows
ΓrΓ1spaq 
$'''&'''%
Γpaq if a P dompΓqzdompΓ1q
Γ1paq if a P dompΓ1qzdompΓq
pr   , f
hi\h
1
i
i : χ
1
i,    s, Cq if Γpaq  pr   , f
hi
i : χi,    s, Cq
and Γ1paq  pr   , f
h1i
i : χ
1
i,    s, Cq
pΓ` Γ1qpaq 
$&% Γpaq if a P dompΓqzdompΓ
1q
Γ1paq if a P dompΓ1qzdompΓq
Γpaq ` Γ1paq otherwise
For example, let Γ  a ÞÑ prfh : bs, Cq and Γ1  a ÞÑ prfw : cs, Cq. Then
ΓrΓ1s  a ÞÑ prfw : cs, Cq, which is the standard update of an environment
plus the recording of the writing operation, while Γ` Γ1  a ÞÑ prfw : Js, Cq,
namely the field value is undefined because a race condition on the field f of
a caused by the parallel execution of two threads.
In the static semantics, methods have types that are different from type
values. This is because, in methods types, the (tree) structure of methods’
arguments must be completely described. For this reason and also because
class types in JVMLd are not recursive, we use (unflattened) record types ϑ,
which are terms
ϑ :: J | int | X | parfh : ϑs, Cq .
Record types that have fields with accesses f (which are always shortened
into f) are ranged over by the metavariables τ , τ 1,    . We shorten ar s
into a; in particular null r s and void r s are shortened into null and void ,
respectively. Let rootpq be the function defined as follows: rootppvoid , Cqq 
ε, rootpparfh : ϑs, Cqq  a, rootpq is the identity otherwise. We notice that
the sequence rootpvoidq  S is equal to S.
The operation ` is extended to record types as follows
ϑ`ϑ1
def

$&% par   , f
h : ϑf ` f
h1 : ϑ1f,    s, Cq if ϑ  par   , f
h : ϑf,    s, Cq
and ϑ1  par   , fh
1
: ϑ1f,    s, Cq
J if rootpϑq  rootpϑ1q
There is a straightforward way to get an environment from a record type
and, conversely, to transform an environment and an object name into its
(unflattened) record type. These two functions, called flatpq and mk treepq,
are defined as follows:
flatpϑq 
$&%
H if ϑ P tJ, int, Xu
a ÞÑ prfh : rootpϑqs, Cq ` p
À
ϑ1Pϑ flatpϑ
1qq if ϑ  parfh : ϑs, Cq
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mk treepΓ, χq 
$&%
χ if χ P tJ, int, Xu
parf : mk treepΓ, χqs, Cq if χ  a and Γpaq  prfh : χs, Cq
We let
flatptϑ1,    , ϑnuq
def

¤
1¤i¤n
flatpϑiq
and
mk treepΓ, pχ1,    , χkqq
def
 pmk treepΓ, χ1q,    ,mk treepΓ, χkqq
we finally define typeof pΓ, χq  C if Γpχq  prfh : χ1s, Cq, it is typeof pΓ, χq 
int if Γpχq  int, undefined otherwise.
Lams. Behavioral types are lams [34], which express object dependencies
and method invocations. The syntax of lams, noted `, is the following one:
` :: 0 | pa, bqt | C.mparf : τ s, τq Ñ τ | pν aq` | `N ` | `  `
The type 0 is the empty type; pa, bqt specifies a dependency between the
object a and the object b that has been created by the thread t; C.mparf : τ s,
τ 1q Ñ τ 2 defines the invocation of C.m with carrier arf : τ s, with arguments
τ 1 and with returned record type τ 2. The last two elements of the tuple τ 1
record the thread t that performed the invocation and the last object name
b whose lock has been acquired by t. These two arguments will be used
by our analyzer to build the right dependencies between callers and callees.
The operation pν aq` creates a new name a whose scope is the type `; the
operations `N `1 and `   `1 define the conjunction and disjunction of the
dependencies in ` and `1, respectively.
The operators   and N are associative and commutative. As usual, we
shorten `1       `n and `1N  N`n into °iP1..n `i and NiP1..n `i, respectively.
A lam program is a pair
 L, `, where L is a finite set of function defi-
nitions
C.mparf : τ s, τ 1, t, bq Ñ τ 2  `C.m
with `C.m being the body of C.m, and ` is the main lam, the lam corresponding
to the method in the role of program entry point. The type τ 2 is considered
an argument of the lam function as well.
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Behavioural Class Table. A behavioural class table, noted bct, is a map
from pairs C.m to method types :
C.m : pτ¯ , t, aq Ñ pν cqxϑ, T , K, ϑ, `y
where
• τ¯ is the tuple of record types of the carrier and of the arguments; t
is the thread name of the caller and a is the last lock taken (and not
released) by the caller;
• pν cq are the names that have been created by the method (and occur
in the part in angular brackets);
• ϑ is the record type of the returned value; this type may contain fresh
object names that are created within the method body;
• T is the set of thread record types that have been created by the
method and that survive (have not been synchronized) after the method
execution; (this set only contains record types where root names are
fresh);
• K is the set of thread names that occur in the arguments (in τ¯) and
that have been synchronized within the body of C.m;
• ϑ is the record type highlighting the accesses and the changes to the
arguments performed by the invocation;
• ` is the lam of the method C.m.
Let bctpC.mq  pτ , t, aq Ñ pν cqxϑ, T , K, ϑ, `y; we define the instance of a
method type:
let σ be a substitution for object names and variable names occurring
in τ , t, a such that pτ , t, aqσ  pτ 1, t1, a1q; let also b be a tuple of names
such that there is no clash with names in dompσq. Then
bctpC.mqpτ 1, t1, a1qpbq
def
 pxϑ, T , K, ϑ, `ytb{cuqσ .
We notice that this instantiation operation requires that pτ , t, aqσ  pτ 1, t1, a1q,
namely actual arguments τ 1 must be more specific than formal parameters
patterns τ 1. For instance, it is not possible that τ 1  J, τ 2 because the first
element of τ is never a J value (it has at least a root object name).
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Typing judgments. Let P be a JVMLd bytecode. P will be typed by the
judgment:
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T,K, i $t P : ` ; Ψ
where:
• bct is the behavioural class table that maps every method of the pro-
gram to its lam;
• Γ, F, S, Z, T,K are vectors indexed by the addresses of P ;
• the environment Γi maps object names to record types at address i;
• the map Fi takes local variables and returns type values at address i;
let FJ be the map such that F pxq  J, for every x;
• the stack Si returns a sequence of value types at address i;
• Zi is the sequence of object names locked at address i;
• Ti is the set of thread names that are alive at instruction i and that
have been created locally either by P or by a method invoked by P ;
• Ki returns the set of thread names that have been synchronized at
instruction i;
• t is the thread name where P is executed;
• ` is the behavioral type of P ;
• Ψ may be either empty, in this case the judgment is shortened into
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T,K, i $t P : `, or a tuple pϑ, Zi, Ti, Ki,Γiq. We let

be the commutative and associative operator defined as follows
pϑ,Zi, Ti,Ki,Γiq

H
def
 pϑ,Zi, Ti,Ki,Γiq
pϑ,Zi, Ti,Ki,Γiq

p, Zi, Tj ,Kj ,Γjq
def
 pϑ,Zi, Ti Y Tj ,Ki YKj ,Γi ` Γjq
pϑ,Zi, Ti,Ki,Γiq

pϑ1, Zi, Tj ,Kj ,Γjq
def
 pϑ` ϑ1, Zi, Ti Y Tj ,Ki YKj ,Γi ` Γj q
The symbol  represents the absence of a value – this happens in case of
abrupt termination, see rules in Figure 4.8. We remark that the above oper-
ation is only defined on tuples with the element Zi equal.
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Let Zi  a1    an be the sequence of (locked) object names at instruction
i – we assume that the leftmost object name is the more recent one that has
been taken. We define rZis and
xZit as follows
rZis  a1xZit  NjP2..npaj, aj1qt
The sequence Zi may contain twice the same object name; this means that
the thread has acquired twice the corresponding lock. For instance Zi  a a.
In this case xZit  pa, aqt, which is not a circular dependency – this is the
reason why we index dependencies with thread names. Let lockt be special
object name that is paired with the thread t. The lam xTiΓ is the term
xTiΓ  N
tPTi
typeof pΓi, tq.runpmk treepΓ, tq, t, locktq
where run is the method that is invoked by the Java instruction t.startpq,
where t is of type thread.
The function namespq. The function namespiq takes an address i and
returns a tuple of names whose length depends on the address.
This function is critical when methods are recursive because it allows
us to keep the set T finite. We remind that the type of a method has
shape pτ , t, aq Ñ pν a1qxϑ, T , K, ϑ, `y. The bound names a1 correspond to
(renamings of) a subset of names returned by namespq in the method’s
body – see rules for method definitions in Figure 4.5.
For example, consider a method that starts exactly a new thread t (with-
out joining it) and, in a successive instruction at address i, invokes itself re-
cursively (this happens for instance in method BuildNetwork of Figure 4.3).
The set T of this method will be a singleton x and namespiq will return
a name t1 for instantiating x. If t  t1, we will get Ti 1  tt, t
1u and we
will reach a return instruction with this same set. But then, by the rules
for method definitions, the unique way to type the recursive method is that
t  t1, henceforth this enforces namespiq  t. (Actually, our solution is more
tricky than this because the new thread is a record type ϑ and we require
that a same record type already exists in T 1.)
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4.5 A behavioral type system for JVMLd
4.5.1 Typing rules
The type rules corresponding to the behavioral type system for JVMLd pro-
grams are reported in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. The most important type rules
for the deadlock analysis are commented below.
The rule for invokevirtual computes the instance of bctpC.mq according
to the arguments of the invocation. Let xϑ, T , K 1, ϑ, `y be such instance.
First of all we notice that the lam ` is not used in the rule. This is key for
ensuring a compositional typing process, in other words, the type of a method
does not depend on the behavior of other methods. Since invokevirtual
is a sequential invocation, its effects are reported in the environment Γi 1
that types the next instruction, notice the environment update operation.
There are several effects: (i) the returned value, because it may be an object
created by the method; (ii) the updates of the arguments of the invocation
– the tuple ϑ –; (iii) the threads that have been spawned by C.m and not
synchronized – the set T . We notice that the updates of elements in K 1
are not reported in Γi 1 because they are already included in (ii). Let us
comment on the premise Ti 1  pTizK
1qYrootpT q. The map T keeps track of
the alive threads, whose invocations are reported in the lams – see the termyTiΓi in the conclusion. It is important to keep the set Ti as small as possible
because this impacts on the precision of our analysis. Therefore we remove
the threads that have been synchronized in C.m – the set K 1 – and we add
those that have been created by the invocation – the set rootpT q. The lam
in the conclusion is the conjunction of the invocation to C.m, the invocations
in yTiΓi and the dependencies of the sequence of locks in Zi – the term xZit.
Rules for start and join are also method invocations: the combination
of start and join on the same thread actually corresponds to the rule for
invokevirtual. The rule for start computes the instance of bctpC.runq
where C is the type of the thread t1 on top of the stack Si. Let ϑ be the
effect of this method on t1 (this records updates of fields, for example). The
environment Γi 1 is therefore the merge of ϑ with Γi because the new thread
t1, being in parallel with the current one t, may produce effects at any point
in the future. For similar reasons, Γi 1 also contains the threads spawned
by C.run – the set T . Correspondingly, the set Ti 1 is augmented with the
thread that has been just spawned and those spawned by it. The rule for
join updates the environment Γi 1 with the whole effects of bctpC.runq, that
is the updates of ϑ and the threads T that have been spawned by it. The
maps T and K are modified in a similar way to invokevirtual (the set T is
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Method invocations
P ris  invokevirtual C.m pT0,    , Tkq i  1 P dompP q Si  χk    χ0  S
1
typeof pΓi, χ0q  C mk treepΓi, pχ0,    , χkqq  pτ0,    , τkq
b  namespiq bctpC.mqpτ0,    , τk, t, rZisqpbq  xϑ, T ,K 1, pϑ0,    , ϑkq, `y
Γi 1  Γirflatpϑq ` p
À
iP0..k flatpϑiqq ` flatpT qs Si 1  rootpϑq  S1
Fi 1  Fi Zi 1  Zi Ki 1  Ki YK
1 Ti 1  pTizK
1q Y rootpT q
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T,K, i $t P :
yTiΓi N xZit N C.mpτ0,    , τk, t, rZisq Ñ ϑ
P ris  start C i  1 P dompP q Si  t
1  Si 1
typeof pΓi, t
1q  C mk treepΓi, t
1q  τ b  namespiq
bctpC.runqpτ, t1, lockt1qpbq  xvoid , T ,K 1, ϑ, `y
Γi 1  Γi ` flatpϑq ` flatpT q Fi  Fi 1 Zi  Zi 1
Ki 1  Ki Ti 1  Ti Y tt
1u Y rootpT q
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T,K, i $t P :
yTiΓi N xZit
P ris  join C i  1 P dompP q Si  t
1  Si 1
typeof pΓi, t
1q  C mk treepΓi, t
1q  τ b  namespiq
bctpC.runqpτ, t1, lockt1qpbq  xvoid , T ,K 1, ϑ, `y Γi 1  Γi
Fi  Fi 1 Zi  Zi 1 K
2  Ki YK
1 T 2  TizK
1
Ki 1, Ti 1 
"
K2, T 2ztt1u if t1 P Ti
K2 Y tt1u, T 2 if t1 R Ti
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T,K, i $t P :
yTiΓi N xZit N prZis, lockt1qt
Locking instructions
P ris  monitorenter i  1 P dompP q
Γi 1  Γi Fi  Fi 1 Si  a  Si 1
Ki  Ki 1 Ti  Ti 1 Zi 1  a  Zi
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T,K, i $t P :
yTiΓi N xZit
P ris  monitorexit i  1 P dompP q
Γi 1  Γi Fi  Fi 1 Si  a  Si 1
Ki  Ki 1 Ti  Ti 1 Zi 1  Ziza
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T,K, i $t P :
yTiΓi N xZit
Object manipulation instructions
P ris  new C i  1 P dompP q a  namespiq fieldspCq  f¯ Γi 1  Γira ÞÑ prf : Js, Cqs
Fi  Fi 1 Si 1  a  Si Zi  Zi 1 Ki  Ki 1 Ti  Ti 1
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T,K, i $t P :
yTiΓi N xZit
P ris  putfield C.f : T i  1 P dompP q
Si  χ  a  Si 1 Γipaq  rf
h : χ1, fh : χ1s
Γi 1  Γira ÞÑ rf
w : χ, fh : χ1ss
Fi  Fi 1 Zi  Zi 1 Ti  Ti 1 Ki  Ki 1
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T,K, i $t P :
yTiΓi N xZit
P ris  getfield C.f : T i  1 P dompP q
Si  a  S
1 Γipaq  rf
h : χ, fh : χs
Γi 1  Γira ÞÑ rf
h\r : χ, fh : χss
Si 1  χ  S
1 Fi  Fi 1 Zi  Zi 1
Ki  Ki 1 Ti  Ti 1
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T,K, i $t P :
yTiΓi N xZit
Figure 4.4: Type rules for JVMLd programs – Part I
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Stack manipulation instructions
P ris  inc i  1 P dompP q
Γi  Γi 1 Fi  Fi 1 Si  int  S
1  Si 1
Zi  Zi 1 Ki  Ki 1 Ti  Ti 1
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T,K, i $t P :
yTiΓi N xZit
P ris  pop i  1 P dompP q
Γi 1  Γi Fi  Fi 1 Si  χ  Si 1
Zi  Zi 1 Ki  Ki 1 Ti  Ti 1
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T,K, i $t P :
yTiΓi N xZit
P ris  push i  1 P dompP q
Γi  Γi 1 Fi  Fi 1 int  Si  Si 1
Zi  Zi 1 Ti  Ti 1 Ki  Ki 1
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T,K, i $t P :
yTiΓi N xZit
P ris  load x i  1 P dompP q
Γi  Γi 1 Fi  Fi 1 Si 1  Fipxq  Si
Ki  Ki 1 Ti  Ti 1 Zi  Zi 1
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T,K, i $t P :
yTiΓi N xZit
P ris  store x i  1 P dompP q
Γi  Γi 1 Fi 1  Firx ÞÑ χs Si  χ  Si 1
Zi  Zi 1 Ti  Ti 1 Ki  Ki 1
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T,K, i $t P :
yTiΓi N xZit
Control flow instructions
P ris  goto L L P dompP q
Γi  ΓL Fi  FL Si  SL
Ki  KL Ti  TL Zi  ZL
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T,K, i $t P :
yTiΓi N xZit
P ris  if L i  1, L P dompP q
Γi 1  Γi  ΓL Fi  Fi 1  FL
Si  int  Si 1 Si 1  SL
Ki  Ki 1  KL Ti  Ti 1  TL Zi  Zi 1  ZL
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T,K, i $t P :
yTiΓi N xZit
Return
P ris  return Si  χ  S
1
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T,K, i $t P :
yTiΓi N xZit ; pmk treepΓi, χq,H, Zi, Ti, Ki,Γiq
Method definitions
bctpC.mq  pτ0,    , τk, t, aq Ñ pνa
1qxϑ, T ,K 1, ϑ, `y
F1  FJr0 ÞÑ rootpτ0q,    , k ÞÑ rootpτkqs
Γ1 
À
iP0..k flatpτiq
S1  ε Z1  a T1  H K1  H
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T,K, i $t P : `i ; Ψi
	iPdompP q
` 
°
iPdompP q `i

iPdompP q Ψi  pϑ, a, T ,K 1,Γ1q
ϑ  mk treepΓ1, prootpτ0q,    , rootpτkqqq
a1  fnpϑ, T ,K 1, ϑqz fnpτ0,    , τk, t, aq
bct $ T C.m pT1,    , Tkq P
bctpC.mq  pa1rf : τ s, τ1,    , τk, t, aq Ñ pνa2qxϑ, T ,K 1, ϑ, `y
F1  FJr0 ÞÑ a
1, 1 ÞÑ rootpτ1q,    , k ÞÑ rootpτkqs
Γ1  flatpa
1rf : τ sq ` p
À
jP1..k flatpτjqq
S1  ε Z1  a
1  a T1  H K1  H
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T,K, i $t P : `i ; Ψi
	iPdompP q
` 
°
iPdompP q `i

iPdompP q Ψi  pϑ, a
1  a, T ,K 1,Γ1q
ϑ  mk treepΓ1, pa1, rootpτ1q,    , rootpτkqqq
a2  fnpϑ, T ,K 1, ϑqz fnpa1rf : τ s, τ1,    , τk, t, aq
bct $ synchronized T C.m pT0,    , Tkq P
Figure 4.5: Type rules for JVMLd programs – Part II
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not considered because it has been added in the corresponding start. Here
we also distinguish the two cases (a) the thread has been spawned locally –
t1 P Ti – and (b) the thread has been spawned by the caller – t
1 R Ti.
The rules for the locking instructions monitorenter and monitorexit
update the map Z as expected. We notice that this update has an effect on
the lam zZi 1t by augmenting or reducing the dependencies, respectively.
There are two rules for method declarations C.m, depending on whether
the method is synchronized or not. We discuss the latter idiom, the former
one being similar. The rule verifies whether what is declared in bctpC.mq
does match with what is checked by the judgments of the instructions in its
body. Assuming that t is the name of the current thread and a is the last
lock it has acquired then we constrain the first instruction of C.m body to be
typed with F1 such that the first k local variables are set to the arguments
of the invocation and Γ1 defining such arguments. As regards S1, T1 and
K1, they are all empty, while Z1  a. The matching between bctpC.mq
and what is checked by the judgments is performed by collecting the tuples
pχ, Zi, Ti, Ki,Γiq of the return statements and merging the results. Notice
that, if the body of C.m does not perform any concurrent operation (start,
join, monitorenter, monitorexit) then every Ti is empty and every Zi is
a. Therefore, the lam of every instruction is always 0.
4.5.2 The abstract behavior of the Network class
Figure 4.6 details the behavioral type of the Network class in Figure 4.3. The
types have been simplified for easing the readability: the actual JaDA types
are more complex and verbose. Comments (in gray) explain the side effects
of invocations, other comments (in green) correspond to the lines that are
commented in Figure 4.3.
The behavior of main begins by calling the constructor of the class Object.
Notice that, after such invocation, the structure of x and y is known. Then
the type reports the invocation to buildNetwork.
The behavior of takeLocks is the parallel composition of two dependen-
cies corresponding to the acquisition of the locks of x and y. Every depen-
dency is formed by the last held lock and the current element. Notice that
every method receives an extra argument corresponding to the last acquired
lock at the moment of the invocation, in this case that argument is u. De-
pendencies are labeled with the identifier of the current thread, this identifier
is also an extra argument, t in this case.
The behavior of buildNetwork has five states: (i) the invocation to
takeLocks, (ii) the creation and initialization of the object z, (iii) the cre-
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mainpthis, t, uq : Ttthru = --> returns unsync thread: thr
Object.initpx, t, uq   Object.initpy, t, uq   --> structure of x and y: x:x[], y:y[]
//deadlock
buildNetworkpthis, int, x, x, t, uq --> creates unsync thread: thr
//no deadlock
//buildNetwork(this,int,x,y,t,u)
takeLockspthis, x, y, t, uq = pu, xqt N px, yqt
buildNetworkpthis,, x, y|t, uq : Ttthru = --> returns unsync thread: thr
takeLockspthis, x, y, t, uq  
Object.initpz, t, uq   --> z:z[]
Network$1.initpthr, this, x, z, t, zq   --> thr:thr[this$0:this[], val$x:x[], val$z: z[]]
Network$1.runpthr, thr, uthrq  
Network$1.runpthr, thr, uthrq N --> recursive invocation goes in parallel
buildNetworkpthis, int, z, y, t, uq with the created thread
Object.initpthis, t, uq : thisrs= 0 -->no side effects
Thread.initpthis, t, uq : thisrs = 0 -->no side effects
Network$1.initpthis, x1, x2, x3, t, uq : thisrthis$0 : x1, val$x : x2, val$z : x3s =
Thread.initpthis, t, uq
Network$1.runpthisrthis$0 : x1, val$x : x2, val$z : x3s, t, uq =
takeLockspx1, x2, x3, t, uq --> run methods are treated like any other
Figure 4.6: BuildNetwork’s lams
ation and initialization of the thread thr, (iv) the spawn of thr, (v) and
the recursive invocation (in parallel with the spawned thread thr). The
buildNetwork method also reports one spawned thread as side effect. This
may appear contradictory (because buildNetwork spawns n threads). How-
ever, in this case JaDA is able to detect that thr is the only thread (from
those created) that may be relevant (for the deadlock analysis) in an outer
scope. This deduction is done considering the objects in the record structure
of thr.
The constructors of Object and Thread have an empty behavior. On the
contrary, the constructor of the class Network$1 is more complex ( Network$1
is the name the JVM automatically gives to the anonymous Thread child class4
instantiated inside the method buildNetwork of the class Network). Being
defined as an inner class, Network$1 has access to the local variables in the
scope in which it has been created, namely the variables x, z and the this
reference to the container instance. The JVM addresses this by passing these
variables to the constructor of the class and assigning them to internal fields,
named also with the special character ‘$’ to avoid name collisions: val$x,
4https://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/java/javaOO/anonymousclasses.html
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val$z and this$0. Notice that the behavior of the constructor keeps track
of two important things: the invocation to the constructor of the parent
class Thread.init and the changes in the carrier object which goes from
this to this[this$0:x1, val$x:x2, val$z:x3] where xi are the formal
arguments.
Finally, the behavior of the run method from the class Network$1 con-
tains only the invocation to the takeLocks method. Notice that run method
assumes a certain structure from the carrier object. We remark that the
body of this special method is typed exactly like any other method’s body.
4.6 Analysis
Once behavioral types have been computed for the whole JVMLd program,
we can analyze the type of the main method. The analysis here proposed
is based on the algorithm defined in [34, 48] that we briefly overview in this
section. This section is complemented by Section 5.3, where it is reported
the pseudo-code of the algorithm.
First of all, the semantics of lams is very simple: it amounts to unfolding
method invocations. The critical points are that (i) every invocation may
create new fresh names and (ii) the method definitions may be recursive.
These two points imply that a lam model may be infinite state, which makes
any analysis nontrivial. We recall that the states of lams are conjunctions
(N ) of dependencies and method invocation (because types with disjunctions
  are modeled by sets of states with conjunctive dependencies).
The results of [34,48] allow us to reduce to models of lams that are finite,
i.e. finite disjunctions of finite conjunctions of dependencies. In turn, this
finiteness makes possible to decide the presence of a so-called circularity,
namely terms such as pa, bqtN pb, aqt1 . The reader is referred to [34, 48] for
the details about the algorithm.
Actually, dependencies in [34, 48] are not indexed by thread names; here
we use more informative dependencies in order to cope with Java reentrant
locks. In particular pa, bqtN pb, aqt is not a circularity and, when t  t1, we
carefully separate it from pa, bqtN pb, aqt1 . The main difference between the
algorithm used in our tool and the one in [34,48] is the definition of transitive
closure, which is the base of the notion of circularity. Let t  t1 and let X
be a special object name. Let also ` be a conjunction N of dependencies.
• The transitive closure of `, noted ` , is the least conjunction of either
dependencies or function invocations that contains ` and such that if
pa, bqtN pb, cqt1 is a sub term of `  then either (i) pa, cqX is a sub term
of ` , if t  t1, or (ii) pa, cqt is a sub term of `
 , if t  t1.
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• We say that a lam has a circularity if it (or a lam equivalent to it when
function invocations have been removed) has a sub term ` such that
pa, aqX is in `
 .
For example `  pa, bqtN pb, aqtN pb, cqt1 has no circularity because `  
pa, bqtN pb, aqtN pa, aqtN pb, bqtN pb, cqt1 N pa, cqX does not contain any pair
pa, aqX (this symbol X is a special thread name indicating that the depen-
dency is due to the contributions of two or more threads).
Actually, the notion of transitivity that we use in JaDA is a refinement of
the one described above. In particular, dependencies are labeled by the se-
quence of threads that contribute to them. These more informative labels al-
lows us to compute transitive closures of terms like pa, bqtN pb, cqtN pa, cqt1 N
pc, bqt1 in a more precise way. In fact, in this case, the mutual exclusion on
the initial object a makes the concurrent presence of pb, cqt and pc, bqt1 not
possible.
In addition, using sequences of thread names as indexes of dependencies
allows us to reconstruct, at least in part, the computation that produce the
error. This is crucial for detecting false positives.
4.7 wait, notify and notifyAll methods
This section corresponds to the most recent progress in development of our
solution. The current idea is still being analyzed and may not be exempt of
mistakes.
We discuss a possible extension to cover the synchronization mechanism
enforced by the wait, notify and notifyAll methods. These methods en-
able programmers to access the JVM’s support for expressing thread coordi-
nation. They are public and final methods of the class Object, so they are
inherited by all classes and cannot be modified. The invocations to wait,
notify and notifyAll succeed for threads that already hold the lock of the
object a on the stack. In this case, the wait instruction moves its own thread
to the wait set of the object a and the object is relinquished by performing
as many unlock operations as the integer stored in the lock field of a. The
instructions notify and notifyAll respectively wake up one thread and all
the threads in the wait set of o. These threads are re-enabled for thread
scheduling, which means competing for acquiring the lock of a. The winner
will lock the object a as many unmatched monitorenter it did on a before
the wait-operation.
The wait-notify relation between threads can easily lead to deadlocks.
There are two possible scenarios:
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1. the o.wait() operation in t does not happens-before a matching o.notify()
in t1;
2. a lock on an object (different than o) held by t is blocking the execution
of t1, thus preventing the invocation of o.notify() to happen.
The solution we are investigating uses lams with special couples pa, awqt and
pa, anqt for representing the wait-notify dependencies. For example, for the
wait operation, pa, awqt can be read as “thread t has the lock of a and has
invoked method wait on it”. Similarly pa, anqt means “thread t has the lock
of a and has invoked method notify on it”. However, these dependencies
are not sufficient for deadlock analysis. In fact, the mere presence of a wait
couple indicates a potential deadlock. For example a lam like
`  pa, awqt N pa, anqt1
has to be considered as a deadlock, since nothing ensures that the notification
will happen after the wait invocation (in this case it will depend on the
scheduler). However, this would be a huge over-approximation. The precision
can be enhanced if it is guaranteed that the wait operation happens-before
the matching notification. For this purpose we keep track of one more type
of lam couples: pa, t1qt to be read as “thread t
1 was spawned by thread t while
it was holding the lock on a”. Next, consider the following states:
`1  pa, a
wqt N pa, t1qt N pa, anqt1 `2  pb, aqt N pa, awqt N pb, aqt1 N pa, anqt1
We can draw the following conclusions. First, `1 is not deadlocked, when
t1 started, t is holding the lock of a, so the notification will not occur until
t releases the lock of a, which happens exactly when the wait is invoked.
Second, `2 is deadlocked, the situation is similar to the previous one, but
after releasing a the thread t still holds the lock on b. The thread t1, on the
other hand, cannot grab the lock on a until it can grab the lock on b. This
implies that the notification is never performed.
Following this analysis, we can define a strategy for deciding whether a
wait couple is matched by a notify couple:
a lam that contains pa, awqt N pa, anqt1 is safe whenever (i) t1 is
spawned by t while holding the lock on a and (ii) whenever a is
the only object in common in the lock chains acquired by t and t1
before the wait and the notify operations, respectively.
We are currently studying the soundness of this solution and we will
report our results in a future work.
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The bug8012326 As part of the experimentation process of JaDA we have
analyzed a number of the deadlock-related bugs in the Oracle Bug Database 5.
One of the analyzed errors is the bug number 8012326, described as: “Dead-
lock occurs when Charset.availableCharsets() is called by several threads
at the same time”. Our analysis revealed that this deadlock happens after
the invocation of one native function (that checks for the existing char sets
in the OS). In particular, one execution path within this function suspends
the calling thread while it holds locks on JVM objects that are blocking par-
allel threads. A clever solution would be to manually type the corresponding
native function with a wait couple, in this way the deadlock could be pre-
dicted with the idea previously described. We remark the flexibility of our
technique in allowing simple modifications that can solve new problems.
4.8 Type system extensions
In order to keep the presentation simple, the language JVMLd and the theory
developed in Sections 4.5 and 4.6 partially cover JVML. In this section we dis-
cuss how we address features as static fields, recursive data types, exception
handling, inheritance and dynamic dispatch, native method calls, and alter-
native concurrency models. In particular we will discuss the problems we
found and our solutions for extending the basic technique from the previous
sections.
4.8.1 Static members
In Java it is possible to create fields and methods that belong to the class,
rather than to an instance of the class. This is accomplished with the static
modifier: fields and methods that have the static modifier, called static fields
and static methods, respectively can be accessed from anywhere in the code,
without creating an instance of the class. The bytecode retains ad-hoc op-
erations for static members – putstatic, getstatic and invokestatic. In
order to adequately deal with static members, we need (i) to extend the
arguments in the method types to include the static fields accessed by the
method and the corresponding effects, and (ii) to extend the environment Γi
with definitions of static fields. Point (i) is not problematic, as regards (ii),
we admit environments that are defined on class names and return record
types containing static fields only. In this way we can address static fields as
standard ones – see the first three rules in Figure 4.7.
5http://bugs.java.com/
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Method invocations
P ris  invokestatic C.m pT1,    , Tkq i  1 P dompP q Si  χk    χ1  S
1
mk treepΓi, pC, χ1,    , χkqq  pτ0, τ1,    , τkq bctpC.mqpτ0,    , τk, t, rZisq  xϑ, T 1,R1,K 1, pϑ0, ϑ1,    , ϑkq, `y
Γi 1  Γirflatpϑq ` p
À
iP0..k flatpϑiqqs Si 1  rootpϑq  S
1 Fi 1  Fi Zi 1  Zi Ki 1  Ki YK
1
Ti 1,Ri 1 
"
pTizK 1q Y T 1, Ri YR1 if i is not recursive and pTi YRiq X pT 1 YR1q  H
TizK 1, pRizK 1q YR1 Y T 1 otherwise
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R,K, i $t P : yTiΓi N |Ri N Zit N C.mpτ0,    , τk, t, rZisq Ñ ϑO
P ris  putstatic C.f : T i  1 P dompP q
Si  χ  Si 1 ΓipCq  rf
h : χ1, fh : χ1s
Γi 1  ΓirC ÞÑ rf
w : χ, fh : χ1ss
Fi  Fi 1 Zi  Zi 1 Ki  Ki 1 Ti  Ti 1 Ri  Ri 1
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R, K, i $t P : yTiΓi N |Ri N Zit
P ris  getstatic C.f : T i  1 P dompP q
ΓipCq  rf
h : χ, fh : χs Γi 1  ΓirC ÞÑ rf
h\r : χ, fh : χss
Si 1  χ  Si Fi  Fi 1 Zi  Zi 1
Ki  Ki 1 Ti  Ti 1 Ri  Ri 1
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R, K, i $t P : yTiΓi N |Ri N Zit
P ris  invokestatic C.m pT1,    , Tkq i  1 P dompP q Si  χk    χ1  S
1 C R dompΓiq
mk treepΓi, pC1,    , Chqq  pτ
1
1,    , τ
1
hq bctpC.<cinit>qpτ
1
1,    , τ
1
h, t, rZisq  x , T 1,R1,K 1, ϑ1, ϑ11,    , ϑ1h, `1y
Γ1  Γirflatpϑ
1q ` p
À
iP0..h flatpϑ
1
iqqs mk treepΓ
1, pC, χ1,    , χkqq  pτ0, τ1,    , τkq
bctpC.mqpτ0,    , τk, rootpϑ
1
1q,    , rootpϑ
1
hq, t, rZisq  xϑ, T 2,R2,K2, pϑ0, ϑ1,    , ϑk, ϑ21,    , ϑ2hq, `y
Γi 1  Γ
1rflatpϑq ` p
À
iP0..k flatpϑiqq ` p
À
iP1..h flatpϑ
2
i qqs
Si 1  rootpϑq  S
1 Fi 1  Fi Zi 1  Zi Ki 1  Ki YK
1 YK2
Ti 1  TizpK 1 YK2q Y T 1 Y T 2 Ri 1  RizpK 1 YK2q YR1 YR2
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R,K, i $t P : yTi N |Ri N Zit N C.<cinit>pτ 11,    , τ 1h, t, rZisq Ñ   C.mpτ0,    , τk, t, rZisq Ñ ϑO	
Figure 4.7: Type rules for static members
There are Java static members that may have subtle effects on dead-
locks. These are the static constructors of classes. These constructors, called
<cinit> in the bytecode, are executed by means of an implicit mechanism
of the JVM in correspondence of the first access to the classes, without any
explicit instruction in the bytecode! To address deadlocks caused by these
methods, we assume that classes with static constructors are not added to
the initial environment. This means that, if the invokestatic, putstatic
and getstatic are the first operations accessing to the class C, then no-one
of the first three rules of Figure 4.7 can be applied because ΓipCq is not de-
fined and, therefore, mk treepΓi, Cq will fail. In this case, our system uses
alternative rules: Figure 4.7 shows the rule for invokestatic. In this rule
we are invoking a static method C.m in an environment Γi that has no bind-
ing for C – namely the static constructor of C has still not been run. This
means that the <cinit> method of C must be type-checked beforehand and
the method C.m must be analyzed in the resulting environment. We notice
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that the method type of C.<cinit> is
pτ 11,    , τ
1
h, t, bq Ñ pν aqx , T 1,R1, K 1, ϑ1, ϑ11,    , ϑ1h, `1y
that is, in this case, the carrier of the method – the class C – is not mentioned
in the arguments, but the effects of the invocation are reported in the type
ϑ1. We notice that the method C.<cinit> has h   2 arguments: the first h
documents are classes with static fields that are accessed by this constructor.
In the rule of Figure 4.7 we are assuming that the corresponding constructors
of τ 11,    , τ
1
h have already been analyzed. Otherwise we use a different type
for C.<cinit> where the arguments contain exactly the classes whose static
constructor has been already analyzed – therefore there are 2h different types
of C.<cinit> and, consequently, 2h different typing rules. The environment
resulting from the static constructor is then used to type the invocation of
C.m in a similar way to the first rule of Figure 4.7.
An unsound alternative to the case explosion generated by this solution is
to assume that all static constructors are executed prior to the main method.
This approach is unsound, because it does not actually resembles the seman-
tics of the JVM. However, under the assumption that no concurrent operations
take place in these constructors this solution does not affect the correctness
of the results.
4.8.2 Exceptions and exception hndlers
When an exception occurs during the execution of a program, the JVM re-
moves from the stack all the elements, except the topmost one (the exception
object, which is of a subclass of Throwable), and looks for a handler in the
corresponding exception table. The exception table is a sequence of tuples
pfrom, to, target, typeq, where the first three components are addresses and
the last one is the type of the exception. So, if the exception occurred at
j, the handler is defined by the first tuple pi, i1, i2, typeq in the exception
table such that i ¤ j   i1 and the type of the exception matches type. If
a tuple pi, i1, i2, typeq is found, the control is given to the instruction at i2;
otherwise the exception is re-thrown to the caller. If no handler is found for
that exception, the program terminates (in an abrupt way).
In order to model exceptions at static time, we assume that method bodies
P also include an exception table that is accessed by means of the notation
P.ET. The table P.ET takes in input a pair pi, Cq, namely the instruction
index i and the type C of the exception, and returns an instruction index k.
Because a method may return an exception object, we need to extend the
behavioral class table, in order to cope with abrupt terminations. Therefore
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bct maps C.mpτ¯ , t, aq to a tuple
pν a1qxϑ, ϑe, T 1,R1, K 1, ϑ, `y
where ϑe is a finite sequence of record types that is linear with respect to the
classes in sequence (pairwise different types have pairwise different subclasses
of Throwable) that is used to select the right handler in the exception table.
In case of abrupt termination, see rules in Figure 4.8 – the returned value ϑ
is absent. We model the absence of ϑ with the symbol . This requires an
extension of the

operation in Section 4.6 for tuples pϑ, Zi, Ti,Ri, Ki,Γiq:
pϑ, Zi, Ti,Ri, Ki,Γiq

p, Zi, Tj,Rj, Kj,Γjq def pϑ, Zi, Ti Y Tj,Ri YRj, Ki YKj,Γi ` Γjq
The rule for invokevirtual in presence of exceptions is defined in Fig-
ure 4.8. The first six lines of this rule are similar to those of Figure 4.4, except
for the return tuple of the invoked method that also contains ϑe. This tuple
of record types is used to select the right handler according to the definitions
in P.ET.
In particular, for every parfh : ϑ1s, tCeuq P ϑe, we select the index P.ETpi, Ceq,
if any. Let this index be h; we type the instruction at h by constraining Sh to
be a single element stack and Kh and Th to be over-approximations of those
used for normal termination. Then Kh is taken to be equal to Ki – in case of
abrupt termination we assume that no thread in input is joined by the called
method – and, correspondingly, Th is Ti Y rootpT q – we assume that every
thread created in case of normal termination has been already created. If the
exception is not handled by the exception table then we report all the infor-
mations in Ψ in order to be lifted to the method type of P . Figure 4.8 also
defines the rule for the static correctness of athrow. This rule constraints the
state of the initial instruction of the corresponding handler, if any, otherwise
it stores the record and its type in Ψ, in order to be returned to the caller.
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Method invocations with exceptions and athrow
P ris  invokevirtual C.m pT0,    , Tkq i  1 P dompP q Si  χk    χ0  S
1
typeof pΓi, χ0q  C mk treepΓi, pχ0,    , χkqq  pτ0,    , τkq
bctpC.mqpτ0,    , τk, t, rZisq  xϑ, ϑe, T 1,R1,K 1, pϑ0,    , ϑkq, `y
Γi 1  Γirflatpϑq ` p
À
iP0..k flatpϑiqqs Si 1  rootpϑq  S
1 Fi 1  Fi
Zi 1  Zi Ki 1  Ki YK
1
Ti 1,Ri 1 
$&% pTizK
1q Y T 1, Ri YR1 if i is not recursive
and pTi YRiq X pT 1 YK 1q  H
TizK 1, pRizK 1q Y T 1 YR1 otherwise
P.ETpi, Ceq  h
implies Γh  Γi 1rflatpparfh : ϑ1s, tCeuqqs Sh  a
Fh  Fi Zh  Zi Kh  Ki ΨCe  H
Th,Rh 
$&% Ti Y T
1, Ri YR1 if i is not recursive
and pTi YRiq X pT 1 YK 1q  H
Ti, Ri Y T 1 YR1 otherwise
pi, Ceq R dompP.ETq
implies Γ1  Γirflatpparfh : ϑ1s, tCeuqqs
ΨCe 
$&% p, rCe ÞÑ as, Zi, Ti Y T
1,RYR1,Ki,Γ1q if i is not recursive
and pTi YRiq X pT 1 YK 1q  H
p, rCe ÞÑ as, Zi, Ti,RY T 1 YR1,Ki,Γ1q otherwise

parfh:ϑ1s,tCeuqPϑe
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R,K, i $t P : yTi N |Ri N Zit N C.mpτ0,    , τk, t, rZisq Ñ ϑO , CePtypeof pϑeq ΨCe
P ris  athrow Si  χ  S
1 typeof pΓi, χq  C
P.ETpi, Cq  h implies Γh  Γi Sh  χ Fh  Fi Zh  Zi
Kh  Ki Th  Ti Rh  Ri Ψ  H
pi, Cq R dompP.ETq implies Ψ  p, rC ÞÑ χs, Zi, Ti,Ri,Ki,Γiq

bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R, K, i $t P : xTi N |Ri N Zit , Ψ
Figure 4.8: The type rules for for managing exceptions
4.8.3 Arrays
In Java, arrays are objects, are dynamically created, and may be assigned
to variables of type Object. In JVML there are two instructions for creating
single-dimension arrays newarray, for arrays containing primitive data types,
and anewarray, for arrays containing objects. (The operation multinewarray
for creating multi-dimensional arrays is handled by our prototype in a simi-
lar way to the previous ones.) In this section we focus on single-dimensional
arrays containing objects because the other ones are not problematic for
deadlock analysis.
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The typical pattern for creating arrays objects in Java, where the ele-
ments store pairwise different new objects (of class Object) is
L1: bipush 10
anewarray java/lang/Object
astore 1
L2: iconst_0
istore 2
L3: iload 2
bipush 9
if_icmpgt L4
aload 1
iload 2
new java/lang/Object
dup
invokespecial java/lang/Object.<init> ()
aastore
iload 2
iinc
istore 2
goto L3
L4: return
Namely, an array of ten elements is created and the store operation initializ-
ing the element is performed in a cycle starting at L3.
Our technique does not identify integers; henceforth it is not possible to
distinguish different indexes and the elements stored in the corresponding
locations. Therefore, arrays are over-approximated by assuming that they
store the same element at every index. Because of this, we are able to analyze
those cases where the elements of the array are “compatible” (see below). For
instance, our analysis covers arrays that are initialized with pairwise different
new objects.
Arrays of class C are modeled by structures retaining single values, namely
records pridx : χs, rCsq. Let Envpχ, C, b$q be an environment defining χ of
type C and, whenever the value is a record, every name occurring in the
fields of χ, and so on recursively. That is, the function Envpχ, C, b$q returns a
representative for arrays’ values that stores in the possible fields either J or
int or a variable or an object name already defines in Γi (this environment
is left implicit in the notation) or a name that is subscribed with $. (Names
indexed by $ are managed in an ad-hoc way by the analyzer, see below.)
Let Eq be a mapping from names a$ to names. Let χ
1 EqΓi χ, say χ
1 is
Eq-compatible with χ, if one of the following holds:
1. χ1  χ,
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Array manipulation instructions
P ris  anewarray C i  1 P dompP q
pa, b$q  namespiq Γi 1  Γira ÞÑ pridx
w : a$s, rCsqs   Envpa$, C, b$q
Fi  Fi 1 Si 1  a  Si Zi  Zi 1 Ki  Ki 1 Ti  Ti 1 Ri  Ri 1
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R, K, i $t P : xTi N |Ri N Zit
P ris  aastore i  1 P dompP q
Si  χ  int  a  Si 1 there is Eq: χ
Eq
Γi
a$
Γi 1  Γira ÞÑ pridx
w : a$s, rCsqsrχ ZñΓi a$s
Fi  Fi 1 Zi  Zi 1 Ki  Ki 1
Ti  Ti 1 Ri  Ri 1
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R, K, i $t P : yTiΓi N |Ri N Zit
P ris  aaload i  1 P dompP q
Si  int  a  S
1 Γipaq  pridx
h : a$s, rCsq
Γi 1  Γira ÞÑ pridx
h\r : a$s, rCsqs
Si 1  a$  S
1 Fi  Fi 1 Zi  Zi 1
Ki  Ki 1 Ti  Ti 1 Ri  Ri 1
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R, K, i $t P : yTiΓi N |Ri N Zit
P ris  putfield C.f : T i  1 P dompP q
Si  χ  a$  Si 1 Γipa$q  prf
h : χ1, fh : χ1s, Cq there is Eq: χEqΓi χ
1
Γi 1  Γira$ ÞÑ prf
w : χ1, fh : χ1s, Cqsrχ ZñΓi χ1s
Fi  Fi 1 Zi  Zi 1 Ki  Ki 1 Ti  Ti 1 Ri  Ri 1
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R, K, i $t P : yTiΓi N |Ri N Zit
Figure 4.9: Type rules for array related instructions
2. χ1  Eqpχq,
3. χ1  null ,
4. Γipχ
1q  r   f
h1j
j : χ
1
j    s and Γipχq  r   f
hj
j : χj    s and, for every j,
h1j ¤ hj and χ
1
j 
Eq
Γi
χj.
Whenever there is Eq such that χ1EqΓi χ we also define rχ
1 ZñΓi χs as follows:
• it is H whenever χ1  int  χ or χ1  J  χ or Γipχ1q  Γipχq,
• it is Γipχq whenever Γipχ1q  null ,
• it is rfw1 : χ1,    , fwn : χnsrpχ1j ZñΓi χjqjP1..ns whenever Γipχ1q  rfh111 :
χ11,    , f
h1n
n : χ1ns and Γipχq  rf
h1
1 : χ1,    , f
hn
n : χns.
The JVML rules for manipulating single-dimensional arrays storing objects
are defined in Figure 4.9.
The rule for anewarray defines at the same time a fresh name for the
array, called a, the corresponding name a$ for the field value and a represen-
tative that defines its fields. The rule for aastore checks whether the object
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χ to be stored in a is actually in the relation a$
Eq
Γi
χ, for some Eq. This means
that a$ is a representative of χ and this last object can be safely dismissed.
The resulting environment Γi 1 records that the array has been accessed in
writing (w) and updates the names in Γipχq with the corresponding values in
Γipa$q. The instruction aastore has a catastrophic side-effect on the argu-
ment χ. In fact, since names in Γipa$q, become aliases of the corresponding
names in Γipχq, these aliases may modify the latter ones in an unpredictable
way. Therefore, we need to update all the tree structures of Γipχq – c.f. the
operation rχ ZñΓi a$s. A similar situation occurs when one wants to modify
a field of name a$. For this reason we also report in Figure 4.9 the rule of
the putfield instruction when the name of the object to modify is indexed
by a $. The rule is different from the putfield in Figure 4.4.
There is another subtlety to examine before discussing the management
of $-indexed names in our algorithm for circularities in lams. This subtlety
is about the merge operation ` in Section 4.6 is made more restrictive when
record types are arrays. Let
fh : χ`aarr f
h1 : χ1
def

"
fh\h
1
: χ if χ  χ1
fw : J otherwise
Then, the operation fh : χ ` fh
1
: χ1 is refined into fh : χ `aarr f
h1 : χ1
whenever either χ or χ1 are $-indexed names. In particular:
pridxh : χs, rCsq ` pridxh
1
: χ1s, rCsq
def
 pridxh : χ`aarr idx
h1 : χ1s, rCsq
Therefore, the access in parallel of two threads to a same array of objects
is admitted only when the two threads access to the same representative. It
is worth to notice that, representatives act as place holders – they may be
instantiated by whatever name.
In fact, these $-indexed names are managed in ad-hoc ways by the an-
alyzer. In particular, a term like pb, cqtNpc, a$qt1 is a circularity because a$
may be replaced by every name of the same type, including b, if its type is
the same. Similarly, pa$, bqtNpb, cqtNpa$, cqt1Npc, bqt1 is a circularity because
the dependencies starting with a$ might concern different objects.
4.8.4 Recursive data types
Recursive data types are a standard feature of programming languages that
allows programmers to define and use lists, trees, etc. These types are fi-
nite but not (statically) bounded and, as we did with arrays, we use finite
representations.
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A representative of a recursive type value is built by unfolding the recur-
sive types (exactly) up to those nodes containing a name of a class already
present in the tree. Nodes inside the tree are labeled by new names, nodes
in the leaves are labeled either (for non recursive types) with J or int or
with names already present in the environment or (for recursive types) with
names subscribed by a $, such as r$, where r is the label of the node of the
class that is already present in the tree. By construction, these structures
are finite. Names r$ have the same structure of r except that every name of
a recursive type is indexed by $ (and the access tag is set to w). For instance,
if C is a class whose type is rval : int, next : Cs then, in correspondence of
a new C instruction, we produce an environment
r ÞÑ rvalw : int, nextw : r$s, r$ ÞÑ rval
w : int, nextw : r$s
(the access tags are all w because we are initializing the values).
We use the predicate “C is recursive” when C has a field whose values
contain other values of class C or a subclass of its. Rules of new and putfield
in Figure 4.4 are rewritten as follows when the class is recursive:
P ris  new C C is recursive i  1 P dompP q
pa, a$q  namespiq Γi 1  Γi ` Envpχ, C, a$q
Fi  Fi 1 Si 1  χ  Si Zi  Zi 1 Ki  Ki 1 Ti  Ti 1 Ri  Ri 1
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R, K, i $t P : xTi N |Ri N Zit
P ris  putfield C.f : T C is recursive i  1 P dompP q
Si  χ
1  χ  Si 1 Γipχq  prf
h : χf, fh : χfs, Cq there is Eq: χ
1 
Eq
Γi
χf
Γi 1  Γirχ ÞÑ prf
w : χf, fh : χfs, Cqsrχ
1 ZñΓi χfs
Fi  Fi 1 Zi  Zi 1 Ki  Ki 1 Ti  Ti 1 Ri  Ri 1
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R, K, i $t P : yTiΓi N |Ri N Zit
We omit any comment because the arguments are similar to those for arrays.
The presence of recursive types makes the definitions of the functions
flatpq and mk treepq in Section 4.4 inadequate. Indeed, in the full language,
the invocations to flatpq and mk treepq in the rules of Figures 4.4, 4.5, 4.7,
and 4.8 are replaced by flatHpq and mk treeHpq, which are defined below:
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flatApϑq 
$''''''''''''''''&''''''''''''''''%
H if ϑ P tJ, int, Xu
H if rootpϑq  a$ and a$ P A
flat pAzaqYta$upϑq if rootpϑq  a$ and a P A
a ÞÑ prfh : rootpϑqs, Cq ` p
À
ϑ1Pϑ flatApϑ
1qq if ϑ  parfh : ϑs, Cq
and C is not recursive
a ÞÑ prfh : rootpϑqs, Cq ` p
À
ϑ1Pϑ flatAYtaupϑ
1qq if ϑ  parfh : ϑs, Cq
and C is recursive and a R A
mk treeApΓ, χq 
$''''''''''''''&''''''''''''''%
χ if χ P tJ, int, Xu or pχ  a$ and a$ P Aq
parf : mk treeApΓ, χqs, Cq if χ  a and Γpaq  prfh : χs, Cq
and C is not recursive
parf : mk treeAYtaupΓ, χqs, Cq if χ  a and Γpaq  prfh : χs, Cq
and a R A and C is recursive
pa$rf : mk treepAzaqYta$upΓ, χqs, Cq if χ  a$ and Γpaq  prf
h : χs, Cq
and a P A and C is recursive
4.8.5 Inheritance
JVMLd does not admit to derive classes from other classes. As a consequence,
when a method is invoked, it is possible to uniquely locate the method def-
inition. This feature is expressed in the type rule for invokevirtual in
Figure 4.4 by the constraint that typeof pΓi, χ0q is always a single element.
On the contrary, Java, as many object-oriented programming languages,
admits subclasses, thereby allowing redefinitions of methods in the sub-
classes. In this context, locating a method definition is performed at run-time
through a mechanism called dynamic dispatch that uses the actual value of
the called object. Clearly, this mechanism has a significant impact on dead-
lock analysis because dispatching an invocation to a definition rather than
another may change the overall result. It is also clear that, since our approach
is static, our analyzer cannot resolve the dynamic dispatch in a precise way.
The type system discussed in this solution is over-constraining on the
relations between consecutive environments Γi and Γi 1 (or ΓL, in case of
jumps) because it imposes an equality relation between them. For instance,
let D and E be subclasses of C, which has a method foo, which is overridden
both in D and E. and consider the following code
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C w;
if (z)
w = new D x;
else
w = new E y;
w.foo();
where the invocation w.foo() will be dispatched to the method D.foo or
E.foo, according to the value of z. This code does not type with the system
in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 because the classes of x and y are different (assuming
that the function namespq at instructions corresponding to w = x; and to w
= y; returns the same name). There is a standard solution to this problem.
This solution relies on subtypes and relaxes the equality constraint of types
of successor instructions in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. This solution is described
in more detail in Section 5.2 as it is closely related to the inference process.
Here we focus on the case of inheritance, examining the solution for programs
like the foregoing one.
Let fieldspCq be the refinement of the function in Section 4.5 that returns
a pair of tuples of field names f¯, g¯, where f¯ are the field names of the class C
and g¯ are the names defined in one of C1,    , Ch (and not inherited). Let K
be a new type value that means “undefined” (while J is the greatest value,
K is the least one). In our prototype, whenever an object is created, the
corresponding name is bound to a record that contains the fields of the class
plus every field defined in its subclasses (and not inherited). In particular,
the rule that we use for new C is
P ris  new C i  1 P dompP q a  namespiq fieldspCq  f¯, g¯
Γira ÞÑ prf : J, g : Ks, Cqs <: Γi 1
Fi <: Fi 1 a  Si <: Si 1 Zi  Zi 1 Ki  Ki 1 Ti  Ti 1 Ri  Ri 1
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R, K, i $t P : yTiΓi N |Ri N Zit
where fields of class C are set to J while the other ones are set to K. We
notice that the constraint between environments, fields and stacks is “ <: ”
rather than “=”. This <: relation makes it possible the analysis of programs
like the above one. For example, of C has exactly one field f, D extends C
with the field g and E extends C with the field g1, w at w.foo() is typed with
prf : J, g : J, g1 : Js, C  D  Eq, where C  D  E denotes a set of classes.
The rule for invokevirtual that deals with dynamic dispatch on a set
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of classes C1    Ch is (we are using again “=” rather than “ <: ”):
P ris  invokevirtual C1.m pT0,    , Tkq i  1 P dompP q Si  χk    χ0  S
1
typeof pΓi, χ0q  tC1,    , Chu mk treepΓi, pχ0,    , χkqq  pτ0,    , τkq
bctpCj .mqpτ0,    , τk, t, rZisq  xϑ
j , T j ,Rj ,Kj , pϑj0,    , ϑjkq, `jy
	jP1..h
T 1  jP1..h T j R1  jP1..hRj K 1  jP1..hKj
ϑ1  ϑ1 `    ` ϑh pϑ10,    , ϑ
1
kq  pϑ
1
0,    , ϑ
1
kq `    ` pϑ
h
0 ,    , ϑ
h
kq
Γi 1  Γirflatpϑ
1q ` p
À
iP0..k flatpϑ
1
iqqs Si 1  rootpϑ
1q  S1
Fi 1  Fi Zi 1  Zi Ki 1  Ki YK
1
Ti 1,Ri 1 
$&% pTizK
1q Y T 1, Ri YR1 if i is not recursive
and pTi YRiq X pT 1 YR1q  H
TizK 1, pRizK 1q Y T 1 YR1 otherwise
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R,K, i $t P : yTi N |Ri N Zit N °jP1..h Cj .mpτ0,    , τk, t, rZisq Ñ pϑjqO
In particular, for every class in the type of the carrier, we compute the
corresponding lam and the overall type is the disjunction of the possible
invocations – this is our modeling of overridden methods (we are assuming
that a method that is not present in a superclass has empty behavior). It
is worth to observe that the cumulative effect of all the overridden methods
will impact on the judgment for the next instruction – see the definitions of
Γi 1, Fi 1, Si 1, Ki 1, Ti 1, and Ri 1.
The above rule assumes that the method m is not overloaded in any class.
In case of overloading, we also need to consider all the possible instances
caused by the types of the arguments.
Interfaces. In Java it is possible to define abstract classes, called inter-
faces, whose methods have empty behaviors. The language constrains the
programmer to implement these interfaces by means of classes. We deal with
interfaces as they were standard classes and with their implementations as
they were subclasses of them. Henceforth invokeinterface instructions are
typed as the invokevirtual instruction in the above rule.
4.8.6 Alternative concurrent models and native meth-
ods
During its evolution Java has been bringing different mechanisms to write
concurrent programs. The current proposal targets the (classic way of) con-
currency expressed by Thread objects and synchronized blocks (the wait-
notify mechanism is not covered by this work and by our current prototype
– see Section 5.4 for a discussion of a possible solution). There are as well
many third party components that allow abstracting threads manipulation
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in general. Our approach allows the user to manually instruct the analysis
to deal with these scenarios. This is done by the addition of manual entries
in the bct, in this way method declarations with specific behaviors are not
sent through the inference algorithm.
This approach makes also possible to deal with method implementations
that do not comply with the restrictions described in this solution, such as
native methods.
4.9 Full proof of correctness
In this section we develop the formal proof of the correctness of the type
system presented in Section 4.5 and of its corresponding analysis presented
in Section 4.6. The first epigraph of this section presents a short less for-
mal overview of correctness demonstration. The full technical details of the
demonstration can be found in the rest of the section.
4.9.1 Correctness overview
The first part of the proof addresses the soundness of the type system in
Section 4.6. This requires
1. an operational semantics of JVML; we consider the one defined in Sec-
tion 4.9.2;
2. an extension of the type system to handle JVM runtime configurations,
defined in Section 4.9.6.
Then, as usual with type systems, the soundness is represented by a subject
reduction theorem expressing that, if a JVM configuration cn has lam ` and cn
reduces to a configuration cn 1 then (i) cn 1 is also well-typed and (ii) if `1 is
the type of cn 1 then ` and `1 are in a relation called later stage (Section 4.9.5)
and noted ` ¥ `1.
The second part of the proof is about the correctness of the later stage
relation with respect to the deadlock analysis. We first demonstrate that
the lam of a deadlocked configuration always contains a circular dependency
between names. Then we demonstrate that, if two types ` and `1 are in the
later stage relationship, namely ` ¥bct `
1, with respect to a given bct, and
` has no circular dependency then also `1 has no circular dependency. The
details of this proof can be found in Section 4.9.7.
As a byproduct of the above results we get that, if the lam of a JVML pro-
gram has no circularity then the JVML program is deadlock-free. It is worth
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to notice that our lams have infinite-state models. Nevertheless, in [34] has
been demonstrated the decidability of whether the type will manifest a circu-
lar dependency in one of its states or not, here we extend that demonstration
in Section 4.9.8.
4.9.2 The JVML formal semantics
In this section we present the operational semantics of JVMLd. Each instruc-
tion performs a transformation of machine states, that are configurations
P ,H xppc
C.m, f1, s1q  ϕ1, z1yt1    xppc
D.m, fn, snq  ϕn, znytn:W
where each tuple xϕ, zyt represents an active thread t, such that:
• ϕ is the stack of activation records (or frames), where
– pc is the program counter which contains the address of the in-
struction to be executed
– f is a total map from the set of local variables to the set of values
– s is the operand Stack of values
• z is the set of objects locked by the thread,
and W is the set of waiting threads (due to joins).
The Heap contains
• all objects created by new. Each object contains:
– fields: the value of field a of object o is accessed with H poq.a. The
update is noted H poq.a ÞÑ v.
– the class of the object, returned by H poq.class
– a wait set containing the threads which are waiting for a thread
to finish (namely they invoked join on o).
– a counter z which tracks the number of locks acquired by a thread
on the object
Moreover we use H poq ÞÑ pρCK, Cq to allocate heap space for the object o
of class C, by assigning a default value to the fields.
The waiting set W  tWo1 , . . . ,Wonu, where Woi is the set of threads
that performed a join on the object (of class Thread) oi.
The rules are presented in Figures 4.10 and 4.11.
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(s-pop)
P rpcC.ms  pop
P ,H xppc
C.m, f , v  sq  ϕ, zyt Ñ
,H xppc
C.m   1, f , sq  ϕ, zyt
(s-push)
P rpcC.ms  push
P ,H xppc
C.m, f , sq  ϕ, zyt Ñ
,H xppc
C.m   1, f , 0  sq  ϕ, zyt
(s-inc)
P rpcC.ms  inc
P ,H xppc
C.m, f , n  sq  ϕ, zyt Ñ
,H xppc
C.m   1, f , pn  1q  sq  ϕ, zyt
(s-load)
P rpcC.ms  load x
P ,H xppc
C.m, f , sq  ϕ, zyt Ñ
,H xppc
C.m   1, f , f pxq  sq  ϕ, zyt
(s-store)
P rpcC.ms  store x
P ,H xppc
C.m, f , v  sq  ϕ, zyt Ñ
,H xppc
C.m   1, f rx ÞÑ vs, sq  ϕ, zyt
(s-goto)
P rpcC.ms  goto LC.m
P ,H xppc
C.m, f , sq  ϕ, zyt Ñ
,H xpL
C.m, f , sq  ϕ, zyt
(s-putfield)
P rpcC.ms  putfield D.a τ
H 1  H poq.a ÞÑ e
P ,H xppc
C.m, f , e  o  sq  ϕ, zyt Ñ
,H 1 xppc
C.m   1, f , sq  ϕ, zyt
(s-getfield)
P rpcC.ms  getfield D.a τ
H poq.a  e
P ,H xppc
C.m, f , o  sq  ϕ, zyt Ñ
,H xppc
C.m   1, f , e  sq  ϕ, zyt
(s-new)
P rpcC.ms  new D
o R dompH q
H 1  H ro ÞÑ pρD, Dqs
P ,H xppc
C.m, f , sq  ϕ, zyt Ñ
,H 1 xppc
C.m   1, f , o  sq  ϕ, zyt
(s-if-true)
P rpcC.ms  if LC.m
n  0
P ,H xppc
C.m, f , n  sq  ϕ, zyt Ñ
,H xpL
C.m, f , sq  ϕ, zyt
(s-if-false)
P rpcC.ms  if LC.m
P ,H xppc
C.m, f , 0  sq  ϕ, z qyt Ñ
,H xppc
C.m   1, f , sq  ϕ, zyt
Figure 4.10: Reduction rules: Basic operators
4.9.3 Lam semantics
Let A be the (infinite) set of object names, ranged over by a, b, c,    . In
the syntax of `, see Section 4.4, the operations “N” and “ ” are associative,
commutative with 0 being the identity on N, and definitions and lams are
equal up-to alpha renaming of bound names. Namely, if a R varp`q, the
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(s-invk)
P rpcC.ms  invokevirtual D.m1pT1, . . . , Tnq
synchronized R modpD.mq
P ,H xppc
C.m, f1, vn      v1  o  s1q  ϕ, zyt Ñ
,H xp1
D.m1 , f2r0 ÞÑ o, 1 ÞÑ v1, . . . , n ÞÑ vns, q 
ppcC.m   1, f1,   s1q  ϕ, zyt
(s-invk-synch-0)
P rpcC.ms  invokevirtual D.m1pT1, . . . , Tnq
synchronized P modpD.m1q
H poq.z  0 H i  H poq.z ÞÑ 1
P ,H xppc
C.m, f1, vn      v1  o  s1q  ϕ, zztouyt Ñ
,H xp1
D.m1 , f2r0 ÞÑ o, 1 ÞÑ v1, . . . , n ÞÑ vns, q 
ppcC.m   1, f1,   s1q  ϕ, zyt
(s-invk-synch-n)
P rpcC.ms  invokevirtual D.m1pT1, . . . , Tnq
synchronized P modpD.m1q
H poq.z  n, n ¡ 0 H 1  H poq.z ÞÑ n  1
P ,H xppc
C.m, f1, vn      v1  o  s1q  ϕ, z Y touyt Ñ
,H 1 xp1
D.m1 , f2r0 ÞÑ o, 1 ÞÑ v1, . . . , n ÞÑ vns, q 
ppcC.m   1, f1,   s1q  ϕ, z Y touyt
(s-start)
P rpcC.ms  start D
P ,H xppc
C.m, f1, o  s1q  ϕ, zyt Ñ
,H xppc
C.m   1, f1, s1q  ϕ, zyt ,
xp1java{lang{Thread.run, f2r0 ÞÑ os, q, yo
(s-join)
P rpcC.ms  join
W 1o  Wo Z xppc
C.m   1, f1, s1q  ϕt1 , zt1y
o
t
P ,H xppc
C.m, f1, o  s1q  ϕt1 , zt1yt ,
xϕt2  ppc
java{lang{Thread.run, f t21 , s
t2
1 q, zt2yo:Wo Ñ
,H xϕt2  ppc
java{lang{Thread.run, f t21 , s
t2
1 q, zt2yo:W
1
o
(s-return-run)
P rpcjava{lang{Thread.runs  return
P ,H xppc
java{lang{Thread.run, f , sq, z1yo:
Hjo Z pxppck, fk, skq  ϕk, zkqy
o
t q
kPK Ñ
,H pxppck, fk, skq  ϕk, zkqyoq
kPK:Hjo
(s-return)
P rpcC.ms  return
synchronized R modpC.mq
P ,H xppc
C.m, f1, v  s1q  ppc
D.m, f2,   s2q  ϕ, zyt Ñ
,H xpc
D.m, f2, v  s2q  ϕ, zyt
(s-return-synch-0)
P rpcC.ms  return synchronized P modpC.mq
H poq.z  1 H 1  H poq.z ÞÑ 0
P ,H xppc
C.m, f1, v  s1q  ppc
D.m, f2,   s2q  ϕ, z Z touyt Ñ
,H 1 xppc
D.m, v  f2, s2q  ϕ, zyt
(s-return-synch-n)
P rpcC.ms  return synchronized P modpC.mq
H poq.z  n, n ¡ 1 H 1  H poq.z ÞÑ n 1
P ,H xppc
C.m, f1, v  s1q  ppc
D.m, xf2,   s2q  ϕ, z Y touyt Ñ
,H 1 xppc
D.m, f2, v  s2  ϕ, z Y touyt
(s-monitorexit-0)
P rpcC.ms  monitorexit
H poq.z  1
H 1  H poq.z ÞÑ 0
P ,H xppc
C.m, f , o  sq  ϕ, z Z touyt Ñ
,H 1 xppc
C.m   1, f , sq  ϕ, zyt
(s-monitorexit-n)
P rpcC.ms  monitorexit
H poq.z  n, n ¡ 1
H 1  H poq.z ÞÑ n 1
P ,H xppc
C.m, f , o  sq  ϕ, z Y touyt Ñ
,H 1 xppc
C.m   1, f , sq  ϕ, z Y touyt
(s-monitorenter-0)
P rpcC.ms  monitorenter
H  H poq.z  0
H 1  H poq.zÑ 1
P ,H xppc
C.m, f , o  sq  ϕ, zztouyt Ñ
,H 1 xppc
C.m   1, f , sq  ϕ, z Z touyt
(s-monitorenter-n)
P rpcC.ms  monitorenter
H  H poq.z  n, n ¡ 0
H 1  H poq.zÑ n  1
P ,H xppc
C.m, f , o  sq  ϕ, z Y touyt Ñ
,H 1 xppc
C.m   1, f , sq  ϕ, z Y touyt
Figure 4.11: Reduction rules: Invocations and synchronizations
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following axioms hold:
pν aq`  ` ppν aq`1qN`  pν aqp`1N`q ppν aq`1q   `  pν aqp`1   `q
Additionally, when V ranges over lams that do not contain function invoca-
tions, the following axioms hold:
VNV  V V  V  V VNp`1   `2q  VN`1   VN`2 (4.1)
These axioms permit to rewrite a lam without function invocations as a collec-
tion (operation  ) of relations (elements of a relation are gathered by the op-
eration N). Let  be the least congruence containing the above axioms. (The
axioms (4.1) are restricted to terms V that do not contain function invocations
because mpτq Ñ τ 1Nppa, bqt pb, cqtqpmpτq Ñ τ 1Npa, bqtq pmpτq Ñ τ 1Npb, cqtq
because the evaluation of the two lams (see below) may produce terms with
different names.)
Operational semantics. Let a lam context, noted Lr s, be a term derived
by the following syntax:
Lr s :: r s | `NLr s | `  Lr s
As usual Lr`s is the lam where the hole of Lr s is replaced by `. According
to the syntax, lam contexts have no ν-binder; that is, the hassle of name
captures is avoided. The operational semantics of a program
 L, ` is a
transition system where states are lams, the transition relation is the least
one satisfying the rule
mpτq Ñ τ 1  pν cq`m P L pτ Ñ τ 1qσ  τ2 Ñ τ3 c1 fresh
p`mtc
1
{cuqσ  `
1
m
Lrmpτ 2q Ñ τ3s Ñ Lr`1ms
and the initial state is the lam `1 such that `  pν cq`1 and `1 does not contain
any ν-binder, as well as the lam `m. (The class name in the names of lam
functions has been dropped, for simplicity.) We write Ñ for the reflexive
and transitive closure of Ñ.
By (red), a lam ` is evaluated by successively replacing function invo-
cations with the corresponding lam instances. Name creation is handled by
replacing bound names of function bodies with fresh names.
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(L-0)
` ¥ 0
(L-res)
` ¥ `1
pνaq` ¥ pνaq`1
(L-plus)
`1 ¥ `
1
1 `2 ¥ `
1
2
`1   `
1
1 ¥ `2   `
1
2
(L-and)
`1 ¥ `
1
1 `2 ¥ `
1
2
`1N `11 ¥ `2N `12
(L-invk)
bctpC.mq  pτ¯ , t, aq Ñ pν a1qxϑ, T ,R,K, ϑ, `y b fresh
C.mparf : τ s, τ 1q Ñ ϑO ¥ `tb{a1u
Figure 4.12: The later-stage relation
4.9.4 Flattening and circularities
Informally, a lam has a circularity when it has a conjunction of dependencies
whose transitive closure contains a pair pa, aqX (see Section 4.6). Here the
hassle is that lams cannot be always rewritten in a form suitable for defining
circularities, namely disjunctions of conjunctions, because the equations (4.1)
do not apply to terms containing invocations. To overcome this problem, we
define the operation of flattening. The transitive closure of a lam has been
defined in Section 4.6.
Definition 9.1. The flattening of a lam `, noted p`q5, is the lam ` where
every function invocation has been replaced by 0.
For example, let `  mpa, b, c, tq pa, bqtNm1pb, c, t1qNmpd, b, c, tq (we assume
that return types of lam functions are empty). Then p`q5  0  pa, bqtN0N0.
Definition 9.2. A lam ` has a circularity if p`q5 
°
iPI `i, where every `i is
a conjunction of dependencies, and, for some a and i, pa, aqX is a subterm
of `i
 .
A lam program
 L, ` has a circularity if there exists `1 such that `Ñ `1
and `1 has a circularity.
4.9.5 Later stage relation
In the following subject reduction theorem we use a relation, called later-
stage relation ¥, which is the least congruence with respect to lams that
contains the rules presented in Figure 4.12. The notation ¥ assumes the
presence of a behavioural class table bct – we should have noted the later-
stage relation as ¥bct, but we prefer to keep the bct implicit. A relevant
property of the later stage relation is the following.
Lemma 4.9.1 (Circularities). Let ` ¥ `1. If `1 has a circularity then ` has
also a circularity.
This result mostly follows from the formal results of [34,48].
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4.9.6 Runtime typing
Definition 9.3 (Γ-H Agreement). An environment Γ agrees with a heap H ,
written Γ  H if
• o P dompH q implies o P dompΓq and
• H poq.class  C and H poq.fi ÞÑ vi, for i P 1..n, imply Γ  o ÞÑ prfh11 :
χ1,    , f
hi
i : χi,    , f
hn
n : χns, Cq, where, if vi is an object name, then
vi  χi.
Definition 9.4 (S/F/Z-Agreements). Given Γ, we define the following agree-
ments between the static environments S, F and Z and the corresponding
dynamic ones s, f , and z.
S-agreement.
•  Γ ,
• χ  S Γ   s , if S Γ s,
• χ  S Γ v  s , if S Γ s and Γ $ v : χ.
F-agreement.
• H Γ H,
• F rx ÞÑ χs Γ f rx ÞÑ vs , if F Γ f and Γ $ v : χ.
Z-agreement.
•  Γ ,
• o  Z  o  z if Z  z
Definition 9.5 (Reachable instructions set). Let reachablepP, iq, called the
set of addresses reachable from the instruction i P dompP q, be the least set
satisfying the following equations:
reachablepP, iq  H if P ris  return
reachablepP, iq  tLu Y reachablepP,Lq if P ris  goto L
reachablepP, iq  ti  1, Lu Y reachablepP, i  1q Y reachablepP,Lq if P ris  if L
reachablepP, iq  ti  1u Y reachablepP, i  1q otherwise
The typing judgement for configurations is
P,bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R, K $ p,H Cq : `
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that is defined by the following two rules:
(t-conf-and)  
P,bct,Γphq, F phq, Sphq, Zphq, T phq,Rphq,Kphq $ xϕh, zhyth : `h
hP1..n
Γ 

hP1..n Γ
phq F  F p1q   F pnq S  Sp1q   Spnq Z  Zp1q   Zpnq
T  hP1..n T phq R  hP1..nRphq K  hP1..nKphq
Γ  H
P,bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R,K $ p,H xppcC1.m1 , f1, s1q  ϕ1, z1yt1    xppcCn.mn , fn, snq  ϕn, znytnq :NiP1..n`i
(t-conf-single)
pbct,Γ1, F 1, S1, Z 1, T 1,R1,K 1, i $t P rC.ms : `i; ΨiqiPreachablepP rC.ms,pc
C.mq
P,bct,Γ2, F 2, S2, Z2, T 2,R2,K2 $ xϕ, pzzZ 1qyt : ` Γ2  Γ1 Y Γ2
F  F 1  F 2 S  S1  S2 Z  Z 1  Z2 T  T 1 Y T 2 R  R1 YR2 K  K 1 YK2
Z  z S1pcC.m  s F
1
pcC.m  f
P,bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R,K $ xppcC.m, f , sq  ϕ, zyt :
°
iPreachablepP rC.ms,pcC.mq `i   `
4.9.7 Subject Reduction
Lemma 4.9.2. Let C.m be a method of a JVMLd program. If
bctpC.mqpτ , t, aqpa1q  xϑ, T 1,R1, K 1, ϑ, `y .
then 
bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R, K, i $t P rC.ms : `i ; Ψi
	iPreachablepP rC.ms,1C.mq
,
where
F1  FJr0 ÞÑ rootpτ0q,    , k ÞÑ rootpτkqs,
Γ1 
À
iP0..k flatpτiq,
S1  ε,
Z1  A, pif C.m is synchronized A  rootpτ0q  a, otherwise A  aq
T1  H,
R1  H,
K1  H,
` 
°
iPreachablepP rC.ms,1C.mq `i,
iPreachablepP rC.ms,1C.mq Ψi  pϑ,A, T 1,R1, K 1,Γ1q,
ϑ  mk treepΓ1, prootpτ0q,    , rootpτkqqq, and
a1  fnpϑ, T 1,R1, K 1, ϑqz fnpτ0,    , τk, t, aq.
Theorem 4.9.3 (Subject Reduction). If P,bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R, K $ p,H
Cq : ` and Γ  H and ,H C Ñ ,H 1 C
1, then there exists `1 and Γ1, F 1, S 1,
Z 1, T 1,R1,K 1 such that Γ1  H 1 and P,bct,Γ1, F 1, S1, Z 1, T 1,R1, K 1 $ p,H 1
C1q : `1 and ` ¥ `1 .
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Proof. (Sketch) By case analysis on the last reduction rule used.
Case pop. We have P,bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R, K $ p,H xppcC.m, f , v  sq 
ϕ, zytq : ` and
(s-pop)
P rpcC.ms  pop
P ,H xppc
C.m, f , v  sq  ϕ, zyt Ñ ,H xppc
C.m   1, f , sq  ϕ, zyt
By the configuration typing rules, we get
pbct,Γ1, F 1, S1, Z 1, T 1,R1, K 1, i $t P rC.ms : `iqiPreachablepP rC.ms,pc
C.mq
P,bct,Γ2, F 2, S2, Z2, T 2,R2, K2 $ xϕ, zyt : `ϕ Γ  Γ1 Y Γ2 F  F 1  F 2
S  S 1  S2 Z  Z 1  Z2 T  T 1 Y T 2 R  R1 YR2 K  K 1 YK2
Z 1pcC.m  z S
1
pcC.m  v  s F
1
pcC.m  f
From pbct,Γ1, F 1, S1, Z 1, T 1,R1, K 1, i $t P rC.ms : `iqiPreachablepP rC.ms,pc
C.mq and Def-
inition 9.5 we derive that
bct,Γ1, F 1, S1, Z 1, T 1,R1, K 1, pcC.m $t P rC.ms : `pcC.m
and
pbct,Γ1, F 1, S1, Z 1, T 1,R1, K 1, i $t P rC.ms : `iqiPreachablepP rC.ms,pc
C.m 1q
.
Therefore `  p`pcC.m   p
°
`iq
iPreachablepP rC.ms,pcC.m 1qq   `ϕ. By the typing rule
for pop: S 1pcC.m  χ  S
1
pcC.m 1; therefore, since S
1
pcC.m  v  s then S
1
pcC.m 1  s ,
by Definition 9.4.
We can apply again the configuration typing rules and we get that `1 
p
°
`iq
iPreachablepP rC.ms,pcC.m 1q   `ϕ, thus ` ¥ `
1.
Case invokevirtual.
We have P,bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R, K $ p,H xppcC.m, f , vn      v1  o  sq 
ϕ, zytq : ` and then one of three operational rules may have been applied:
(s-invk), (s-invk-synch-0), or (s-invk-synch-n). Let us consider the
former:
(s-invk)
P rpcC.ms  invokevirtual D.m1pT1, . . . , Tnq
synchronized R modpD.m1q
P ,H xppc
C.m, f1, vn      v1  o  s1q  ϕ, zyt Ñ
,H xp1
D.m1 , f2r0 ÞÑ o, 1 ÞÑ v1, . . . , n ÞÑ vns, q  ppc
C.m   1, f1,   s1q  ϕ, zyt
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By the configuration typing rules, we get
pbct,Γ1, F 1, S1, Z 1, T 1,R1, K 1, i $t P rC.ms : `iqiPreachablepP rC.ms,pc
C.mq
P,bct,Γ2, F 2, S2, Z2, T 2,R2, K2 $ xϕ, zyt : `ϕ Γ  Γ1 Y Γ2
F  F 1  F 2 S  S 1  S2 Z  Z 1  Z2 T  T 1 Y T 2 R  R1 YR2
K  K 1 YK2 Z 1pcC.m  z S
1
pcC.m  vn      v1  o  s F
1
pcC.m  f
From pbct,Γ1, F 1, S1, Z 1, T 1,R1, K 1, i $t P rC.ms : `iqiPreachablepP rC.ms,pc
C.mq and Def-
inition 9.5 we derive that
bct,Γ1, F 1, S1, Z 1, T 1,R1, K 1, pcC.m $t P rC.ms : `pcC.m
and
pbct,Γ1, F 2, S2, Z2, T 2,R2, K2, i $t P rC.ms : `iqiPreachablepP rC.ms,pc
C.m 1q
.
Therefore
`  `pcC.m   p
¸
`iq
iPreachablepP rC.ms,pcC.m 1q   `ϕ. (4.2)
We assume that C.m is recursive (this case and that where pcC.m is inside an
iteration are the interesting cases). By (t-invk) typing rule:
`pcC.m zT 1pcC.m N R1pcC.m N Z 1pcC.m t N D.m1pτ1,    , τn, t, rZ 1pcC.msq Ñ ϑ,
where
S1pcC.m  χn    χ1  S
3 typeof pΓ1pcC.m , χ1q  D
mk treepΓ1pcC.m , pχ1,    , χnqq  pτ1,    , τnq b  namesppc
C.mq
bctpD.m1qpτ1,    , τn, t, rZ
1
pcC.msqpbq  xϑ, T 3,R3,K3, pϑ1,    , ϑnq, `D.m1y
Γ1pcC.m 1  Γ
1
pcC.mrflatpϑq ` p
À
pcC.mP1..n flatpϑpcC.mqqs
S1pcC.m 1  rootpϑq  S
3 F 1pcC.m 1  F
1
pcC.m Z
1
pcC.m 1  Z
1
pcC.m K
1
pcC.m 1  K
1
pcC.m YK
3
T 1pcC.m 1,R1pcC.m 1  pT 1pcC.mzK3q Y T 3, pR1pcC.mzK3q YR3
By (t-invk) typing rule S 1pcC.m  χn    χ1  S
3 and S 1pcC.m 1  rootpϑq  S
3
so since S 1pcC.m  vn      v1  o  s then S
1
pcC.m 1    s .
Therefore we obtain that
P,bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R, K $ xppcC.m   1, f ,   sq  ϕ, zyt : `pcC.m 1 (4.3)
where `pcC.m 1  p
°
`iq
iPreachablepP rC.ms,pcC.m 1q   `ϕ
By Lemma 4.9.2,
bct,ΓD.m
1
, F D.m
1
, SD.m
1
, ZD.m
1
, T D.m1 ,RD.m1 , KD.m1 , i $t P rD.m1s : `D.m1i ; Ψi
	iPreachablepP rD.m1s,1D.m1 q
,
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where
F D.m
1
1  F
D.m1
J r0 ÞÑ rootpτ1q,    , n ÞÑ rootpτnqs,
ΓD.m
1
1 
À
iP1..n flatpτiq,
SD.m
1
1  ε,
ZD.m
1
1  rZ
1
pcC.ms,
T D.m11  H,
RD.m11  H,
KD.m
1
1  H,
`D.m
1

°
iPreachablepP rD.m1s,1D.m1 q `
D.m1
i ,
iPreachablepP rD.m1s,1D.m1 q Ψi  pϑ, rZ
1
pcC.ms, T 1D.m
1
,R1D.m1 , K 1D.m1 ,Γ1D.m1q,
ϑ  mk treepΓ1D.m
1
, prootpτ1q,    , rootpτnqqq, and
b  fnpϑ, T 1D.m1 ,R1D.m1 , K 1D.m1 , ϑqz fnpτ1,    , τn, t, aq.
Thus
P,bct,ΓD.m
1
Y Γ, F D.m
1
 F, SD.m
1
 S,ZD.m
1
 Z, T D.m1 Y T 1D.m1 ,RD.m1 YR1D.m1 , KD.m1 YK $
pxp1D.m
1
, f 1r0 ÞÑ o, 1 ÞÑ v1, . . . , n ÞÑ vn, this ÞÑ os, q
 ppcC.m   1, f , sq  ϕ, zytq : `
D.m1   `pcC.m 1
and ` ¥ `D.m
1
  `pcC.m 1
The last step is to prove that ΓD.m
1
Y Γ  H , which follows directly from
Definition 9.3 and the fact that Γ  H .
The other two cases of the operational semantics are proven in a similar
way, except that we may have to check the agreement of the modified envi-
ronment z, but this is straightforward from the definition of agreement and
the typing rule for configuration.
Case start. We have P,bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R, K $ p,H xppcC.m, f1, o  s1q 
ϕ, zytq : ` and then
(s-start)
P rpcC.ms  start D
P ,H xppc
C.m, f1, o  s1q  ϕ, zyt Ñ ,H xppc
C.m   1, f1, s1q  ϕ, zyt , xp1
D.run, f2r0 ÞÑ os, q, yo
By the configuration typing rules, we obtain
pbct,Γ1, F 1, S1, Z 1, T 1,R1, K 1, i $t P rC.ms : `iqiPreachablepP rC.ms,pc
C.mq
P,bct,Γ2, F 2, S2, Z2, T 2,R2, K2 $ xϕ, zyt : `ϕ Γ  Γ1 Y Γ2
F  F 1  F 2 S  S 1  S2 Z  Z 1  Z2 T  T 1 Y T 2 K  K 1 YK2
Z 1pcC.m  z S
1
pcC.m  o  s F
1
pcC.m  f
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From pbct,Γ1, F 1, S1, Z 1, T 1,R1, K 1, i $t P rC.ms : `iqiPreachablepP rC.ms,pc
C.mq and Def-
inition 9.5 we derive that
bct,Γ1, F 1, S1, Z 1, T 1,R1, K 1, pcC.m $t P rC.ms : `pcC.m
and
pbct,Γ1, F 1, S1, Z 1, T 1,R1, K 1, i $t P rC.ms : `iqiPreachablepP rC.ms,pc
C.m 1q
.
Therefore
`  `pcC.m   p
¸
`iq
iPreachablepP rC.ms,pcC.m 1q   `ϕ. (4.4)
By (t-start) typing rule:
`pcC.m zT 1pcC.m N R1pcC.m N Z 1pcC.m t
where
S1pcC.m  o  S
1
pcC.m 1
typeof pΓ1pcC.m , oq  D mk treepΓ
1
pcC.m , oq  τ b  namesppc
C.mq
bctpD.runqpτ, o, lockoqpbq  xvoid , T 3,R3,K3, ϑ, `y
Γ1pcC.m 1  Γ
1
pcC.m ` flatpϑq F
1
pcC.m  F
1
pcC.m 1 Z
1
pcC.m  Z
1
pcC.m 1 K
1
pcC.m 1  K
1
pcC.m
TpcC.m 1,RpcC.m 1 
$&% Tpc
C.m Y tou Y T 3, RpcC.m YR3 if i is not recursive
and o R TpcC.m YRpcC.m
TpcC.m , RpcC.m YR3 Y T 3 Y tou otherwise
Let S 1pcC.m  o  s1; then S
1
pcC.m 1  s1. Therefore we obtain that
P,bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R, K $ xppcC.m   1, f1, s1q  ϕ, zyt : `pcC.m 1 (4.5)
where `pcC.m 1  p
°
`iq
iPreachablepP rC.ms,pcC.m 1q   `ϕ. By Lemma 4.9.2,
bct,ΓD.run, F D.run, SD.run, ZD.run, T D.run, KD.run, i $t P rD.runs : `
D.run
i ; Ψi
	iPreachablepP rD.runs,1D.runq
,
where
F D.run1  F
D.run
J r0 ÞÑ rootpτqs,
ΓD.run1  flatpτq,
SD.run1  ε,
ZD.run1  rZ
1
pcC.ms,
T D.run1  H,
RD.run1  H,
KD.run1  H,
`D.run 
°
iPreachablepP rD.runs,1D.runq `
D.run
i ,
iPreachablepP rD.runs,1D.runq Ψi  pϑ, rZ
1
pcC.ms, T 1D.run,R1D.run, K 1D.run,Γ1D.runq,
ϑ  mk treepΓ1D.run, oq,
b  fnpvoid , T 1D.run,R1D.run, K 1D.run, ϑqz fnpτ, o, lockoq.
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Thus
P,bct,ΓD.run Y Γ, F D.run  F, SD.run  S,ZD.run  Z, T D.run Y T ,R, KD.run YK $
p,H xppc
C.m   1, f1, s1q  ϕ, zyt ,
xp1D.run, f2r0 ÞÑ os, q, yoq : `
D.runN `pcC.m 1.
and ` ¥ `D.runN `pcC.m 1
The last step is to prove that ΓD.runYΓ  H , which follows directly from
Definition 9.3 and the fact that Γ  H .
Case return. We have
P,bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R, K $ p,H xppcC.m, f1, v  s1q  ppcD.m, f2,   s2q  ϕ, zytq : `
The following rules may have been applied: (s-return), (s-return-run),
(s-return-synch-0), and (s-return-synch-n). Let us consider the first
one (the other ones are similar).
(s-return)
P rpcC.ms  return synchronized R modpC.mq
P ,H xppc
C.m, f1, v  s1q  ppc
D.m, f2,   s2q  ϕ, zyt Ñ ,H xpc
D.m, f2, v  s2q  ϕ, zyt
By the configuration typing rules, we have
pbct,Γ1, F 1, S1, Z 1, T 1,R1, K 1, i $t P rC.ms : `iqiPreachablepP rC.ms,pc
C.mq
P,bct,Γ2, F 2, S2, Z2, T 2,R2, K2 $ xppcD.m, f2,   s2q  ϕ, zyt : `ϕ Γ  Γ1 Y Γ2
F  F 1  F 2 S  S 1  S2 Z  Z 1  Z2 T  T 1 Y T 2 R  R1 YR2 K  K 1 YK2
Z 1pcC.m  z S
1
pcC.m  v  s1 F
1
pcC.m  f1
Therefore
`  pp
¸
`iq
iPreachablepP rC.ms,pcC.mq   p
¸
`iq
iPreachablepP rD.ms,pcD.mq   `ϕq (4.6)
Moreover, S2
pcD.m1
 s2 and S
2
pcD.m1
has been set while typing the invocation
of C.m as S2
pcD.m1
 rootpϑq  S3, where rootpθq is the value returned by the
method invocation, then S2
pcD.m1
 v  s2.
Therefore we obtain
`1  p
¸
`iq
iPreachablepP rD.ms,pcD.mq   `ϕ (4.7)
then ` ¥ `1.
Case new. We have
P,bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R, K $ p,H xppcC.m, f , sq  ϕ, zytq : `
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and
(s-new)
P rpcC.ms  new D o R dompH q H 1  H ro ÞÑ pρD, Dqs
P ,H xppc
C.m, f , sq  ϕ, zyt Ñ ,H 1 xppc
C.m   1, f , o  sq  ϕ, zyt
By the configuration typing rules, we get
pbct,Γ2, F 2, S2, Z2, T 2,R2, K2, i $t P rC.ms : `iqiPreachablepP rC.ms,pc
C.mq
P,bct,Γ3, F3, S3, Z3, T 3,R3, K3 $ xϕ, zzZ2yt : `ϕ
Γ  Γ2 Y Γ3 F  F 2  F3 S  S2  S3
Z  Z2  Z3 T  T 2 Y T 3 K  K2 YK3
Z  z S2pcC.m  s F
2
pcC.m  f
Therefore
`  pp
¸
`iq
iPreachablepP rC.ms,pcC.mq   `ϕq (4.8)
From pbct,Γ2, F 2, S2, Z2, T 2,R2, K2, i $t P rC.ms : `iqiPreachablepP rC.ms,pc
C.mq and
Definition 9.5 we derive that
bct,Γ2, F 2, S2, Z2, T 2,R2, K2, pcC.m $t P rC.ms : `pcC.m
and
pbct,Γ2, F 2, S2, Z2, T 2,R2, K2, i $t P rC.ms : `iqiPreachablepP rC.ms,pc
C.m 1q
.
Therefore `  p`pcC.m   p
°
`iq
iPreachablepP rC.ms,pcC.m 1qq   `ϕ.
By these hypotheses, it is easy to show the existence of Γ1, F 1, S 1, Z 1,
T 1, R1, K 1 and `1 such that Γ1  H 1 and P,bct,Γ1, F 1, S1, Z 1, T 1,R1, K 1 $
p,H 1 xppc
C.m   1, f , o  sq  ϕ, zytq : `
1. In particular, letting fieldspDq  f,
Γ1  Γro ÞÑ prf : Js, Dqs and S 1pcC.m 1  o  S
2
pcC.m .
Here there is a critical point of the proof of subject reduction because it
is not evident that ` ¥ `1. Actually, by new typing rule a  namesppcC.mq,
Γ2pcC.m 1  Γ
2
pcC.mra ÞÑ prf : T s, Dqs, and S
2
pcC.m 1  a  S
2
pcC.m and we cannot
assume that a  o. In particular, since a  namesppcC.mq, it may be a name
that is already “in use” – this is the case when C.m is either recursive or pcC.m
is inside an iteration.
There are two cases: (i) D is not a subclass of Thread and (ii) D is a
subclass of Thread. In case (i) it easy to verify that ` ¥ `1ta{ou ¥ `
1. In case
(ii) we may have `1  pb, cqa N pc, bqo. When `1 has such a value, we have
`1ta{ou ¥ `
1 because the name o may appear as index of a dependency pair.
In such situation, pb, cqa N pc, bqo is a circular dependency, while `1ta{ou 
pb, cqa N pc, bqa is not – see Sections 4.6 and 4.9.5.
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To solve this criticality, whenever a new thread is created – either because
a start is executed or because it is returned by a method invocation, cf. the
sets T and R – we verify whether we are inside a recursion or an iteration,
which are the two cases when namesppcC.mq may return a name that already
exists. In these two cases, the name a is added to the set R instead of
T . As a consequence, the lam `1 will contain terms RUNpporf : τ s, Dqq while,
correspondingly, ` will contain terms RUNpporf : τ s, Dqqta{ou. However, since
RUNpporf : τ s, Dqq  D.runpporf : τ s, Dq, o, lockoq N pν o1q RUNppo1rf : τ s, Dqq ,
replacing o in RUNpporf : τ s, Dqq with any other object name does not change
the circularity predicate (because the function is unfolded in a lam that has
an invocation of the same function on a fresh name in parallel). Therefore,
it is possible to derive `ta{tu ¥ `.
4.9.8 Deadlocks and circularities
To conclude the proof of correctness we need to bridge the gap between the
notion of deadlock in JVM and the notion of circularity in a lam program.
Definition 9.6. A JVM configuration ,H xϕ1, z1yt1    xϕn, znytn is dead-
locked if there are i1,    , ik P 1..n such that, for every j P ti1,    , iku one
of the following holds
• ϕj  ppcj, fj, sjq  ϕ1j and P rpcjs  monitorenter and sj  a  s1j and
a P zh with h P ti1,    , ikuzj;
• ϕj  ppcj, fj, sjq  ϕ1j and P rpcjs  join and sj  th  s1j with h P
ti1,    , iku.
The following statement is a straightforward consequence of the defini-
tions.
Proposition 4.9.4. Let ,H C be deadlocked and let P,bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R, K $
p,H Cq : `. Then ` has a circularity.
Theorem 4.9.5. Let P be a JVMLd program and Γ  H , F Γ fKr0 ÞÑ mains,
S Γ , and Z Γ . If
1. P,bct,Γ, F, S, Z, T ,R, K $ p,H xp1C.main , fKr0 ÞÑ mains, q, ymainq :
`
2. and ,H xp1
C.main , fKr0 ÞÑ mains, q, ymain Ñ
 ,H 1 C
1
3. and ,H 1 C
1 is deadlocked
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then ` has a circularity.
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of the previous results. By
1 and 2 and Theorem 4.9.3 we have the existence of `1 and Γ1, F 1, S 1, Z 1,
T 1,R1,K 1 such that Γ1  H 1 and P,bct,Γ1, F 1, S1, Z 1, T 1,R1, K 1 $ p,H 1 C1q :
`1 and ` ¥ `1. By 3 and Proposition 4.9.4, we have that `1 has a circularity.
By ` ¥ `1 and Lemma 4.9.1, we have that ` has a circularity as well.
4.10 Related work
Several techniques have been designed for detecting deadlocks of Java pro-
grams. We start by briefly discussing a set of techniques addressing the analy-
sis of Java bytecode. We then discuss separately deadlock analysis techniques
using static-time techniques and those requiring either model generation or
runtime executions.
4.10.1 Static approaches
Analyses using static time techniques are grouped according to the approach
used.
Type Systems
There have been few works based on type systems applied specifically to
the deadlock detection in Java. Some of the approaches discussed below
do not target this problem in particular, however their techniques, to some
extent, tribute to solve some of the problems faced in the development of our
solution.
A work that has been key for the development of our solution is [49]. The
target of the analysis in this work was not precisely the deadlock verification,
instead, this work focused on the verification of well-formedness of the Java
bytecode with respect to the locking primitives. The approach taken in JaDA
for the design of the behavioral type system and for tackling complex Java
features like exception handling has been, to some extent, taken from this
work.
Another work that has a lot in common with ours is the deadlock analyzer
for ABS programs [35]. In fact, our solution can be seen as the natural
extension of this work to the Java language. This work and ours share
the same approach based on behavioral type systems, moreover the abstract
representations (lams) and the subsequent analysis in both works are quite
similar. The main differences are introduced according to the necessity of
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tackling a diverse concurrency model and also in relation with some of the
intrinsic features of the Java language.
On the other hand, one of the most complete works regarding deadlock
analysis in Java with type systems is [19], which defines a type system that
derives the order of lock acquisitions in SafeJava programs (a subset of Java
with annotations written as part of the code). Well-typed programs will be
verified deadlock free. An extension of this type system for JVML has been
defined in [54].
Our technique differs from this approach in two key aspects. First of
all, we aim to a fully automatic tool allowing to analyze existing programs
without user intervention. In addition, our types are behavioral. Therefore,
deadlock-freedom is not a property of the type system, instead the deadlock
detection is performed over the behaviors obtained by the typing process.
Another example of a type system based approach is the work from [25]
for detecting race conditions. Like our proposal the type system annotates
the access to shared variables and detect read/write contradictions between
different threads that may occur concurrently. The downside of this approach
is the little support for object-oriented concepts like complex data-types and
inheritance.
Data Flow Analysis
A standard approach for the detection of circular dependencies in concurrent
programs is based on the construction of an execution flow graph and then
search for cycles within this graph. Due to aliasing – two process may access
the same shared resource by using a different names –, this construction
quickly becomes complex because elements with different names in the graph
may refer to the same object. Tools like Jlint use data-flow analysis to deal
with aliasing (Jlint can be downloaded at http://jlint.sourceforge.
net/) [12].
Our tool uses an special names generation function for coping with aliases;
we also rely on data flow analysis for determining more precisely type of
method bodies and method signatures.
Another work using data flow analysis for coping with aliasing is [59].
This technique defines a formal set of rules that control the lock order in
their data flow analysis, in similar way to the type system proposed in this
thesis. Like our technique this work presents a sound strategy for detecting
re-entrant locks, however unlike ours the re-entrance is only detected when
the lock expressions involve local variables but not fields. Also, unlike our
tool, this technique does not detect circularities with a common prefix – so
false positives –, thus leading to a higher number of false positive outcomes.
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The work of Nayik [51] defines a set of necessary conditions for the exis-
tence of deadlocks, which is then verified by data flow analysis. This is the
theory behind the Chord tool discussed in Section 5.4. We notice that this
tool is reported as one of the most effective ones by [26,51].
Another technique based on this approach is the work of [27]. This tech-
nique uses a points-to analysis in combination with a may happen in parallel
analysis to detect circular dependencies in the code. This technique does not
target the Java language directly, instead it targets actor-based concurrency
models for which there are some implementations of third party concurrency
libraries for Java. Like this technique our solution, ensures that the points of
the program involved in dependency cycles, can indeed happen concurrently.
This analysis ensures the removal of a considerable number of false positives.
4.10.2 Non-static approaches
Non static techniques usually analyze programs that either have finite models
or that have a finite set of relevant inputs. The advantage of these techniques
is that it is possible reduce the case explosion and obtain a very precise
analysis.
Model Checking
A model checking approach composed of two steps is presented by [47]. A first
step generates a so called trace program that records the critical concurrent
operations and discards non critical parts. In a second step this program
is analyzed using an off-the-shelf model checker. Like this technique, our
approach tries to get rid of non critical parts of the program. In our case, we
use lams, thus allowing to perform the analysis in a reduced but key part of
the program, without constraining the program model to be finite.
Monitoring Analysis
Monitoring techniques allow detecting potential deadlocks at runtime. The
main idea behind this approach is to analyze only real scenarios. The analy-
sis of circularities in our approach has some similarities to the one presented
in [17]. In particular, like this approach, in our one, the locked objects are
tagged with the label identifying the threads acquiring the locks. This allows
to deal with re-entrance problems in a very clever and simple way. On the
other hand the two approaches differ substantially when parallel codes must
be detected. Our technique detects the parallel states in the type system,
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which is done at static time and, therefore, some over-approximation is intro-
duced to cope with the non-determinism of the scheduler. In [17], being the
analysis at runtime, it is possible to tag each segment of the program that is
reached by the execution flow, in a manner that these tags specify the exact
order of lock acquisitions. The technique in [17] is also interesting because
it uses an hybrid strategy for detecting potential deadlocks that might occur
because of different scheduler choices (than the current one). The theory
of [17] has been prototyped in the GoodLock tool used in our benchmark re-
sults comparison in Section 5.4. This technique has been refined in Sherlock,
a tool using symbolic executions [26].
4.11 Conclusions
Deadlocks have proven to be one of the most common flaws in modern con-
current software. Only in the Oracle Bug Database, the issue tracking system
of the Java Development Kit (JDK), there are currently more than 40 unre-
solved deadlock problems.
In this chapter we have presented the theoretical tools for the analysis
of deadlocks in Java programs. Our approach is based on a behavioral type
system for JVML (the Java bytecode) that abstracts object dependencies in
concurrent programs. These dependencies are then analyzed by means of a
decision algorithm that detects circularities.
There are two features in the Java language that entangle the most the
analysis process: the recursive invocations and the creation of fresh objects
(that are not part of the original arguments), and in particular, the creation
of new threads. The combination of these two features may lead to models
with potentially infinite dependencies. The strength of the analysis here
proposed is the ability to reduce these models to finite ones.
Existing techniques for the analysis of deadlocks in Java programs are
either unsound [14, 51] or target only a subset of the language [54]. In our
solution we put special attention to both of these aspects.
We have successfully managed to analyze most of the complex features
of Java like: recursive data types, static members, inheritance, arrays struc-
tures and exception handling. We have also provided a formal proof of the
correctness of the type system and the ulterior analysis.
The correctness of this approach is proven in two parts. The first part
focuses in the correctness of the type system. This proof is, as usual, done
by demonstrating that the subject reduction theorem holds for the static se-
mantics of the type system. The second part of the proof focuses on demon-
strating that the type (and therefore the dependencies) extracted at static
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time is preserved during the runtime execution of the program.
Still, for some Java programs this typing process may not succeed, static
deadlock analysis is after all, undecidable. Our type system may fail, in
particular, in presence of data race problems, that do not allow identifying
the exact behavior of the program.
There are two major elements of the Java concurrency features that re-
mained out of the scope of this analysis: the synchronization mechanisms
based on the wait, notify and notifyAll methods; and the components of
the java.util.concurrent package.
The first of these features has been discussed in this chapter. We noted
that the analysis of circularities involving these methods can be dual to
the analysis targeting the synchronize blocks constructions treated in our
solution. We remark that the modularity of our solution could easily allow
to extend the analysis process by adding the new verifications like the one
proposed to this aim.
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Chapter 5
The JaDA tool
Summary
In this chapter we describe the JaDA Tool. This is the prototype imple-
mentation of the theory discussed in Chapter 4. We describe in depth the
algorithms for the type system inference and the behavioral types analysis.
We also review the existing works in the literature addressing these or similar
problems. We assess the performance of JaDA against some of these, as well
as, against a commercial grade tool. These assessments involve a set of well
known and ad-hoc Java and Scala programs. The chapter ends with some
final remarks about this solution.
5.1 Introduction
The proposed solution follows the general approach described in Chapter 1.
Figure 5.1 particularizes this approach for the case of deadlock analysis in
Java programs.
Figure 5.1: Behavioral types based approach for Java deadlock analysis
For the typing process, we have defined an inference system that asso-
ciates abstract behaviors to Java bytecode instructions. This system consists
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of a number of rules which are identical for most of the instructions except
for those that have effects in the synchronization process. The rules that
need to be treated in a special way are invocations, locks acquisitions and
releases, object manipulation and control flow operations. The abstract be-
haviors extracted from Java bytecode, called lams [34, 48], are infinite state
models that define dependencies between threads. The authors of [34, 48]
demonstrated that the deadlock analysis in lams is decidable and proposed
an algorithm to this purpose. In this work we extend both the lams model
and the deadlock detection algorithm in order to cope with some of the Java
features.
The inference of the behavioral types and this algorithm constitute the
core of a prototype called JaDA – the Java Deadlock Analyzer –. The cur-
rent release of JaDA handles all the main features of Java including threads
and synchronizations, constructors, arrays, exceptions, static members, in-
terfaces, inheritance, recursive data types. Few features are not yet covered
in the current JaDA version, i.e., wait-notify-notifyAll operations, and
constructs involving the Java volatile modifier.
Chapter contents
The contents of this Chapter correspond to the description of JaDA: the pro-
totype implementation of the theory presented in Chapter 4. Sections 5.2
and 5.3 present the core algorithms behind this tool. The former corre-
sponds to the automatic inference of the behavioral types out of bytecode
instructions, while the latter corresponds to the analysis of the circularities
within these behaviors. In Section 5.4 we compare the results of JaDA against
the results of some of the existing tools, including a commercial grade one.
Section 5.5 describes the main features of the tool and its configuration possi-
bilities. Finally, this chapter concludes in Section 5.6 with the main remarks
about the JaDA tool, and the possible future lines of work based upon this
solution.
5.2 Type inference
The theory described in Chapter 4 relies on program annotations (see rules for
method definitions in Figure 4.5 and the function bct). However, the JaDA
tools does not require any of these annotation to be made by the programmer.
It is able to infer types out of the code. The implementation of the type
inference mechanism and the further analysis of the resulting behavioral use
two iterative processes.
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The inference of lams and method types from JVML programs is an it-
erative process that, given a set of method types (which include method
effects, such as the structure and the updates of the arguments and the
returned object, when applicable, the new threads spawned and the synchro-
nized threads), at each step, computes the types of method instructions and
the method types. The overall process reiterates again if method types are
modified, till an invariant is reached.
In order to infer the right types we use a standard solution that relies on
subtypes and relaxes the equality constraint of types of successor instructions
in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. We briefly outline this solution.
Record types ϑ are equipped with a binary relation <: that is the reflexive
and transitive closure of the following pairs:
• ϑ <: J, and
• par   , fh : ϑ,    s, Cq <: par   , fh1 : ϑ1,    s, C1q, if C  C1 and, for all
fields, h ¤ h1 and ϑ <: ϑ1.
(we also have K <: ϑ, where K has been introduced to deal with inheritance,
see Section 4.8). We notice that the constraint C  C1 is the identity in JVMLd,
but it is subset relation when inheritance comes into the scene. Clearly, <:
defines an upper-semi lattice on record types, which allows us to use the oper-
ation \ for computing least upper-bounds in our algorithm. The relation <:
is extended to functions Γi, Fi and Si as follows. Let Γi <: Γi
1 whenever Γi and
Γi
1 have the same domain and, for every χ, mk treepΓi, χq <: mk treepΓi
1, χq.
Similarly for Fi <: Fi
1, with the assumption that we have an implicit envi-
ronment Γi for computing the record types of Fipxq and Fi
1pxq. As regards
stacks, Si <: Si
1 whenever Si  χ1   χn, Si
1  χ11   χ
1
n (they have the same
length) and, for every j, Γipχjq <: Γipχ
1
jq. Therefore, in the typing rules of
Figures 4.4 and 4.5, the equality constraints between Γi, Fi, and Si and Γi 1,
Fi 1, and Si 1 are relaxed in favor of <: . For instance Γi  Γi 1 becomes
Γi <: Γi 1. We also relax identities Ti  Ti 1 into Ti  Ti 1.
The process typing the instructions uses a data-flow algorithm whose fix
point is reached when all constraints are satisfied. The pseudo-code of the
algorithm is the following (a visual diagram of the algorithm is shown in
Figure 5.2):
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1 TypeInference(Bct, P, Env_0) -> <Env, L>
2 Env = array[P.size]
3 L = array[P.size]
4 Env[0] = Env_0
5 pending = {0}
6 while( !pending.isEmpty() )
7 index = pending.pop()
8 current = P[index]
9 L[index] = current.type.lam(Bct,Env[index])
10 next_env = current.type.env(Bct,Env[index])
11 if( !current.isReturn() )
12 if( Merge(next_env, current.next, Env) )
13 pending.push(current.next)
14 if( current.isIf() )
15 if( Merge(next_env, current.jump, Env) )
16 pending.push(current.jump)
Figure 5.2: Type inference of method’s bodies in JaDA.
TypeInference starts with the typing environment of the first instruction
(see the rules for method definitions in Section 4.5.1) and initializes the set
pending to t0u (only instruction 0 must be typed (see line 5). The typing
environment includes Γ, F , S, Z, T , R, and K of Section 4.5. The type of
every instruction is saved in L (line 9). After typing the current instruction
we get the typing environment for the next instruction; this environment
has to match the current typing environment for the next instruction (line
12). If the two typing environments do not match, they are merged using
the <: relation and the corresponding instruction has to be typed again
(line 13). Notice that in a first pass all instructions will be typed and their
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typing environment computed, this is because the initial environment for
every instruction (except the first one) is null. If the current instruction
is an if jump then the same process is repeated now comparing with the
environment at instruction jump. The Merge function checks if the existing
environment is null, if so the environment for the current instruction is
updated and the method returns true because the instruction needs to be
typed again. If an environment for the next instruction already exists then
the existing environment is merged with the one just computed one and the
function Merge returns true again. Merge returns false if the existing typing
environment remains unchanged.
The process TypeInference terminates because, at every iteration, the
environment is augmented or remains unchanged (because of the merge oper-
ation). In a method body object names are finite (see paragraph The function
namespq in Section 4.6). Our prototype does not use recursive records (re-
cursive types are banned in JVMLd and are represented by finite structure in
JVML, see Section 4.8). Additionally the upper-semi lattice of <: has a finite
height. These premises give necessary conditions for the termination of the
above process.
The TypeInference process assumes the existence of a bct. Actually,
the computation of the bct is performed by another iterative process that
uses TypeInference. The following pseudo code highlights the algorithm (a
visual representation of the algorithm is shown in Figure 5.3):
1 BCT(ClassList) -> <Bct>
2 foreach class in ClassList
3 foreach m in class.Methods
4 Bct[m] = Empty(m)
5
6 changes = true
7 while(changes)
8 changes = false
9 foreach class in ClassList
10 foreach m in class.Methods
11 <Env, L> = TypeInference(Bct, m.P, m.Env_0)
12 changes = changes OR Update(Bct, m, Effects(L))
BCT starts by initializing the effects of every method to be empty (line 4).
Then every method body is typed with the current Bct (line 11) and the
typing environments, lams and the method’s effects are re-computed from
its type (12). This process is repeated until the Bct reaches a stable state
(line 7). The arguments for the termination of Bct are similar to those of
TypeInference.
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Figure 5.3: Type inference of methods’ behaviors in JaDA.
5.3 Analysis of circularities
The pseudo code of the algorithm for computing the abstract model of a
lam function in Section 4.6 is highlighted here (a visual representation of the
algorithm is shown in Figure 5.4):
1 ExpandAndCleanCCT(Bct)
2 foreach (method in Bct)
3 State[method] = {{}}
4 do
5 changed = false
6 foreach( method in Bct )
7 newState = Replace(State, method.type.lam)
8 newState = Normalize(newState)
9 foreach( set in newState )
10 set = Transitive_Closure(set)
11 set = Clean(set)
12 changed = changed OR IsEqual(State[method],newState)
13 State[method] = newState
14 while( changed )
ExpandAndCleanCCT computes the set of states of every method in the bct.
For each method, the function computes its state (line 6) by instantiating
the method invocations in its lam with the models computed in the previous
iteration (line 7; at the beginning the model is empty, see line 3). Then the
state is simplified as a disjunction of conjunctions (the Normalize invocation
at line 8). That is the model is a set of elements that are sets of dependency
pairs. Every set is then transitively closed (line 10) and then simplified by
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Figure 5.4: JaDA Analysis of behavioral types
means of the Clean operation in line 10 . After all method states have been
recomputed, we check if the new model is different than the old one (line
12). This process goes on until every method has reach an stable set of final
states.
JaDA returns a deadlock if it finds a circularity in the lam of the main
method. Since the method invocations are stored in the structure imple-
menting the dependency pairs, it is also able to return a trace corresponding
to the deadlock.
5.4 Related tools and assessments
In this section we compare JaDA with other deadlock analysis tools for Java.
For this comparison we have chosen those that, to the bests of our knowledge,
are more powerful tools so far. In Table 5.1, the related tools have been
classified according to the type of analysis they perform (see Chapter 4.10
for a discussion about analysis techniques for deadlock detection). We have
chosen Chord for static analysis [51], GoodLock for hybrid analysis [17] and
Sherlock for dynamic analysis [26]. We have also considered a commercial
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static analysis tool, ThreadSafe 1 [15].
It is important to remark that we considered in our comparison the
Sherlock tool in spite of its dynamic nature. The main reason for this
is that Sherlock’s results provided a number of verified deadlocks for each
one of these programs. Therefore, we expect the results of static analyzers
to output numbers at least greater than the ones given by Sherlock. We
notice that this is not the case either for Chord or ThreadSafe (see example
RayTracer).
Table 5.1: Comparison with different deadlock detection tools. The inner
cells show the number of deadlocks detected by each tool. The output labeled
“*” are imprecise: see the text.
Static Hybrid Dynamic Commercial
benchmarks JaDA Chord GoodLock Sherlock ThreadSafe
Sor 1 1 7 1 4
Hedc  24 23 20 1
Vector  3 14 4 0
RayTracer  1 8 2 0
MolDyn  3 6 1 0
MonteCarlo  2 23 2 0
Xalan  42 210 9 1
BuildNetwork 3 0 0
Philosophers2 1 0 1
PhilosophersN 3 0 0
StaticFields 1 1 1
ThreadArrays 1 1 1
ThreadArraysWJoins 1 1 0
ScalaSimpleDeadlock 1
ScalaPhilosophersN 3
The source of all benchmarks in Table 5.1 is available either at [26,51] or
in the JaDA-deadlocks repository2. Out of the four chosen tools, we were
able to install and effectively test only two of them: Chord and ThreadSafe;
the results corresponding to GoodLock and Sherlock come from [26]. We also
had problems in testing Chord with some of the examples in the benchmarks,
perhaps due to some miss-configurations, that we were not able to solve even
after getting in contact with the author because Chord has been discontinued.
The first block belongs to a group of well known Java programs used as
benchmarks for several Java analysis tools. In its current state JaDA only
detects 1 deadlock (and its full trace) in all of the seven analyzed programs
1http://www.contemplateltd.com/threadsafe
2https://github.com/abelunibo/Java-Deadlocks
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from this group. After a manual review we have noticed that the current re-
lease of JaDA does not correctly manage arrays of threads. The tool, though,
is able to verify the necessary conditions for deadlock existence, but it is
not able to produce the correct traces nor individuate the exact number of
deadlocks involved. Enhancing the support for this feature is among the
top priorities in the development of JaDA. We have, on the other hand,
isolated patterns involving arrays of threads, examples ThreadArrays and
ThreadArraysWJoins, and in both case, for this shorter examples the tool
outputs the expected results. Moreover, in the case of arrays of threads with
join operations, we remark that Chord and ThreadSafe both fail even for a
simplified example of this pattern.
In addition, in the case of the Hedc program, the concurrency patterns
rely on wait-notify-notifyAll, which are not supported by JaDA.
The other programs in the second block corresponds to examples designed
to test our tool against complex deadlock scenarios like the Network program.
We notice that both Chord and ThreadSafe fail to detect those kinds of
deadlocks. In addition we report two examples of Scala programs [53], these
programs have been compiled with the version 2.11 of the Scala compiler. We
remark that, to the best of our knowledge at the moment of writing this, there
were no static deadlock analysis tools for such language. While the results
in Table 5.1 are far from ideal, they are encouraging. We hope to improve
more convincing ones as soon as JaDA overcomes its current limitations.
5.5 JaDA Deliverable
JaDA has been designed to run on bytecode generated by the Java compiler3
and it assumes that the bytecode has been already checked by the Java
Bytecode Verifier (therefore it does not contain either syntactic or semantic
errors). JaDA also requires that every dependency is matched by a corre-
sponding bytecode. Although the bytecode is not executed, JaDA computes
every necessary information to solve key issues for the analysis, such as the
informations about inheritance. The loading of the existing types is done dy-
namically in a sand-boxed class loader4 to avoid security risks. The full set of
dependencies can be specified in JaDA through a classpath-like configuration
(see property class-path in Section 5.5.1).
JaDA is available in three forms: a demo website [31], a command line
tool and an Eclipse plug-in (see Figure 5.5). All of them share the same
3We have tested JaDA against the 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8 versions of the Java compiler, and
against the 1.8 version of the Eclipse Java Compiler (ECJ)
4https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/lang/ClassLoader.html
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Figure 5.5: Visual representation of a deadlock trace
core: the technique discussed in this work. At the moment of writing, the
demo website only allows analyzing single-file programs and to use a subset
of the options previously described. The command line tool and the Eclipse
plug-in are available through direct requests.
Deadlock trace report
An important result of this solution is the ability to produce the deadlock
traces. To this aim the traces of every lock chain have to be maintained at
every step of the process. This is allowed by a careful design and some extra
work during the type inference process. Since the analysis here presented
is static, the resulting traces does not include variable values nor any extra
information on the state of the program. It does, however, produce the exact
paths involved in the potential deadlock. The Eclipse plug-in, for example,
outputs the execution graph causing the deadlock with links to the source
code that originates it (see Figure 5.5).
Figure 5.5 shows a deadlock trace representation in the JaDA Eclipse plug-
in. This plug-in is the richest delivery form of this prototype, the deadlock
trace includes direct links to the source code from where the deadlock is
generated. We notice that this is only possible when debugging information
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has been compiled into the bytecode.
5.5.1 Customization
The main goal of JaDA is to provide a fully automatic tool for the analysis
of deadlocks. We note that even though the user interaction (e.g. through
code annotations) may allow gaining in precision, this is a cumbersome task
and having a tool completely dependent in this sense may lead to a tool only
applicable in non-realistic scenarios.
In order to provide some flexibility, JaDA supports a set of settings to
customize the analysis.
<target>: this setting specifies the target file or folder to analyze. It is
mandatory. The type of files admitted are: Javaclass files (“.class”),
Java jar files (“.jar”) and compressed zip files (“.zip”). In the case of
folders, the content of the folder is analyzed recursively.
verbose[=<value >]: the value ranges from 1 to 5, the default and more
expressive value is 5.
class-path <classpath >: Standard Java classpath description. If the tar-
get contains dependencies other than those in the standard library, they
must be specified via this option.
target-method <methodName >: fully qualified target method (should be a
void method without arguments). It compels JaDA to analyze the speci-
fied method. If this option is not set, the analysis chooses the first main
method found.
analysis-extent[=<value >]: Indicates the extent of the analysis. Possible
values are (default value is classpath): full –analyzes every depen-
dency including the system and classpath-included libraries–, classpath
–analyzes every library in the classpath–, custom –analyzes the classes
specified through the property additional-targets– and self –does
not analyze any class but the target one–.
additional-targets <classes >: if analysis-extent is set to custom this
property must contain a comma separated list of the fully qualified
names of a subset of classes in the classpath to include in the analysis.
Such a feature is useful for avoiding type known libraries.
custom-types <file >: a setting file to specify predefined behavioral types.
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static-constructors[=<value >]: indicates when the static constructors
should be processed, the possibilities are before-all and
non-deterministically. The default option is before-all.
Third-party tools involved
The analysis process in JaDA starts with the parsing of the bytecode. This
is a cumbersome task because of the length and verbosity of the JVML syn-
tax. JaDA relies on the ASM framework [21] for the bytecode extraction and
manipulation. (Other third party tools have been also designed for manip-
ulating and analyzing the bytecode: the page https://java-source.net/
open-source/bytecode-libraries contains a list of existing tools for this
purpose. ASM provides a wide set of tools for interacting with the bytecode,
including code generation and code analysis. It is also light-weight, open
source, very well documented and up to date with the latests versions of
Java.
The Eclipse plug-in integration has been inspired in the Symbolic Execu-
tion Debugger tool [39].
5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented the JaDA Tool. It is a static deadlock
analysis tool that targets JVML, the Java bytecode. Therefore, it supports
the analysis compiled Java programs, as well as, programs written in other
languages that are also compiled in JVML, like Scala. In fact, although there
are several tools that target Java, this is to the best of our knowledge the
first static deadlock analyzer applied to Scala programs.
The technique underlying JaDA uses a behavioral type system that ab-
stracts the main features of the programs with respect to the concurrent
operations. These types are then analyzed in order to verify the presence of
circular dependencies that can potentially lead to deadlock states. The so-
lution here described has been successfully applied to another programming
language: ABS [35]
JaDA is designed to run in a fully automatic fashion, meaning that the
inference of the program type and the subsequent analysis could be done
unassisted. Nevertheless, user intervention is possible and may enhance the
precision of the analysis, for example in presence of native methods. The
possibilities to configure JaDA are listed in Section 5.5. In particular, one of
the main advantage of this approach is the possibility to provide, manually,
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the behavioral types of methods that cannot be typed automatically, like
native methods or methods relying on reflection.
Even though the tool is still under development, we have been able to
assess it by analyzing a set of Java and Scala programs. This contribution
also reports a comparison between JaDA’s results and those of existing dead-
lock analysis tools, among which is a commercial grade one. The assessments
have proved that our tool excels in the analysis of recursive programs that
a priori may lead to infinite state models, like the case of the example in
Section 4.3.3.
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Chapter 6
General conclusions
Summary
We conclude this work with the main remarks about the techniques that has
been so far described. We also discuss future lines of research derived from
the solutions here presented.
6.1 Conclusions
This thesis describes an approach based on the use of behavioral types for
the static analysis of computer programs. We have successfully applied this
technique in two different problems, in two different programming languages.
Behavioral type systems constitute a powerful way to reason abstractly
in the program effects. The main characteristic of this approach is the modu-
larity, these type systems are built compositionally from the level of program
instructions to the level of more general programming units like methods or
classes. This poses several advantages, for example, the possibility to focus
during the development phase on subsets of the programming language and
extend this gradually afterwards to support all the language functionalities.
Moreover, this modularity is extended also to the overall system. In this case,
the properties targeted by the analysis are not properties of the type system,
like it could be, for example, the type safety in standard type systems. In-
stead, behavioral type systems produce an abstraction of the program that
remove spurious information for the analysis. This abstraction can be an-
alyzed afterwards, in a second stage. Having the analysis decoupled from
the type system allows to combine several analyzers, but more importantly,
eases the demonstration of the correctness of the whole solution.
The demonstration of the correctness of these techniques is usually done
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in two steps. A first step, ensures that: (i) the behavior obtained for the pro-
gram at static time is preserved during the program execution; and (ii) the
execution does not introduce at runtime information that was not considered
in the program abstraction. This proof is usually done by means of a stan-
dard subject reduction theorem demonstrated by induction on the program
runtime evolution. In a second part, one can demonstrate the correctness of
the analyzer, or even delegate such analysis to other certificated third party
tools.
The main contribution of this work is the application of this technique
to two problems: the analysis of virtual machines usage in dynamic Cloud
Computing scenarios, and the analysis of deadlocks in Java. In both cases we
have respectively developed prototype implementations: The SRA tool and
The JaDA tool, that allow to interact with the theory here proposed.
Both tools can be considered novelties in their particular field, at least
to some extent. For the case of SRA, this is the first automatic analyzer
that considers Cloud related resource usage. The language targeted by this
analysis is an object-oriented concurrent language that allows the allocation
and deallocations of objects representing virtual machines. Moreover, these
virtual machines are in turn, active objects, that may run asynchronous
operations that also create and release other virtual machine objects. This
combination of settings has not been, to the best of our knowledge, considered
by any of the existing similar tools. For the case of the JaDA tool, this is one of
the few analyzers capable of targeting a very wide set of the Java language
features. It is though, the first of these that proposes a sound approach
without impacting in the precision of the analysis. It is also the first analyzer
capable of detecting deadlocks in Scala, a high end programming language
that is also compiled to Java bytecode.
6.2 Future work
The results obtained by these two analyzers have been compared with other
scientific or commercial tools. In both of the problems tackled, our tools
proved competitive, state-of-the-art level results. However, this experience
shows that there is still room for improvement, which leaves us with some
concrete future lines of work:
SRA tool enhancements
Removing technical restrictions. The restrictions described in Section 2.4
are technical simplifications and do not constitute particular limitations to
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the theory behind. However, these can be alleviated by retaining more ex-
pressive notations for the effect of a method, i.e. by considering the methods’
possible releases as a set of sets instead of a simple set. Such a notation is
more suited for modeling nondeterministic behaviors and it might be made
even more expressive by tagging the methods’ side effects with conditions
specifying when each effect is yielded. Clearly, the management of these
domains becomes more complex and the trade-off between simplicity and
expressiveness of the behavioral types must be carefully evaluated.
Integrating new automatic solvers. The existing cost equations solvers
tend to specialize in particular scenarios. A good alternative to improve the
SRA tool could be to integrate other (more powerful) solvers, such as those
based on theorem provers or in multivariate cost analysis. This extension
could definitely enrich the domain of programming patterns that can be
covered by this analyzer.
Targeting higher-end languages. A big limitation of the SRA tool is the
targeted language. This reduces the possibility to analyze real life programs.
Targeting high end programming languages like Java or C (as the C4B ana-
lyzer) would give the SRA tool a higher practical value. Another, good step
in this direction is to target a programming language with a formal model
as ABS [46], of which vml is a very basic sub-calculus.
In particular, the latter of these lines of work may be of special interest.
Behavioral types are abstract specifications of programs that highlight re-
source usages. One of the main applications of these abstract specifications
is to bridge the gap between programs and performance constraints in Ser-
vice Level Agreement (SLA, in short) documents [32]. As discussed in [32],
a language like ABS is intended to be a language able to interact, for exam-
ple, with the Amazon Elastic Cloud Computing features library. Therefore,
this language might be used to model Cloud services, where a primary issue
is the compatibility with the SLA document. The technique conveyed here
would allow (i) extracting the abstract specifications by means of the type
(inference) system, (ii) computing the cost by means of the solver, and (iii)
verifying whether the computed costs complies with the SLA or not. This
solution demonstrates that these steps are all feasible and correct.
JaDA tool enhancements
Full Java support. A logical first step in this direction is to extend JaDA to
cover the remaining Java features with respect to the concurrency patterns.
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As described so far, there are some limitations on the programs that can
be analyzed by this tool. The main ones are: the analysis of the high level
concurrency support introduced with the java.util.concurrent package of
the Java standard library; the analysis of the synchronization mechanisms
provided by the methods wait, notify and notifyAll of the class Object;
and the analysis of the instructions involving the Java volatile keyword.
Enhance the data race problems detection. In addition to deadlocks,
another issue closely related to concurrent programming is the data race
problem. The behavioral type here described currently keeps track of the ac-
cess to shared objects from different threads, see Record Types in Section 4.4.
At this moment, when such scenario is detected, the typing process does not
succeed. The JaDA tool reports an inconclusive deadlock to ensure the sound-
ness of the output. However, a much more informative output would report
the details of the data race condition.
Applying this approach in other high end languages. One of the
main contributions of this work has been, without doubts, the application of
this technique to a high-end language like Java. In this case, the tool targets
specifically the Java bytecode, JVML, which allows analyzing also another
sophisticated language like Scala. Like Java, many common programming
languages compile to intermediate stack based semantics bytecode. The tech-
nique described in this work for the type inference in JVML might be, with
more or less effort, adapted to match some of these languages. A good first
choice in this sense would be the IL language which is the compilation target
of languages in the .Net platform like C#, VB, F#. We remark that thanks
to the modularity of this approach, the analysis here described can be re-used
without any modifications.
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